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Harold:

I read witl lnterest the Action Program and Interim Report of 'Urban

Pover Vy Task GruI noticed a rather greater emphasiz than previously on
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I only have a f eneral comments:
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uicipal ser5onc to keep costs low. Lower standards vill probably also 6Q a

in ,-.c-,-'t/ rcquirc 7dthis lcads to my second point; the acceptability of our

programs.

All our planning for ,-assivc action orl urban poverty is well and goCod but

the remnber coutries really interc3ted, As mentioncd throughout the reporL the

prolused actins toil! require substantial policy dtcisions anqd changes from the

prOablo incui major rcsournes reallocations

Governrents inny ! d('.U / any may feel Wi. U rE 1/asn that this is their corn

business an wc sht-d not tell them hoo to run thoir hounc, and/or y are '

to tell the ? Dow e knmw what works (see flew York City)? For this revpon rAs n

a nore gneral approcach not so inttnL on"abrolute Woo9 iay be g nroay ac
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edination in Via repiort (one parLraph,7Q together Q Lh NOu = Wi Lior and

the ned for technical n is pirnxent Lhrouh th,'

report, but I '.exlleve "educastion" (in its broadeot sonse, not nncesrarl yfr

but in5rri;l di irir training) K actualy Gnu of W s iuts Q

devulopnent, . gas int'restc;d a fc-rC dals aqu by en rticle in the o

saying that a Furvey had deonntratod that a hIKh porecntrc of th. U.5

= 4otlly iuM~apted to todny' life. This is surely even nora true fo iL.

poor a not o -)or in LDC cition.

Thin, i . In fact rwju.is or tvo points above. Education Soul. bw n vAYA2

mainly to aosist people to adapt. But adnpt to what? VcsLerxn styie iaen

culturc? if it cn'bdo fin&! Thab is Myr some nayG~rri.isp~
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In conclusion. I believe we should be fairly open and willing to:

(a) try a variety of approaches (with proper monitoring) and (b) listen very

carefully to what the countries say and want, inserting proper guidance where we

feel appropriate and competent to do so.- In this field we can probably learn more

by doing than by Andless studies which soon become masive and may obstruct the

view of what we are trying to do. Too great refinements in measuremenits nay be

irrelevant when the problems are so massive. Because the problems are so largce

(12 million people addd 'every year to the rank:.- of urban poor, withoWt counLing

the not sor poor) may be the Bank should concent;ate in devel ping self supporting

institutons to handle them rather than try to reach one third of this increase

(para 63) or any other specific fiure. Technical assistance becomes more

immportanL cria capcital oiy incidental; but is this possible, desirable, accuptable,

Arry this is a bit ramblij and you have surely discussed all these

points before.

Eovember 10, 1975 'Jacques



ASSOC I ATE TI ON AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

E CE MEMORANDUM
TO: F'LES DATE: De cunber 16, 1575

FROM: A3astair r'one (Chief, Urban Operations Review
and Support Units

SUBJECT: 1F gijh the Recions on the Urbsn Poverty Pro rim

1. A meeting chaired by Mr. Jaycox was held on December 11, 197:,
to review, with the representatives of the Regions, tasks required for
the implementation of the Urban Povorty Program. Ip-attcndance were:.
fren the gion.s, Messrs. Dubey, Howell, Morse, Rajagopalan, Wyss, Yenny;
from IFC, Messrs. Kuczynski, Berney; and from CPS, in addition to Mr. Jaycox,
Nessrs. Dankerley, Charchill, Middleton and myself.

2. The following agreements were reached:

(a) That the criteria and methodologr for defining
the target population, to be completed by the
CPS/DPS/Regional Working Party, will be sent
to the Country Economists for their reactions
by January 31, 1976; and a timetable for com-
pletion of the new estimates of target popula-
tion, rural, and urban, will be set in consulta-
tions with the Regions. It 'was further agreed
that these target populations would subsequently
be refined in the course of scheduled. economic,
sector and project missions to the respective
countries.

(b) That the developrent end refinement of sector
lending targets iry Regions would begin by the
relevant CPS Sector Departmcnt initiating dis-
cussions with their regional client project
divisions, and the outcome of these discussions
would then be presented to the regional manage-
ment with the assistance of the regional coordinators.
New deadlines for the finalization of these targets
will he established sector by sector, to reflect the
situation pertaining to each case.

(c) That the development of the gidelineq, for urbaniza-
tion/empioyrment and spatial aspects of country
economic work, is progressing on schedule with a view
to the completion of a working draft by January 31,
197, for discussion with CountI.Y Economists.

AStone: rm

cc: Messrs. Baum, Jaycox, ltnkorley, Chrchill, Middleton, Strombom, Singh,
Venkateswarun, lMcCulloch, Dabey (E21ENA), Howell (EA&P), Morse (E.Afric
Gilmartin (S.Asia), ;;yss ( ), Yenny (EA&P), Kuczynski and Berney (I

Regional Vice Presidents, Begional Directors, Urban Poverty Task Grcu-
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$3 AT C RECONSTRJCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORAT:ON

_dl MEMORAND

obort S. McNamara DATE: October 29, 1075

0ve. 31 Ct of Urban Analysis and Research

1L In anticipation of your approval of the Report of
the Urban Poverty Task Group, I have taken steps to
organize the DPS staff that will be Jequired to carry out
the several analytical tasks that are specified on n.23
of the report. These include: (1) definition of the target
populatiups; (2) development cf a mae6-economic analytical
f amework; (G) Guidelins for Country Economic Work. ,nd
f2) developent O n Urban P-R arnh P-PTram.

2. 1 have asked ArMy Stoutjesdijk, the chief of the
Special Tcpics Division of the Development Research Center,
to take responsibility for designing and conducting the

analytical anK research work on behalf of the DPS as a
whol. He has an outstanding record of organizing rezoayV'
on nev topics an producing operationally oriented renuns-
as in the racent studies of fertilizer reqnireoents, poWm01 n
pricas and inaustria! project selection. Hc will heoa up P
WPS wrtin Gromp Wat includes members o! the Urban Davelap-

aM. , Myloywant an& nustry Divisions of the econ::.
D10flrtinant no WAll as tho projections Dertmunt ano Lh"

Develoymcnt nrecarch Ccntur. The major objoctive of this3

qrcup will he the prcparation of the urban resarch rogram

descried in item 8 of the Report. Te
anilyical assignme n be closely integratua wa
this research program.

3. in developing guidelines for the urban awpec s Of

country economic work (tawks G and 7, p.28) , the exi rin

arrangements for DPS participation seem adequate. The
Program Revi ew Division has overall responsibility for
ecercising functional control of country economic wo:k a d
Mr. Cernic, the chief of this division, partcipa es '.- i
the working group described in paragraph bl .

4. I think that these arrangements will meet the ned
identified in paragraph 91 to "establish a clear division
of labor between CPS and DPS in urban policy, reseaich and
sector work".
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UFFICE MEMORAN' D1M

T): Mr. H.B. Chenery, VPD DATE: October 29, 197'

FROM: Ravi Gulhati, ECDDR

. October 23 Revort of the Urban Task Group: Some Worries!

1. We have collaborated in preparing this document and a great
deal of the analysis and the numbers can be traced to DPS researen and
policy papers. However, there remain a number of points in the Leport

which are worrisome. Kim Jaycox mentions that a "lively and useful
debate" took place among Task 'Group members. Some of the issues debated

have not yet been settled to our satisfaction.

2. The report defines the target population as the absolute poor in

income terms (147 million in 1975 compared to the 612 million rural pr)

plus those who do not have access to basic needs for which safe
said to be an "easily observable proxy". (p.6). These considerat:iona
the Urban Task Group to conclude that there are 190 million urban pcor.

This calculafion is not easy to defend on logical grounds, the hf data
on access to safe water are ad::ittedlv faulty and there is no conarab
figure for the rural poor on this basis. We do not know. what pracica
implications follow from this expansion in the size of the urban :ccr
target group (fromi 147 to 190 million) but we fear that the report ;uy
create a tisleadJin impression about its elative size and it irav
the basis for dosigning and evaluating projects.

3. Aiter reviewing the res:ults of a simple thxroe sector (no uu
industry, servies) consistenyv model, th, Urban Task Group report
Presents the main eleuents of th s .... -rvlinc the td

program (p. 1.C) . We f..:1. th a 'um- 'ial aspocts are not
even-raised in this statement of stratcgy. These are:

- what proportion of national resources should be de2ued L

the urban sect or as against rural areas and how should i
ailocation issue be approached at. the country level?

- within the urban sector, how should resources be o'-n-' 2

betwe-on small towns and big metropolitan centars? More c ii

half of the target group is in settlements of less t.aa
200,000 population.

- hiow uch emphasis should be given to "direct" measurcs
focused on the target group as against "indirect" ones?

- what shoold be the- mix between measures with a pay-off,
say, during the next five years and measures whicoh will

have an impact over the longer-run?

4. The section on Y>rc of Eonk Activitics in Ildustrv an
Sall iI _-i (p. i3 cairds) follows alosely sa:e text we hov-

suppl 1', xCA I ' 05rt! S . 1 .t0 Pre too the emphiS



Mr. H.B. Chenery, VPD - 2 - October 29, 1975

on reducing investment per job is coupled with. the phrase (inserted
at our insistence) "there would of course be no relaxation of economic,
technical or financial criteria". We regret the fact that in 1975 the
Bank feels the need for resurrecting a decision-rule which had its jay
in the literature of the 1950s. One would have thought that after all
the efforts of Little, Mirrlees, Balassa and van der Tak it would be
possible to agree on a more sensible approach to the design, appraisal
and evaluation of iRndustrial projects.

5. "Urban lendiqij" by the Bank is said to constitute 492 of the
amount of Bank lending (paragraph 37). This gives a misleading imprcss an
as the term "urban" is defined rather broadly in this context. If "rur7l
lending" was calculated on the same basis, it would add up to much :or.
than the 26% mentioned in the footnote on page 12. The Urban Task Gruv-
recommends an alternative Bank lending progra for F 1976-80 (p, 22.
The implications of the proposed alternativa for th rural-urban 0Y of
Bank lending are not spelled out yet. I assunu that the Bank vii! iot
wish to tilt further in favor of urban areas; in fact recent poilcy
papers on education, population and water supply have emphaiz h
importance of diverting lending to rural areas.

6. The report calls for a "more operatioarlly-oriented" resea'
program focused on the problems of the urban poor (p. 2i) . Such o
reorientation in favor of short-gestation studies is desicable but i
this emphasis is pushed too far it can be counter-productive. The :a-
is that our intellectual capital in this field is not all thac ip
and there is a need to improve our understanding of econcic procesyE<
and to forge new analytical approaches. The battle for roduring po-vu
urban or rural--will stili be on for many decades and e snould heir
perspective in mind.

7. The report calls for a polic2 or issncr jspaper on ei:plymenr
(p. 26). Its scope and timing have not yet boon agreed and there : e
other customers besides Kim Jaycox. We have Leen asked to write a
paper on a closely related topic--non-farm employment (see your memnrava.
to Mr. McNamara dated October 15, 1975).

cc: AKaraoswanoglu, VPD DPS Directors JKeans, OFDA
AStoutjesdijk, DRCST ECD Division Chiefs Jholsea, FPjV.
RWebb, ECDER Task Croup Menbers

RG/mo



INTERNATIONAL DEVE,-r'MENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum, Vice President, Central ATE: October 23, 1975

Projects Staff
FROM: Edward V.K. Jaycox, Chairman, Urban Poverty

Task Group
SUBJECT: Action Program and Interim Report of Urban v rty T G oup

1. INTRODUCTION

1. In July Mr. McNamara established an interdepartmental Task Group
under your general direction to develop an Action Program for implementing
his Board of Governors' Speech. At that time we proposed that by Oct. 15,
1975 the Task Group would deliver to Mr. McNamara an Action Program
including:

- a tentative definition of the target population, the
urban poor.

- a tentative statement of global and sector objectives
with respect to the target population.

- a working estimate of the resources required to meet
these objectives.

- a preliminary statement of a Bank strategy and goals
over a reasonable period of time.

- a detailed description of the other tasks to be performed
as part of the Action Program, including timetables, who
would be responsible and the manpower costs involved for
the various units of the Bank.

2. This report contains the promised estimates and recommendations.
However, virtually every aspect of this work is "in progress" at this time
and the results so far must be viewed as merely indicative. The report,
we believe, represents a rough consensus of Task Group members' views.
Many points have engendered lively and useful debate, and undoubtedly will
continue to do so. Decisions, or at least initial reactions, with respect
to these indicative lines are, nevertheless, necessary for future develop-
ment of the work program. The proposals outlined in what follows cumulate
to calling for some important changes in various aspects of Bank practice
and will involve substantial shifts in the attitudes and sensitivity of
Bank staff as well as of our Borrowers. If the objectives are to be achieved,
the changes in the character of many Bank operations should not be under-
estimated.

3. The work of the Task Group now has considerable momentum, by virtue
of setting ambitious targets for its work and short timetables, and because
of the very cooperative reception of the Group's initiatives throughout the
Bank. But to shift into a higher gear, the Task Group now requires
Management decisions and support for an agreed Action Program.



Mr. Warren C. Baum - 2 - October 23, 1975

4. Apart from this introduction, the report is divided into five
sections. The first section (pp. 2 to 7) deals with the definition
and determination of an operationally reachable target population--about
190 million people currently growing by over 11 million people per annum.

5. The second section (pp. 7 to 11) discusses the global objectives
that appear to be dictated by an attack on urban poverty. These boil
down to the rapid creation of off-farm employment, increased productivity
in the informal sector, and much increased efficiency of urban areas in
absorbing population in productive employment with low-cost, low-standard
solutions to basic service requirements.

6. The third section (pp. 11 to 22) outlines an approach and the
tentative features of recommended Bank Group programming objectives, on a
sector-by-sector basis and summarizes the recommendations by running out
an alternative, and again very provisional FY76-80 lending program. This
program would further increase industrial, education, urban, water supply,
nutrition/population lending at the expense of real increases in the level
of transportation and power lending.

7. The fourth section (op. 23 to 27) "Implementation and Supporting
Activities" sets out the recommended courses of action with respect tc
implementing the Action Program. It discusses the work program for providing
operational support to achieve the objectives with respect to the lending
program, the target population, and project design, and to monitor the
actual progress. Here we recommend the setting up of a unit for this pur-
pose and for providing assistance to operating divisions in launching/
reorienting their programs. It also sets out the program for country
economic and sector work, research and policy work, coordination with other
agencies, and the study of certain organizational questions.

8. The final section (Do. 28 to 30) summarizes the Action Program In
terms of individual tasks to the extent it has now been defined and sets
out the budgetary implications of this program for the remainder of FY76
(a budgetary request) and FY77 (an indication of future requests). The
implications for manpower requirements of the operating divisions have not
been estimated -at this point in time and can only emerge from iteration
through the development of agreed lending targets.

II. THE PATTERN OF URBAN POVERTY AND DEFINITION OF THE TARGET GROUP

9. The task of defining and locating the urban poor is proceeding
fairly well. We are attempting to determine their numbers and location
in a manner that is consistent with the Bank's estimates of rural poverty,
and we are describing the poor in three different but closely related ways:
in terms of income, access to basic services, and employment. We believe
that acceptable orders of magnitude have been established for some of the
features most relevant to global allocations and basic policy design.
Greater accuracy and detail will require specific country analysis.
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A. Absolute Poverty

10. In line with the ongoing work on rural poverty, we have adopted an
"absolute poverty" measure based on the local cost of minimum nutritional
and non-food requirements. This measure was preferred to a dollar income
cut-off because it permits direct international comparisons of poverty
without the difficulties introduced by local differences in tastes, product
availabilities, and exchange rate distortions, and because it draws a line
at a very low income level, thereby isolating a more manageable problem.

11. As shown in the Table below, on the basis of this measure of
standardized minimum needs, roughly 25 percent of the urban populations
of Bank developing countries, or 150 million, are in absolute poverty.
Some 46 percent of these poor are in South Asia, 24 percent in Latin America,
13 percent in EMENA, 10 percent in East Asia & Pacific, and 8 percent in
Eastern and Western Africa combined.!' The estimates are rough and need
to be treated with considerable caution. The estimates for Asia, for
example, are probably understated. In that region, the bulk of the popula-
tion has incomes very close to the poverty line so that minor changes in
the definition of minimum needs move a large number of people from one side
of the line to the other.

B. Lack of Access to Basic Requirements

12. Information on access of the urban populations to water, sanitation,
and minimum nutrition is fragmentary. Studies in various cities indicate,
however, that those with incomes below those necessary to purchase minimum
needs are also likely to be those without access to these basic requirements.
The Table below also gives estimates by region of the urban population now
lacking adequate access to various basic requirements or services. It is
based on 1975 populations and 1970 proportions; this may lead to some under-
estimation of the shortfall in the poorer countries and overestimation in
a few of the richer countries.

I/ A more detailed breakdown is given in Annex Table 1. Alternative
definitions of absolute poverty, e.g., $100 per capita, or one-half
the national per capita income, give different pictures of poverty.
While the total numbers are affected significantly, even more important
differences occur in the regional patterns, the shares of the urban
poor in Latin America and South Asia being particularly affected.
(Annex Table 2.)
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URBAN POPULATIONS IN ABSOLUTE POVERTY AND
LACKINq ACCESS TO BASIC REQUIREMINTS

Lacking Access To
Public or

Total Private Severely
Urban Absolute Sewerage Under-
Population Poor Safe Water Systems nourished

Region (millions) (millions) (1) (millions) (%) (millions) ( (millions) (%)

Eastern
Africa 20.1 4.3 (22) 7.8 (39) 11.6 (57) ) (56)

) 25.0
Western
Africa 24.3 7.3 (30) 8.6 (34) 12.8 (53) )

EMENA 110.0 18.6 (17) 16.2 (15) 19.2 (17) 16.0 L2(5)

Latin America
and
Caribbean 186.5 35.2 (19) 47.0 (25) 68.5 (37) 29.0 (16)

East Asia
and
Pacific 69.3 14.0 (20) 30.9 (45) 24.5 (35) 31..0 (45)

South Asia 167.8 67.7 (40) 78.9 (47) 45.7 (27) 76.0 (45)

Totals 578.0 147.1 (25) 189.5 (33) 182.3 (32) 177.0 (31)

/I Those with per capita daily deficit of over 300 calories below minimum daily
requirements.

/2 Not includinn Europe.

Sources: UN Population Statistics
WHO
Staff Estimates
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13. The numbers of those lacking these basic requirements are greater
than those estimated to have incomes insufficient to meet basic needs. At
this stage it is not clear to what extent these discrepancies are due to
poor data, lack of consistency in the definition of what is "basic," failure
of delivery systems to meet effective demand, or behavioral patterns of
expenditures which do not give the highest priority to these "basic" needs.
In refining our definition of absolute poverty over time, we must strive
for a sufficiently unequivocal and consistent definition of what is basic
to permit: (i) the appropriate distinction between poverty resulting only
from insufficient incomes and poverty caused by "failure" of the delivery
system for a particular basic requirement; and (ii) consistency in applica-
tion of our measures for both urban and rural populations. In the meantime,
even though there is clearly not a complete overlap between access to each
of these basic needs and the absolute poor as defined by income, the degree
of overlap is undoubtedly high enough for a close identity among the groups
covered by the two sets of criteria to be taken as an operating assumption. 1/
It is unlikely that many in the upper income levels will lack access to
safe water and conversely it is highly likely that most of the poor will
lack this access.

C. Employment Characteristics of the Urban Poor

14. The employment characteristics of the urban poor can only be roughly
outlined at this point in time. The poor quality of employment data on a
worldwide or country-by-country basis, conceptual difficulties, and lack of
correlating data on incomes have hampered this work and will undoubtedly
continue to do so. What we have been able to do at this stage is to generalize
from several city studies completed in recent years. These studies reveal
an employment profile of the urban poor of considerable diversity within
countries but a fair degree of similarity among countries. The poor are
to be found across a wide variety of occupations in both the informal and
formal sectors. In larger cities the distribution of the poor is similar
to that of the distribution of occupations in the city as a whole--about
50 percent in services, 20-25 percent in manufacturing and the rest across
transportation, construction, and miscellaneous categories. 2/

15. In the cities of lower income countries (e.g., in Asia) 40-50 per-
cent of the poor can be described as self-employed or own-account workers.
In higher income countries (e.g., Latin America) over two-thirds are employees.
A surprising number, particularly in large cities, are low-paid employees
(both casual and regular) in medium and large firms and in government.

1/ This assumption will be tested in the immediate future through a
research program on Latin American cities which will correlate
income and access to certain basic services (RPO:285).

2/ See Annex Table 3.
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16. It is thus difficult to point to any one sector as containing the
urban poor. They are often in those activities where productivity is low
and constrained by virtual freedom of entry and by the growth in aggregate
demand. They are often operating at the margin where any one individual,
e.g., a market vendor, can increase his productivity only at the expense of
others in his group. On the other hand, the fact that the poor are usually

,a minority within each sector implies that there is room for a redistribution
of productivity and income within each subsector, e.g., by equalizing access
to capital and skill. In large cities, apart from these possibilities, the
prospect for income growth in such activities depends mostly on the growth in
overall modern sector output and incomes. In smaller urban areas a larger
proportion of the poor are in craft and service activities that are linked
to the growth of farm income and to a lesser extent to regitonal government
spending.

D. Definition of the Target Population

17. It is clear that on the urban side we will have no equivalent of
the small farmer, i.e., one fairly homogeneous group of producers with access
to the basic factors of their production process. We propose that the target
for the attack on urban poverty be the absolute poor as we have defined them
in income terms plus those who may theoretically have the income to purchase
the standardized minimum needs but who are being "impoverished" by the failure
of the delivery systems for basic requirements. This definition of the target
population is the best overall concept we have available for aggregating the
multidimensional characteristics of urban poverty.

18. In any case, income alone is a difficult concept to use for opera-
tional location of the poverty group because income distribution estimates
are basically statistical abstractions. We need something similar to farm
size, an empirical standard, which when applied in conjunction with income,
allows us to get people-specific even though the purity of the poverty con-
cept may suffer a little. We therefore propose that for field identification
the urban target group be defined in terms of an easily observable proxy.
Lack of access to a safe water supply is an obvious choice because of the
very likely strong overlap between the absolute poor and those without access
to safe water, and the very likely strong overlap between those without access
to safe water and those without access to other basrcs--absorbed nutrients,
sanitation, tenure of location, basic education, etc. The fact that for
operational purposes we may find it convenient to define the boundary of the
target population in terms of access to safe water does not imply that the
operational strategy for dealing with urban poverty is to concentrate entirely
or even primarily on the provision of basic services.

19. Identified and located by means of this proxy, the target group would
approximate 190 million people at present. This, however, is a dynamically
changing picture. In the next decade, the gross additions will include the
natural increase in the urban absolute poor of about 46 million and a sizeable
portion of the 128 million migrants who will come to the towns and cities,
and who will be absolutely poor and/or unable to gain access to basic
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requirements. _/ By 1985, we estimate, on an admittedly crude basis, a gross
addition of some 115 million newcomers to the target population will have taken
place and the gross yearly addition will be about 12 million. The net growth
in the target population (there is no doubt that given present trends it will
grow) will of course be less, depending on the success of governments and
economies in "graduating" people from its ranks.

20. We intend to test the utility of this definition empirically and
work on refining or modifying the definition of the target population will
continue (see Research and Economic Work Programs below).

Ill. GLOBAL OBJECTIVES

A. The Background--Growth of Income and Employment

21. The Task Group has tried to devise objectives with respect to the target
population which are as production- and employment-oriented as possible. In order
to define the objectives in a meaningful and monitorable way, it is necessary to
see them against the perspective provided by a broad macro-economic framework.
It is only within such a framework that the trends and prospects for output and
employment by sector can be examined in a systematic way.

22. The overall macro-economic problem as we have come to see it is the
creation of productive non-farm employment at a rate which can absorb both
the increasing populations of the cities and the excess farm labor implied by
desirable increases in production and per capita incomes in agriculture. If
there is to be any improvement in the lot of the poor, rural or urban, the
towns and cities will have to absorb and employ the bulk of the increase in
the labor force in the future.

23. We have tried to estimate the order of magnitude of the growth of
income and employment required to generate a growing and more equitable
distribution of incomes in both rural and urban areas. To do this, we have
developed a simplified model (covering 25 developing countries containing
80 percent of the total LDC population) to give us a broad perspective on
sectoral employment, output, and productivity. 2/ The model uses the his-
torical relationships between sectoral growth rates to examine the consistency
of overall rates of growth with output, employment, and productivity trends
in individual sectors. It is not possible to separate, at this level of aggre-
gation, the urban sector per se; non-farm output or the combined industrial
and service sectors can be viewed as a crude proxy.

24. Historically (1960-70), the rate of growth of the labor force was
1.7 percent (see Annex Table 5). About 19 percent of the new job opportunities
for this growing labor force occurred in industrial activities where levels
of productivity and output are relatively high. The rest of the increase in
the labor force was split evenly between agriculture and services.

1/ See Annex Table 4.

2f The analysis is now being expanded to include additional countries and toanalyze differences by region and income level; the results, together witha proposed work program to follow up the implications of this work will becompleted by December 1, 1975. For individual countries it is possible toprovi de more sector detail, but inter-.ountry classification differencesgreatly limit sector detail for any group of countries.
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Agriculture Industry Services Total

Value Added (billions of 1970$)

1960 54.8 40.3 63.1 158.2
Growth rate 3.1% 7.0% 5.6% 5.2%
1970 74.1 79.5 109.3 262.9

Labor Force (millions)

1960 245.2 42.6 72.5 360.3
Growth rate 1.0% 2.6% 3.2% 1.7%
1970 271.5 54.9 99.2 425.5

Value Added Per Worker (1970$)

1960 223.0 946.0 871.0 439.0
Growth rate 2.1% 4.3% 2.3% 3.4%
1970 273.0 1,449.0 1,103.0 618.0

25. In the decade of the 1970s the rate of growth of the labor force
is accelerating to an estimated 2.4 percent. This is of crucial importance.
A 5.6 percent overall growth rate for the decade,!' with the rate of growth
of agricultural productivity increasing to a modest 2.5 percent while the
rate of growth of productivity of industry remains the same as it did in
the 1960s, results in a decline in growth of average productivity in the
service sector to -0.2 percent because of the large pool of manpower surplus
to agriculture and industry that must be absorbed in marginal activities.

26. This does not mean that anyone will necessarily be worse off than
before. To the extent that the labor force is transferring from a low pro-
ductivity sector (agriculture) to a higher average productivity sector (ser-
vices) and provided the productivity gains of this sector are distributed
equitably, average increase in the value added per worker could be low and
still no workers in this and other sectors would be worse off. In fact,
throughout the period, the model shows average per capita incomes increasing.
Unfortunately, it is unlikely that there will be an equitable distribution
of income in the service sector and by definition it will be those employed
in very low productivity jobs or totally unemployed who will be among the
urban poor.

27. It is also doubtful that the slower rate of growth of value added
per worker will be confined to the service sector--the residual of this model.
A far more likely event is the spreading of these low productivity jobs across
all sectors and in particular agriculture, the traditional "home" for low
productivity labor--in other words, average productivity in agriculture
would grow at less than the assumed rate.

1/ This is the more favorable "Case II" contained in the Prospects for
Developing Countries: 1976-80 (Report 802).
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28. This is a stark picture which carries over into the 198 0s, when,
in addition to absorbing the modest further increases in the labor force
growth rate, there will be the need to absorb this decade's excessive con-
centrations in the service sector. If, for example, we assume an overall
growth rate of 6.5 percent and an increase in agricultural productivity
(output per worker) of 3 percent (the target for small farmers) with the growth
of productivity of the industrial sector remaining at its histortcal level,
the growth rate in service sector output per worker would be 2.0 percent.
This implies in 1990 an average output per worker in the service sector
that will be only marginally higher than the average for 1970. To achieve
the type of balance in the sectoral growth rates prevailing in the past
(the linkages between the labor market will insure this outcome) would
require an overall growth rate of just over 8 percent.

29. These higher rates of growth are not likely to be attained in
any except a few countries. It implies either a much greater savings
effort or a much more efficient utilization of capital (i.e., a reduction
in the capital/output ratio) and human resources than has occurred in the
past. Taking existing relationships between capital and output, for
example, would mean that for LDCs as a whole the additional amount per
annum of capital required to accelerate the growth rate to 8 percent in
1980 would be approximately 100 billion 1975 dollars.-'

30. The above analysis, rough as it is at this stage, nevertheless
points out the interdependency of the problems of rural and urban poverty.
Urban poverty problems are in important respects closely connected with
the relative rates of development in both rural and urban areas. Suc-
cessful efforts at increasing productivity and incomes in r ral areas imply
a shift into non-farm activities and more urbanized areas.1

31. The above conclusions indicate the magnitude of the task. More
careful study of these problems is obviously required. The aggregation
of the data hides considerable regional and country differences; excluding
India and Bangladesh from the sample is likely to reveal a quite different
and more manageable picture. Although at.present the models are of a
highly aggregative nature and thus useful only for drawing very general
conclusions, they can, if developed at a country level, provide a useful

1/ This figure is of the roughest order of magnitude and should be used as
merely indicative of the size of the problem. It is equivalent to about
8 percent of GDP of all LDCs in 1980.

2/ Although it is the largest cities that are growing most rapidly (see Annex
Table 6) and absorbing an increasing number of the poor, it is not pos-
sible to generalize on whether this is or is not a desirable strategy.
The desirable strategy is likely to vary from country to country and
should emerge from country economic work.
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background for development planning at both the macro and project level.
The expanding and more systematic use of this analytical framework for
country economic work will be promoted in the course of developing the
country economic work programs.

B. The Strategy--its Main Elements

32. It is obvious that accelerated creation of productive employment
opportunities in non-farm production will be central to progress in reducing
poverty in both rural and urban areas. Although more rapid rates of overall
growth are essential to absorb the rapidly growing labor force, it is unlikely
that this growth will be rapid enough given the present organization and use
of the factors of production. There is substantial evidence to indicate that
modern large-scale enterprise will not provide employment opportunities for
more than a minor fraction of this growing labor force. Although additional.
efforts are required to insure that such enterprises exploit every opportunity
for expansion utilizing efficient labor-intensive techniques, it is clear
that the incomes of a large part of the non-farm work force will depend on the
growth of earnings opportunities in the small-scale industrial, construction,
trade, transport, and other service sectors.

33. In this context the success of any strategy to promote this growth
will be as dependent on an appropriate policy environment as it will on the
levels of investment. The main elements of such policies are well known:
removal of capital market imperfections (such as artificially controlled
interest rates) which limit the capital available to small-scale, labor-
intensive industries and skew technological choices toward capital-intensity;
modification of legislation that discourages labor use; and the introduction
of realistic prices for the major market variables in the economy--from
foreign exchange to farm products. It is also clear that any efforts to
increase the absorptive capacity of urban areas and the productivity/welfare
of the urban poor will not be effective unless there are significant changes
in the attitudes of governments toward self-help activities, the acceptability
of low-standard, low-cost solutions to water supply, sanitation, shelter,
transportation, and health care, the management of urban land and the pricing
of urban services in general.

34. On the basis of the above discussion, the general lines of a global
strategy to attack urban poverty emerge fairly clearly:

- Emphasis in industrial development on the use of policies and
technologies which will create as much direct and indirect
employment as possible and which will generate aggregate demand
for agricultural and service sector outputs.

- Increased productivity and employment in the service sectors,
which will have to absorb the mass of the increase in the labor force.

- Efficient delivery of basic urban services to a large and
growing population at standards and costs that can be
afforded by the majority of the population.

- Increased efficiency of urban centers in creating employment
and in accommodating massive migrations of poor people through
the development and application of sound policies and management.
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C. Global Targets

35. We have attempted to find a methodology for postulating meaningful
global targets with respect to the productivity/income of the urban poor.
The macro-economic analysis outlined above cannot yield outputs that are
specific to the target population. We can calculate, however, that the
income of the target group would have to grow at the rate of about 2.5 per-
cent (assuming no change in the distribution of income within this group)
in order for the number of people in the group to remain constant over time.
Assuming that a 6.5% growth rate in overall GNP is about the best that can
be achieved in the 1980s, we must conclude that this growth in income for
the target group could only be achieved with an important redirection of
investment and policy toward this group. This is a very crude and mechanical
analysis based on poor statistics, which yields striking anomalies on a less
aggregated basis. Before working further on any global objectives, we will
attempt to develop more meaningful operational targets on a country-by-country
basis.

IV. BANK PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

A. Review of Past Lending

36. Preliminary to tackling the question of setting Bank program objectives
in line with the global strategy outlined above, the Task Group has attempted
to analyze past Bank Group lending to determine: (a) what parts of our
lending typically have significant--and identifiable--implications for urban
development; and (b) to what extent this "urban" lending has been contribut-
ing to the achievement of the broad objectives. Defining "significant urban
implications" is inevitably arbitrary since few projects do not have some
urban implications; similarly many urban-located "urban" projects, fertilizer
plants for example, are closely related to rural development. For the purposes
of this exercise, however, "urban" has been taken to include projects with a
physical location in urban areas, those outside urban areas but providing
inputs specifically for urban areas such as hydro-electric or water supply
projects, and network projects such as power and telecommunications projects
or DFC loans where the locations were not readily identifiable but are clearly
urban in the great majority of cases.

37. On this basis, urban lending accounted for 42 percent of the total
number of Bank projects (excluding IFC) in the five years (FY71-75), 49 percent
of total loan amounts and about 62 percent of total project costs. 1/ Power,
transportation, and telecommunications together account for about half of the
urban loan total. DFCs and industrial projects are responsible for about 35
percent. Education, urbanization, water supply/sewerage and tourism projects
make up the remaining 15 percent. Among the Bank's sectors, only agriculture
and population are excluded in their totality. It should be emphasized that these
estimates are very rough. Lack of sufficient data on the division between urban and

1/ If all IFC is deemed urban, the percentages are 50 percent, 51 percent
and 64 percent.
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other elements added to the conceptual difficulties. 1/

38. The data and conceptual difficulties and the subjective judgments

involved were even more serious in the attempt made to assess which of these
urban" projects over the FY1973-75 period had important benign or adverse

impacts on urban poverty. Indirect effects can often be more important

than direct effects, not only to industrial projects but also of some infra-

structure projects improving urban efficiency. Yet data limitations precluded

even an adequate assessment of the more direct impacts. With this proviso,

which probably implies some underestimation of benefits to the urban poor,

about one-third of the urban projects provided clear evidence to substantial

unskilled employment during construction but only half that number of longer
term unskilled employment. Less than a quarter could be said to have favorable

impacts for the urban poor in improving their relative access to urban services.
In about one-third of the cases, some positive impact on urban institutions

and/or policies could be deduced.

39. What stands out from this very rapid and rough attempt at analysis

of past lending is not only that a very large part of Bank lending--about

50 percent without allowance for non-specific categories--has been concentrated

in or had significant effects on urban areas. Perhaps more striking is the
concentration on large infrastructure and industrial projects providing little

evidence of direct benefits to the poor or of direct increases in the capacity

of the cities to absorb the target populations. Of the sectors to which a

more direct beneficial influence on the urban poor can be attributed, DFCs
were responsible for 18 percent of urban lending (25 percetn of total project

costs) while education, urbanization and water supply together accounted

for only 13 percent of urban lending and 7 percent of total project costs.

40. The review of past lending has highlighted a lack of any systematic

attention in project appraisal or program development to urban absorption,
income distribution or employment characteristics. To generate a greater

awareness of the issues involved in reducing urban poverty will require more

explicit attention to these urban impacts, including relevant data collection
and monitoring during project preparation and a consequent modification of

project design criteria.

41. Proposals are made below for sector-specific action, changes in the

sector balance of the overall lending program, and for an operational review

and advisory unit to assist in accomplishing this reorientation, with support

from changes in economic/sector work emphases, and in research and policy work.

These proposals are intended to be considered as a whole. The setting of

targets, inevitably largely of a proxy nature, without the accompanying emphasis

on design will not yield the results we want.

1/ The "non-specific" category accounted for 25 percent of the total Bank

Group lending in FY71-75, agriculture and rural for the remaining
26 percent. Many of the import program loans are designed to utilize

existing capacity and provide substantial direct urban employment.
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B. Programing of Bank Activities in Industry and Small Enterprises .

General

42. Greater weight needs to be given to increasing the productivity of

the urban poor in design.ing Bank Group lending to the industry and small
enterprise sectors. The objective is not merely to increase employment
per se, for open unemployment is only a part of the real problem, but rather
to increase the productivity of employment and thereby the incomes earned as well.
Also, it is not sufficient merely to concentrate on projects which directly
employ the urban poor at higher levels of productivity, for the industrial
sector is a highly interdependent system in which firms of varying sizes

and capital intensity play mutually supporting roles. The indirect effects
of a project--through forward and backward linkages and through the genera-
tion of savings and foreign exchange--may be far greater than its direct

effects. Thus a large scale, capital-intensive project in the modern sector
may in some circumstances indirectly increase the productivity of the urban
poor by more than a number of smaller, more labor-intensive projects having

the same investment cost. However, the point is that the potential for the

directly labor-intensive types of project has been largely neglected. While
Bank support for large capital-intensive projects must continue, it will be

necessary to expand Bank lending for smaller and more labor-intensive enter-

prises. Specific targets are spelled out at the end of this section.

43. It is equally important to recognize that the Bank's contribution

through its lending to increasing the productivity of the urban poor will be

very small in relation to the magnitude of the task. On the most optimistic
assumptions, the number of jobs both directly and indirectly associated with

Bank projects in industry would be no more than 500,000 per annum by 1980,
compared to an annual increase in the urban labor force of over 8 million.
Given the limited nature of our project impact, our objective must be to
influence industrial policy in the right directions and to seek replication

through the demonstration and catalytic effects of what we do. This requires

strengthening industrial sector analysis at the country level as well as making
fundamental changes in the process of project design within the Bank's indus-
trial units and the IFC. 2/

44. The following paragraphs accordingly look first for improvement of

the basic analysis that should underly country programing in this sector,
secondly at the changes needed in project design for traditional capital-

intensive industrial lending, thirdly at the need for a larger program directed

towards labor-absorptive branches of industry and small enterprises, and
finally at innovative support to the informal sector.

1/ This includes the work of the industrial units of the Bank Group (industrial

Projects Department (NDP), DFC, and IFC) and Tourism plus the emerging

small (informal) enterprise lending in Urban projects.

2/ The overlap and need for coordination amongst these units is growing and
requires immediate attention. It is the Task Group's understanding that
review is now underway.
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mogroved Industrial Sector Work

45. A systems-type analysis is often required to fully identify the
!effects of a project within the industrial sector taken as a whole. Thus there
is need for more careful industry sector analysis at the country level. Like-
wise, the importance of policy improvement in the industrial sector points to
considerably greater emphasis to this subject than has been given in the past.
At the moment, the locus of responsibility for programing and carrying out the
necessary work for the Bank's dialogue with member countries on industrial
sector issues is not clear and the Bank's potential influence in this field is
not being fully exercised. An examination should be made of how the activities
of influencing country policies and programing Bank Group industrial lending
operations are conducted to determine how best they can be strengthened,
particularly in connection with poverty alleviation. The examination should
also include an assessment of whether more staff resources should be devoted
to this work.

Design Improvement for Direct Capital-Intensive Industrial Lending

46. Support for the large, capital-intensive projects in sectors such
as mining, fertilizer, pulp and paper, steel, and cement should continue
at the high level presently planned, though co-financing opportunities should
be exploited as much as possible. These industries have very important impacts
on overall growth and contribute, albeit indirectly, to increasing the
productivity of the poorest. However, the indirect effects of investments
in these and other capital-intensive industries should not be taken for granted;
in particular, more effort needs to be expended in project design to maximize
positive indirect effects and minimize negative ones. Along these lines,
and more specifically, investigation of the possible negative and positive
impacts of industrial plant siting--on shelter, transportation,and secondary
employment opportunities of the poor--should be systematically integrated
into appraisal methodology. Guidelines for improving industrial project
design along these lines will be prepared as part of the Action Program.

Increased Activity in Labor-Absorptive Branches of Industry

47. The Bank Group industrial and enterprise lending should move
increasingly into the more directly labor-absorptive branches of industry.
Bank performance in terms of direct employment per dollar invested in the
projects we have financed is not very good. Although the direct and indirect
employment impact of our past lending has not been and cannot be measured, it
is clear that even under very generous assumptions as to net indirect effects,
the average cost of employment creation in Bank projects is very high relative
to the amount of capital likely to be available for creating employment for
the urban poor. This may well be due to the fact that the more capital-intensive
projects have been easier for the Bank to handle while employment aspects
of industrial lending have not received specific attention in the past; greater
impacts should be possible through explicitly focussing on employment considerations
in future projects. The industrial branches that have flexibility as to the
technology that can be utilized (textiles, wood working, food processing,
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transportation equipment, farm implements and metal working, to name a few)
and those which naturally absorb large numbers of unskilled labor (transportation,
construction, assembly, etc.) should be determined for their suitable promotion
and support on the basis of country economic and sector work.

Increased Support to Small Enterprises

48. Bank Group support to small enterprises though now growing has been
very limited, while practically no effort has been directed toward the
informal sector. These areas have also been neglected by government as well
as the regulated private sector financial institutions. Since small enter-
prises tend to be relatively unskilled labor-intensive, efforts to accelerate
their growth and improve the efficiency of their operations should directly
increase the productivity of the urban poor. Equally important are the
effects on increasing the pool of effective entrepreneurial and managearial
talent needed to organize the productive units in which the urban poor must
find employment.

49. Because of the number of units to be serviced and the diversity
of their specific circumstances, lending to small enterprises requires locally
based intermediaries. The design of financial intermediaries that can
successfully lend to small enterprises is the most urgent task in this area.
Of the 20 new DFC type institutions that are expected to be established over
the next five years, most of them should be structured specifically to play a
substantial role in supporting small enterprises engaged in non-agricultural
production. In addition, lending to small enterprises through conventional
DFCs should be increased, and the IFC should continue to experiment with the
use of commercial banks to reach small firms.

50. More than financial support is required to strengthen small-scale
productive units and encourage their growth. It has long been recognized
that technical assistance of various types needs to be integrated with
lending, and this is reflected in some of the existing Bank loans to small
industry. The institutional innovations that are planned must take this into
account as well. Likewise, the establishment of industrial estates can play
an important role, and a number of projects should be undertaken in this field.
NDP should increase its lending through other non-Bank intermediaries as well.

Innovative Support of Informal Sector Enterprise and New Enterprise Forms

51. The Bank should also move into credit and technical assistance to
the informal sector. Most of the efforts so far outlined call for trying to
generate income and employment for the urban poor as part of a top-down
approach. We should also try to approach the problem from below through
projects and institutions which incorporate the poor in decision-making and
control at critical levels. The main vehicle for this support of the informal
sector and new enterprise forms will be the basic urbanization package projects
(sites and services and slum upgrading), utilizing "grass roots" community
agencies and organizations as intermediaries. In addition, the DFC divisions
will develop several such projects on a pilot basis through hire-purchase
schemes, cooperative programs, and the like. We still have
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a great deal to learn, however, about how to promote the growth of the
small enterprise and informal sectors effectively, and experimental projects and a
process of trial and error will undoubtedly be required for some time to come.

Targets for Innovative Projects

52. The industrial units within the Bank have tentatively agreed to
targets respecting the number of innovative projects to be undertaken in
FY76-80. Most of the activities targeted will have to be compressed into
the period FY78-80, given the fixed nature of the early part of the program
and the long lead time for this type of project. An expanded effort can
be made in the 1980-85 period on the basis of the experience gained and through
the intermediaries that have been developed. The targets have been specified
largely in terms of numbers of projects which will create direct employment at
less than a specific cost per job, or which will be for enterprises with less
than a specific amount of fixed capital assets. The actual figures chosen
reflect past experience in the sector, but they derive from the outlooks of
unit managers for potential movement in these directions and are ambitious.

53. The targets are not ends in themselves; they are viewed as powerful,
composite, proxies for desirable outcomes in terms of income and employment
through new ways of doing business. They imply, and, indeed, cannot be
achieved without, new approaches and criteria for project design, exploration
of technology choices, development of new kinds of intermediaries, and finding
new kinds of enterprises to be supported. It must be stressed that the proxies
are not to become disembodied from these more qualitative "true" objectives
and there would of course be no relaxation of economic, technical, or financial
criteria. Again, we should not underestimate the complexity of this task.

54. Direct Bank Lending to Industry (NDP). In this historically very
capital-intensive type of Bank operation ($200,000-$300,000 per job) the ob-
jective would be to move marginally (about 5 percent of proposed NDP lending)
toward more labor-absorptive branches by completing 6-9 projects with loans
totalling about $90-$135 million during the period FY76-80, which create direct
employment at less than $50,000 per job. 1/

55. Indirect Bank Lending to Industry Through Non-Bank Intermediaries (NDP).
It is proposed that NDP operations in support of small enterprises through non-
Bank intermediaries such as industrial estates, should aim at achieving at least
12-15 such projects with loans totalling about $120-$150 million in the period
FY76-80--again, about 5 percent of the NDP program. 2/ The enterprises to be
assisted would create employment at no more than $8,000 per job or would have
fixed assets of no more than $250,000.

1/ All dollar values in this section are constant 1975 dollars.

2/ This, however, implies a six-fold increase in the number of such opera-
tions and about a thirteen-fold increase in the amount of such Bank
lending compared to FY71-75.
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56. Indirect Lending through DFCs. During FY76-80, the Bank's
lending through DFCs will aim at achieving the following targets:

(i) at least 25 loans, totalling at least $150 million,
specifically directed to small enterprises (as defined
by local conditions) with fixed assets of no more than
$250,000. This implies a five-fold increase in the
number of SSE operations and about a seven-fold increase
in the amount of Bank lending involved.

(ii) at least 10% (by amount) of Bank lending to other DFCs
to benefit small enterprises (defined as aboye). This
implies a doubling of the existing SSE share which we
estimate at about 5% of the amount disbursed to DFCs.

(iii) at least 5 experimental projects, totalling at least $20
million, which will involve largely new types of inter-
mediaries and technical assistance arrangements and/or
new types of programs such as hire-purchase schemes,
cooperative programs or cottage industries.

(iv) at least 25% of total Bank DFC lending (by amount) to
benefit DFCs whose Bank-assisted projects or whose total
subprojects have an average fixed investment per direct
job of no more than $15,000.

57. The cumulative amount of DFC lending to meet targets (i) through
(iv) is estimated at $750 million. This figure is about 30% of total Bank
DFC lending during FY76-80 (as recommended below in "Indicative FY76-80
Lending Program"), or equivalent to 60% of the estimated increase in Bank
DFC lending over the coming five years.

58. Support to the Informal Sector. Each of the 48 basic urbanization
projects planned for FY76-80 will include credit and technical assistance
components focussed on the informal sector. In addition, DFC will develop
on a pilot basis at least five projects in this area by FY80 (para 56, iii above).

59. Direct IFC Lending. The IFC still has its program under review,
but is committed to moving in the directions outlined in the preceding
discussion.

60. Tourism Lending. The Task Group has not as yet made any attempt
to assess the potential role of this sector in the attack on urban poverty,
although that role could be significant in many countries.

61. The above targets are preliminary and some are as yet unquantified
or expressed as ranges; these must now be firmed up and agreed with the re-
gional managements and internalized as regional targets at the operating divi-
sion level. This will be done by January 31, 1976. To realize the full impact
of these initiatives will require that sufficient attention be paid to monitor-
ing and evaluation and to disseminating the lessons learned, both positive
and negative. To expand industrial lending and move in the new directions
indicated will require a substantial expansion of staff inputs.
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C. Programing of Bank Activities in Other Sectors with Major Direct
Impacts on the Urban Poor.

62. For the purpose of setting Bank program objectives for other
(non-industrial) sectors with important urban impacts, these sectors have
been divided into two groups: those which can make a direct contribution
to alleviating the most pressing conditions of the urban poor; and those
which, through employment during construction and facility expansion, or
through providing inputs to the productive sectors, make their contribution
less directly. Grouped into the former category are basic urbanization
(sites and services and slum upgrading), water supply and sewerage, education,
nutrition and population. For these sectors, we have developed or are
developing specific physical targets in terms of population to be reached or
served. For the latter group (transportation, telecommunications and power)
although some projects may be clearly oriented toward the target population
(e.g., buses, bikeways, slum electrification), and these should be encouraged,
the main objectives will be, as for projects in all sectors, to improve
project design so that positive impacts on the poor and on the absorptive
capacity of cities are enhanced, and negative impacts are avoided or minimized.

63. Basic Urbanization and Self-Help Projects. The number of sites
and basic services and slum upgrading projects should be increased rapidly
in the next five years. The numbers of people being added to the 190 million
squatter and unserviced slum populations of today amount to about 11 million
per annum, rising to 11.5 million per annum by 1980 and 12 million by 1985.
To cure the backlog would cost about $50 billion, and to just keep up with the
increase would cost nearly $2.5 billion per annum. The Bank target should be
to be able by 1980, to implement projects that reach people at the rate of
at least a third of this annual increase. In 1974 dollars, this would amount
to lending on the order of $380 million per annum (3.8 million people)
(16 projects) for this purpose by FY1980 and some $900 million over the five-
year period (about 48 projects) reaching a total of 9 million people, assuming
a 50% financing by the Bank Group. This increase would imply a quadrupling
of project preparation and implementation capacity over the five-year period.
It is this sector which, because of its 100% urban and 100% target population
orientation, will bear a major responsibility for the bottom-up and informal
sector side of a direct attack on urban poverty. The figure of 1/3 of the rate
of increase would give the Bank a truly catalytic, as opposed to token role,
and is a very challenging goal. Quite apart from the problems of building
up Bank staff strength (approximately 16 professional slots for this purpose
over the four budget periods), there are the problems of developing receptive
borrowers, making important advances in project design criteria, and finding
suitable intermediaries for "sector loans" to develop small subprojects in
intermediate and small urban areas. To try to reach more than 1/3 of the rate
of increase would be unrealistic given these constraints. The next step will
be to "regionalize" these targets and translate them into specific targets
for the operating divisions. This will be accomplished by the end of January 1976.

64. In addition to the basic urbanization projects, the Bank should
continue to emphasize overall urban efficiency, with special focus on Institu-
tion building, urban finance, and effective land use management. The basic
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urbanization projects, and all urban lending in other sectors, would serve as
vehicles for exercising the influence needed for these reforms. Urban trans-
portation projects and "integrated urban projects" of the Calcutta model would
continue to be a feature of "urban" lending where and to the extent that re-
ceptive and capable borrowers can be developed.

65. Water Supply and Sewerage Projects. Future Bank projects must place
increasing emphasis on bringing people over the threshold of mi'nimum access
to safe water and sanitation facilities; this has a clear (even if now unquanti-
fiable) impact on productivity, health, and quality of life. To reach the
target group will require the expansion of water supply to consumers presently
outside the supply systems of most cities. This will not be an easy task.
In many cities existing systems already fail to meet adequately the demands
of those presently connected. These groups usually have the financial and
political resources to insure thay will be first in line for any additional
supplies.

66. Our policies must be carefully tailored so that the priority of
water supplies for the target group is not frustrated by the effective demands
of the higher income groups. On the other hand, a policy of providing water
only to the poor is bound to be self-defeating. We will therefore continue to
pay close attention to the systems effects inherent in any water supply projects.
We will, however, develop policies and projects that will use these systems
effects to divert as large a portion as possible of new investments toward those
with the greatest social needs. This means that we will have to pay increased
attention to the pricing and distribution policies of utilities.

67. The target for operations in this sector is that by FY78, 1/ at least
50 percent of the personal consumption beneficiaries (non-industrialT from
individual projects are of the target population. This percentage reflects the
average ratio of the growth of the target population to the growth of total
population in LDC cities. In meeting these targets there would be no relaxation
of financial targets for the utilities involved, thus placing maximum pressure
on design and service standards, utility efficiency, and on pricing policy
reforms that would differentially load the overheads on those consumers most
able to pay.

68. At present, the FY76-80 water supply and sewerage lending program
amounts to $1.33 billion, of which $1.23 billion is estimated to be for urban
areas ($750 million for water supply and $480 million for sewerage). 2/ Assuming

1/ This target may be met in some projects of the FY76-77 program; however,
it cannot be applied to all operations before FY78.

2/ The Task Group has not yet had the opportunity to address fully the
problems of targets for sewerage lending.
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40 percent financing by the Bank Group, these projects could connect about 25
million people to safe water and 16 million people to public sewerage. By
FY80 this would imply a rate of increase in the access of the urban poor to water
and sewerage of about 4 million and 2 million persons per annum respectively. In
1980 the target population will increase by 11.5 million people. Thus, if the
water supply and sewerage and the basic urbanization project targets are met,
a sizeable proportion of the annual increase in the target population will be
benefitted by these programs. Nevertheless, this would amount to not more than
about 3 percent of the target population in 1980.

69. Some increase in urban (and probably rural) water supply lending
should be considered to the extent that the increase can be concentrated on the
poverty groups. (See the "Indicative FY76-80 Lending Program" below.) Discus-
sions with regional managers will proceed with this end in view and with the
aim of identifying specific opportunities to expand this poverty orientation.
By the end of January 1976, the Public Utilities Department, in collaboration
with regional managers will recommend a revised lending program which will
include regional and country-specific targets for serving the target popula-
tion. At present the regional breakdown of water and sewerage lending bears
little relation to the regional pattern of lack of access to these basic
services. There may be many good operational and other reasons for this
apparent discrepancy. However, in the process of "regionalizing" the physical
targets for water and sewerage lending, this regional pattern of lending may
and probably should undergo some change in the later years of the FY76-80 period.

70. Education, Nutrition, and Population Projects. The setting of
reasonable targets in these sectors is now underway, but is still at too early a
stage to report on in any detail. Education targets will be set in terms of
basic education places for primary schooling of a minimum of four years for the
relevant urban age group and participation in functional literacy or other basic
education and training programs for the age group 15-44. This will be premised
on maintaining a balance between rural and urban enrollment ratios. Early
indications are that a substantial increase in education lending may be in order.
Nutrition targets will relate to the severely undernourished, especially those
of the most vulnerable groups: pregnant and lactating women and children under
five years of age, or some 40 million people in 1975 out of a total severely
undernourished urban population estimated at nearly 180 million. In Population,
the work on establishing reasonable targets is at a very early stage; indeed,
it is not clear at this point in time that establishing global targets would
be feasible. Nevertheless, the possibilities of doing so are being given ser-
ious attention. As with all other sectors, the aim is to get the Bank pro-
graming goals for education, nutrition, and population internalized by
operating units at the divisional level. The Task Group will be in a position
to report on the results of these efforts to develop sectoral programs after
January 31, 1976.

D. Indicative FY76-80 Lending Program

71. The sectoral targeting of Bank Group lending as outlined above would
imply some important changes in the sectoral composition of the overall lending
program. The Table below outlines the currently planned FY76-80 lending
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program as compared with the FY71-75 program, and a rough indication of how

that part of the Bank program that already has a stronq urban orientation could

be altered to focus more on the target population and to reflect the strategies

outlined above.

72. The main features of this alternative, indicative FY76-80 program

are: a much faster growth of DFC, IFC, urban and water supply lending operations

than now contemplated; and, to the extent that overall lending is restrained

to presently planned levels, holding of power, and transportation lending fairly

constant in real terms. The Bank Group's assistance to the directly productive

non-farm sector would rise in real te-rms from about $3.4 billion in FY71-75

to at least $6.2 billion in FY76-80, and more to the extent that IFC

operations are further expanded beyond that currently planned.

73. On the basis of decisions taken on this Action Program and more

precise definition of sectoral targets in the coming months, a more definitive

review of the future lending program will be completed in conjunction with P&B

by the end of February 1976.
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Bank Group Lending Program

FY71-75 and FY76-80

Adjusted to FY74 Base by Commitment Deflator

FY76-80
Sector % Currently % % FY76-80 % %
IBRD/IDA FY71-75 Share Planned Share Change Implied Share Change

Agriculture 3,612 24 7,123 29 +97 7,123 29 +97

Telecommunications 699 5 494 2 -29 494 2 -29

DFC 1,351 9 1,873 8 +39 2,500 11 +92

Education 760 5 1,003 4 +32 1,300 5 +58

Industry 1,261 8 2,569 11 +104 2,569 Kii11 +104

Population 97 1 267 1 +175 267 1 +175

Nutrition 100 1

Power 2,147 14 2,646 11 +23 2,150 9) +0

Tourism 132 1 267 1 +102 267 1 +102

Transport 3,295 22 4,107 17 +25 3,300 14 +0

Urban 195 1 792 3 +306 1,100 5 +465

Jater Supply 701 5 1,326 5 +89 1,500 Q +115

Other 1,034 7 1,681 7 +63 1,624 7 + 58

Total IBRD/IDA 15,284 l_ 100 24,194/2 100 +58 24,194 100 +58

IFC 629 952 +52 /3 /3

Total Bank Group 15,913 25,146 +58

/1 Supplementary loans not included.

/2 This total is taken from P&B Standard Table IV of 8/12/75, which has been revised
sliahtly since and which includes a small amount (about $85 million (current)) not
allocated to individual sectors at that time.

/3 IFC lendinq/investment expansion above the currently planned level is dependent
upon expansion of its capital base which is now under active review.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES

A. Assistance and Review of Progress Toward Objectives

74. It is proposed that a new Operations Review and Support Unit be
set up immediately in the Transportation and Urban Projects Department ee*-

- -- ,one'xpr-t each in t rans~prort,
pub j~j~1Jtysma-scaie idustr-y,'on~e-ecmomist) . Its tasks would be:

- setting up the review system;

- providing advisory support on selected projects,
including collaborative support from other CPS
departments and consultants, and on development of
related programs;

- reviewing and reporting on progress in adapting
programs and projects to urban poverty objectives
and specific sector targets.

It is intended that these functions would be developed in such a way that
within two to three years they can largely be transferred to the operating
departments and other CPS' sector departments.

75. Setting up the Review System. An urban Project Brief 1/ is envisaged
for each sector, or important sub-sector. The main purpose of these briefs is
to focus attention on key issues relating to the urban poor in the sector con-
cerned, to provide management at the various levels with a quick indication of
the contribution and/or potential of the project in these matters and toward
the achievement of the sector targets.

76. Various considerations have had to be balanced in proposing the
introduction of the urban briefs. While the large number of projects in the
FY76-80 program which can be classified as "urban" (nearly 800), the current
lack of data in project reports, and the desirability of introducing ''urban
inputs" at an early stage of project preparation point to a fairly extended
standardized brief, the need to redigre form-filling to a miriinuniconsistent
with demonstratable utility points in the opposite direction. A limited brief,
varying with each -s-ector, that can be readily updated as project preparation
proceeds, is proposed. Close collaboration with other CPS departments and the
Regions will be required in designing the briefs. A timetable for the briefs
to become operative stretching from April to August_ according to sector
is proposed. Briefs will be designedt doIegt7ail with the.s eiptng rral
development briefs and the proposed genieralhrief to avoid duplication and
insure consistency. As an example, a draft of a water supply project brief
prepared for discussion with the Regions is attached as Annex 2.

77. Advisory Support. While the aim is that all operating divisions
should have the awareness and competence to incorporate the urban poverty
dimension into their current work, it is recognized that at the present time
much of the expertise required is not available to them. To help build up
this expertise, it is proposed that, following the initial work on the
briefing system, the Operations Review and Support Unit would concentrate on

1/ This would form a part of the proposed overall Project Brief system, now
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technical assistance to selected projects where the briefs or issues papers
indicate important issues of urbanization impacts to be involved. The Unit
should have the possibility of initiating discussions on relevant issues.
Responsibility frdeTinig and carrying out appropriate programsn must, however,
rest squarely on the operating and program divisions, the Unit responding to
calls for technical assistance, and taking part in program reviews at the re-
quest of these divisions, their departments, or regional offices. Initial
selection of projects for the collaborative effort should,when possible, be
made on the basis of CPPs to insure that the urban input is available at an
early stage of project preparation and to maximize the demonstration and
training effect.

78. For this work, the staff of the Unit would be supplemented by
drawing on other expertise available in CPS and by use of consultants--
1-1/2 man-years per annum of consultant time is proposed. It is also proposed
that the Unit collabDoratt with other CPS departments in stimulating the
development of low-cost techniques appropriate to the levels of urban poverty.
Close attention to appropriate techniques in individual projects will give
impetus to this development.

B. Country Economic and Sector Work Program

79. After consultations with Regions, we have drawn up a program of
priority country economic and sector work which will establish the basis for
future lending programs to address the problems of urbanization and urban
poverty (see Annex 1). The countries given priority in this program are those
experiencing substantial urbanization problems, including a growing population
living below the poverty line. Only a few country economists have the training
or experience to meet adequately the demands of this work. Sufficient exposure
through training and technical assistance will enable them to undertake more
in the future. In order to provide this exposure, considerable demands will
be placed upon the resources of the CPS/DPS staff.

80. It is important that much of the assistance given in this respect
be strongly operationally oriented and coordinated with the work of the Oper-
ations Review and Support Unit. We are accordingly recommending that the'
Transportation and Urban Projects Department be prepared to augment its
capacity to provide assistance to the Regions in the urban aspects of country
economic work. Three man-years of assistance to the Regions by FY77 is esti-
mated to be required. A similar volume of additional assistance is also needed
for the balance of FY76 but it is unlikely that more than one slot could be filled
immediately. We are therefore recommending that one slot plus consulting and
travel funds be made available to cover the needs for this year. In addition,
three Regions (EMENA, LAC, and EAP) will need one man-year each of additional
Regional staff for this work in FY77 and beyond.

81. To assist in carrying out this program, a CPS/DPS/Regional working
group has been put together. It will develop by January 31, 1976 a set of
guidelines for urban and urban-poverty-oriented country economic work. On
completion of this task we will review sector work guidelines for all sectors.
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C. Research Work Program

82. While various parts of the ongoing research program have a direct
bearing on the problems of the urban poor, there is a need to coordinate the
program so that it is more operationally oriented and more directly focussed
on the issues of employment and productivity. Specifically, there is a
short-run need to advance the development of a consistent definitional and
information system to improve the identification and understanding of the
target group; and there are longer term demands to improve our urban analytical
framework and apply it to refining the new guidelines for lending in the pro-
ductive and infrastructure sectors. The following paragraphs deal concretely
only with a relatively short-term agenda (through June 1976) designed to meet
the short-run needs and undertake the necessary preparatory work toward meeting
the longer term demands of the Action Program.

83. In the short run, a major effort will have to be undertaken to tackle
the conceptual and measurement problems surrounding the definition, location,
and characteristics of the target population, in urban areas of all sizes. An
initial draft set of guidelines specifically addressed to defining the target
population over time will be ready for discussion with country economists by
January 31, 1976. (This will be done in coordination with a similar effort
to improve the data for rural areas.) 1/ By July 1, 1976, we expect to have
developed an improved framework for analysis, to be used for both operational
and further analytical poverty-related purposes. This information and account-
ing framework will provide consistent methods of quantifying and analyzing the
numerous interrelationships between the many factors influencing poverty.

84. The balance of the effort in FY76 will be devoted to developing a
research program which will have an early operational payoff. Although only the
broad outlines have been identified at this time, it will be addressed to pro-
viding the Bank with information on ways of creating productive employment for
the urban poor; improving their access to basic services; and establishing
the links between increases in access to these services and increases in pro-
ductivity. Work is already well advanced on a first effort to improve the

j broad analytical framework for urban areas. This work will focus first on a
single city, developing a policy model to examine options for absorbing large
numbers of poor more efficiently and equitably, and applying the approach to
evaluating alternative packages of investments and policies. Research toward
expanding opportunities for productive employment of the urban poor may proceed
along several lines. Particularly promising are research related to project
experience in promoting small-scale enterprises; and research toward developing a
methodology to trace and quantify the indirect (employment) effects of industrial
lending. Research toward increasing access of the poor to basic urban services
may similarly go in several directions. Much more research work is required on
developing lower cost means (primarily administrative and financial) of delivering
known technology in water supply and in the layout of urban neighborhoods; and
developing more appropriate technology for, e.g., home water supply, sewerage
and solid waste removal, electricity distribution. A beginning will also be
made, initially within the research designs of the three ongoing evaluations

1/ See Specific Task 1, page 28.
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of urban projects, on improving our knowledge concerning the links between
increases in access to basic services and increases in productivity. This
research program will be defined more precisely during the current fiscal year
and presented to the Research Committee in time for financing out of the
FY77 budget.

85. The urban research program will be designed to make maximum utili-
zation of Bank research manpower by designing research projects which will
increase the leverage of each staff researcher through appropriate management
and supervision of external research teams. The specific manpower and bud-
getary requirements of DPS and CPS research managers will emerge from the
research work program as it is developed.

D. Policy Work Program

86. Three priority areas for policy work have emerged from the work of
the Task Group to date: Employment; Urban Land; and Technical Assistance and
Credit to Small Enterprises. We are some way from being able to produce policy
statements on any of'these subjects. The first stage would be for issues papers
to be written and we cannot rule out the need for subsequent research before
policy papers can be prepared. All of these issues papers would have a highly
operational orientation.

87. The Employment paper would work from the background of an updated
picture of growth and employment of the labor force with special attention to
the potential for creating and increasing the productivity of off-farm employ-
ment. It would focus, however, on identifying labor-absorptive industries,
technologies, and linkages between sectors, and try to come up with better
employment-oriented project selection and design criteria sector by sector.

Work on this issues paper will be important to specify the research needs in this

area, and more needs to be done to clarify our ideas about its scope.

88. Acquisition of urban land and its financial and economic valuation
remain a major stumbling block in the development of projects for supporting
the urban poor. Land reform is as important in urban areas as it is in rural areas.
The Urban Land paper would begin as a survey of the numerous issues involved--
ranging from various land use control mechanisms, taxation and valuation, and
institutional possibilities such as land banking, to tenure systems, and con-
flicts between equity and efficiency. Eventually, we may have a number of
papers on urban land all aimed at organizing our thoughts and getting policy
decisions to guide our urban operations.

89. The Technical Assistance and Credit to Small Enterprise topic is
probably more ready for policy treatment than the others. This paper would
survey the experience to date on costs and results of various attempts to
provide credit and technical assistance to small enterprises, formal or
informal. The aim would be to identify the most likely lines of appraoch
for the Bank and the major obstacles and dangers to be overcome or avoided in
practice. The assignment of responsibility and a timetable for each issues
paper are set out in the Summary Action Program below. Clearly the policy work
program will continue to develop in the course of implementing the attack on
urban poverty.
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E. Coordination of Bank Activity with External Agencies

90. A growing demand on staff time will arise from the partial corres-
pondence between our attack on urban poverty and the themes of the Habitat
and the World Employment Conferences in June 1976. Looking beyond the imme-
diate needs placed on our staff by these conferences, the opportunities
presented by collaboration with other UN and national agencies are important.
We believe this collaboration should be promoted. Some agencies have compara-
tive advantages and many would welcome the chance to fit their narrower
expertise or focus into a broader approach endorsed by the Bank. An effort
should be made in the coming months to establish liaison with the more likely
of these institutions and to see to what extent we may count on their moving
with the Bank.

F. Organizational Questions and Work Program

91. The major organizational questions identified by the Task Group are:

a) The need to locate responsibility for industrial sector and
policy analysis to give the Bank and IFC the direction they
require.

b) The need to create an Operations Review and Support Unit in
Transportation and Urban Projects Department to develop and
monitor project briefs and country economic and sector work
programs, and to provide assistance to operating divisions in
economic work and prbject design.

c) The need to establish a clear division of labor between CPS
and DPS in urban policy, research and sector work, and in the
process to place more emphasis on operational outputs.

d) The question of whether or when to separate the Transportation
and Urban aspects of the TRU functions, and if a transition
period is required, how to give the necessary internal management
and advisory support to the departmental front office during
the transition.

e) The question of when it might be appropriate to regionalize the
urban operating units of the Transportation and Urban Projects
Department and what must be done in the meantime within the
Department to strengthen management and advisory support to the
Director.

92. Except for (b) above, these questions are under active analysis by
the Organization Planning Department, which will report to Mr. McNamara
separately on or about October 30, 1975. The need for the Operations Review
and Support Unit has been taken as being obvious and has been agreed in
principle with Mr. Kearns.
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VI. SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC TASKS IN ACTION PROGRAM AND BUDGET REQUIREMENTS

A. Specific Tasks

1. Further Target Population Definition - Concerted effort of CPS
(Agricultural and Rural Development, Transportation and Urban
Projects), DPS, and the Regions to improve our estimates of the

.. target populations of urban and rural poor through standardized
methodology. Target date to Regional offices with request for
new estimates country by country - January 31, 1976. Messrs.
Keare/Daavis (DPS/CPS) responsible.

411L
2. Further Analysis and Development of Macro-economic Framework -

Expanded analysis to include additional countries and explore
differences by region and country income level, together with
a work program to follow up on the implications of this work.
It will be completed by December 1, 1975. Mr. Holson (DPS) is
responsible.

3. Development and Refinement of Agreed Sector Targets>- The sector-
specific targets for industry, urbanization, water supply and
sewerage, education, nutrition and population will be refined and
agreed at the operating division level. The target for finalization
of this work is January 31, 1976. Mr. Jaycox (CPS) is responsible
for coordinating this work which will involve CPS sector depart-
ments and Regional and COPD divisions.

4. Review of Future Lending Program - A new run-out of the implications
for the FY76-8O lending program - or the FY77-81 program if that is
more appropriate - on the basis of the agreed sector targets (Task 3)
will be prepared by P&B by the end of February 1976 for review by
management.

5. Development and Agreement of Monitoring System - Water Supply,
Education, Industry and Urbanization sector attachments to the
project brief to be designed and agreed by the end of February 1976
and incorporating the agreed sector targets. The other sectors to
be included in the system by August 1976. Chief of TRU Operations
Review and Support Unit (CPS) will be responsible.

6. Development of Guidelines for Country Economic Work - These guide-
lines will be developed by a joint CPS/DPS/Regional working party
by January 31, 1976. Mr. Churchill (CPS) is responsible.

7. Development of Guidelines for Improving Industrial Project Design -
These practical guidelines for looking at indirect employment, and
other potentially positive or negative impacts of industrial projects
will be prepared by March 31, 1976. Messrs. Kalmanoff/Westphal
(CPS/DPS) are responsible.
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8, Development of Urban Research Program - The urban research program
will be prepared for submission to the Research Committee for its

c y May or June 1976 deliberations. This work will involve all research
S j managers and their client operating divisions. DPS is responsible

and will nominate an individual in the immediate future.

9. Policy/Issues Paper Work Program -

a) Employment - First Issues Paper to be drafted and delivered for
extra-departmental review by March 31, 1976. Mr. Gulhati (DPS)
is responsible.

b) Urban Land - First Issues Paper to be drafted and delivered for
extra-departmental review by April 30, 1976. Messrs. Dunkerley/
Keare (CPS/DPS) are responsible.

c) Technical Assistance and Credit to Small Enterprise - First
Issues Paper to be drafted and delivered for extra-departmental
review by May 15, 1976. Mr. Gordon (DFC) is responsible.

10. Organizational Work Program - The first report of the Organization
Planning Department on the organizational issues or questions
raised by the Task Group is due October 30, 1975. Mr. Kearns (OPD)
is responsible.

B. Budget Requirement - Incremental Manpower Costs of Task Group Operations

93. The budget requirements outlined below reflect the estimated incremental
manpower and other costs to carry out the Action Program as it is so far defined.
The implications for manpower and other budgetary requirements for the operating
projects divisions are not included in this statement and can not be quantitifed
at this time. These will only emerge as we develop further and finalize our lending
targets. The table sets out fairly firm requirements for the remainder of FY76;
the figures for FY77 are only indicative and will be detailed and supported in the
context of departmental budget requests for FY77.



Mr. Warren C. Baum - 30 - October 23, 1975

FY76 FY77 .l
Man- Cons. & Man- Cons. &
years Slots temp. years Slots temp.

A. CPS

1. Trans. & Urban Proj. Dept.

a. Prep. of Program 2/
(expended to 10/31/75) 12,000

b. Misc. funds to assist
other CPS/DPS depts.
with further tasks. 12,000

c. Prog. review & Monitor-
ing Unit 2.5 5 50,000 5.0 - 100,000

d. Country economic work
program support 1.0 1 50,000 3.0 2 50,000

Sub-Total 3.5 6 124,000 8.0 2 150,000

2. Public Utilities Dept.

a. Preparation of program,
research and
training .5 60,000 1.0 1 107,000

B. DPS

a. Short-term program
(balance of FY76) 69,000

b. Long-term research
starts 3.0 3

C. Regions (Economic & Sector Work)

LAC 1.0 1
EAP 1.0
EMENA 1.0 1

Total 4.0 6 253,000 15.0 9 257,000

_/ Indicative only, to be supported by FY77 budget request.

2/ For all departments concerned; to be reimbursed by TRU from supplemental
budget allocation hereby requested.
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C. Future Reporting by the Task Group

94. The Task Group will continue in existence and oversee the completion
of the tasks outlined in this report. New tasks and work programs will un-
doubtedly emerge in the course of work on the ones at hand. The next report of
the Task Group will be on or about March 1, 1976. At that time we hope to report
substantial progress in agreeing on specific sector targets and internalizing
them to the operating divisions, developing a reasonable set of sector-specific
project briefs and guidelines for country economic work, and reflecting our goals
in a more definitive run-out of the FY77-81 program of lending. A separate paper
on the results of the expanded analysis of the macro-economic framework for labor
force employment and productivity by sector, together with a work program to
follow up on the implementation of this work, will be circulated in December 1975.

Attachment (Annexes 1 and 2)

cc: Mr. McNamara
Mr. Knapp
Mr. Chenery

Task Group Members: Messrs. Chernick, Churchill, Dunkerley, Fuchs, Gulhati
Gordon (D), Keare, Kuczynski, Gustafson, Lerdau
Please, Rovani, Rajagopalan

EVIKJaycox:ncp/vb/aj



Table 1: MIGRATION AND GROWTH OF THE URBAN POOR

Percent of Total
Urban Population with Incomes Urban Poor in Estimated Rural-
Below Standardized Minimum Bank Member Urban Migration

Region Needs 1975 (000's) Countries (1975) 1975-85 (000's)

Eastern Africa

Ethiopia 692 0.47 1,993
Zaire 1,964 1.34 4,171
Zambia 263 0.17 766
Remaining E. Africa 1,437 0.98 3,512
Total E. Africa 4,356 2.96 10,442

Western Africa

Ghana 518 0.35 1,085
Nigeria 3,174 2.16 3,640
Senegal 264 0.18 300
Remaining W. Africa 3,347 2.27 3,552
Total W. Africa 7,303 4.96 8,577

EMENA

Egypt 3,903 2.65 3,185
Iran. 1,993 1.35 2,994
Morocco 1,517 1.03 1,848
Turkey 3,864 2.63 4,532
Remaining EMENA 7,302 4.96 11,447
Total EMENA 18,579 12.62 24,006

Latin America &
Caribbean

Brazil 13,807 9.39 11,174
Colombia 4,255 2.89 2,701
Mexico 6,611 4.49 5,621
Peru 1,951 1.33 1,302
Remaining LAC 8,542 5.81 7,886
Total LAC 35,166 23.90 28,684

East Asia & Pacific

Indonesia 7,188 4.89 7,520
Philippines 3,769 2.56 3,050
Thailand 911 0.62 2,082
Remaining EAP 2,088 1.42 5,546
Total EAP 13,956 9.49 18,198

South Asia

Bangladesh 2,648 1.80 1,690
India 56,256 38.24 26,999
Pakistan 4,640 3.15 5,627
Remaining S. Asia 4,210 2.86 3;534
Total S. Asia 67,754 46.05 37,850

Total Bank Member Countries 147,114 100.00 127,757

See Notes to Tables I and 2, following.



Table 2: ESTIMATE OF URBAN ABSOLUTE POVERTY BY REGION

Urban Populatio2 1with
Per Capita Income.. Below:

Urban One-half
Popula on National Minimum

Region 1975- $100 Average Needs
millions % millions % millions % millions %

Eastern Africa 20.1 3.5 7.7 4.9 2.3 1.9 4.4 3.0

viestern Africa 24.3 4.2 8.7 5.6 4.5 3.6 7.3 5.0

EMENA 110.0 19.0 12.5 8.0 23.5 19.0 18.6 12.6

Latin America
and Caribbean 186.5 32.3 15.8 10.1 51.8 41.8 35.2 23.9

East Asia
and Pacific 69.3 12.0 14.1 9.0 8.4 6.8 14.0 9.5

South Asia 167.8 29.0 97.1 62.3 33.4 27.0 67.8 46.0

Total 578.0 100.0 155.8 100.0 123.9 100.0 147.1 100.0

/1 Estimated at 1973 prices.

/2 Includes Bank member countries only.

Note: Columns may not add up due to rounding.

See Notes to Tables I and 2, following.



NOTES TO TABLES I AND 2

1. Tables I and 2 summarize the estimates of the extent and distribution
of urban poverty. Three estimates have been made reflecting alternative defi-
nitions of the "poverty line": (a) a constant worldwide dollar cutoff, (b) a
proportion of average national personal income for individual countries, and
(c) a basic poverty line cost of living for individual countries.

2. The estimate of minimum needs (cutoff point c, above) was obtained
by estimating from country data for each region the cost of minimum nutritional
needs per capita. This was applied to all the countries in the region, i.e.,
including those for which no estimate had been provided. Minimum urban non-
nutritional needs per capita were taken as being 75 percent of the minimum
nutritional cost, on the basis of a typical low-income expenditure pattern
of 55-60 percent on food, 40-45 percent on other items.

3. The urban population in the six Bank Regions with incomes below
the three alternative cutoff points is shown in Table 2. These estimates
were obtained for each country by:

(a) Estimating average per capita personal income for the urban
population from: (i) the estimate of national personal income supplied by
country economists in response to the request of the Agriculture and Rural
Development Department; and (ii) estimates of the relationship of urban to
national personal income.

(b) Applying available household income distribution data to
estimate percent of population below cutoff level.

4. These alternatives provide widely differing pictures of the extent
of urban poverty:

(a) The constant dollar cutoff at $100 in 1973 prices indicates a
total 1975 urban population below this level of 156 million. Fully 62 percent
of this world total is located in South Asia (see Table 2), representing some
58 percent of the urban population of that region.

(b) Using a relative income cutoff, the share of the urban poor in
Latin America increases to 42 percent of the worldwide total of 125 million,
with South Asia falling to 27 percent. This is a reflection of the higher
level of urbanization and greater inequality of income in Latin America.

(c) The estimate based on the cost of basic nutritional and other
needs falls between the above two measures. The total urban population with
incomes below this level is approximately 147 million, of which 68 million
are in South Asia and 35 million in Latin America.

5. The differences between these estimates illustrates their sensi-
tivity to changes in the definition of the poverty level. Thus an increase
of 15 percent in the estimated cost of minimum needs (estimate c above) would
increase the population in the poverty group by some 20 percent to about 180
million. This would be the approximate effect of adopting a proposed alter-
native definition of the urban poverty income level, namely, 50 percent above
that in rural areas.



Table 3: EMPLOYMENT PROFILE OF THE URBAN POOR: SELECTED CASES
(%)

Occupational
Groups Bangkok Chile Caracas Lima Malaysia Belo Horizonte

Employees 57 73 71 57 65

Own Account 43 27 29 43 35

Agriculture 29 * 1 15 2

Manufacturing 30 26 24 18 16

Commerce 17 29 15 19 14

Construction * 10 12 8 11

Transport 3 8 7 12 )
)

Government ) )
) 8 ) 16 9 11 ) 56

Services ) ) 19 18 )

Domestics 5 3 12

Others 7 11 10

Notes: 1. Poverty definition varies by country, but it corresponds to
about the bottom 2 deciles in most, and refers to per capita
family income.

2. Malaysia, Caracas and Chile distributions are of household
heads only; others include secondary earners.

* Not a separate category in the study.



Table 4: POTENTIAL GROWTH OF THE POVERTY GROUP

III
Urban Population I Estimated
With Income Below Natural Growth Rural-Urban

Standardized Minimum Of Poverty roup Migratio
Region Needs, 1975 1975-85-' 1975-85P_-

Eastern Africa 4,356 1,420 10,442

Western Africa 7,303 2,490 8,577

EMENA 18,579 5,831 24,006

Latin America &
Caribbean 35,166 12,200 28,684

East Asia &
Pacific 13,956 4,693 18,198

South Asia 67,754 19,353 37,850

Total 147,114 45,987 127,757

a/ National rates of population growth applied to urban poverty group of 1975
as shown in Column 1.

b/ Based on national natural growth rates and urban population growth rates
as estimated in UN population projections.



Table 5 TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE AND OUTPUT
TData for 25 Developing Countries)

Total
Labor

Agriculture Industry Services Force

Value Added (billions of 1970$)

1960 54.8 4o.3 63.1 158.2
growth rate 3.1% 7.0% 5.6% 5.2%
1970 74.1 79.5 109.3 262.9
growth rate 3.1% 7.3% 5.7% 5.6%
1980 100.9 161.4 191.0 453.3
growth rate 3.3% 8.2% 6.4% 6.5%
1990 140.1 355.1 355.8 851.0

Alternative 1981-90

growth rate 4.5% 10.0% 8.1% 8.1%
1990 156.7 418.5 415.9 991.1

Labor Force (millions)

1960 245.2 42.6 72.5 360.3
growth rate 1.0% 2.6% 3.2% 1.7%
1970 271.5 54.9 99.2 425.5
growth rate 0.6% 2.9% 5.9% 2.4%
1980 289.2 73.1 177.1 539.4
growth rate 0.3% 3.7% 5.1% 2.6%
1990 298.1 105.6 293.3 697.2

Alternative 1981-90

growth rate 1.4% 5.5% 3.1% 2.6%
1990 333.5 124.4 239.3 697.2

Value Added Per Worker (1970$)

1960 223.0 946.0 871.0 439.0
growth rate 2.1% 4.3% 2.3% 3.4%
1970 273.0 1,449.0 1,103.0 618.0
growth rate 2.5% 4.3% -0.2% 3.1%
1980 349..0 2,208.0 1,079.0 840.0
growth rate 3.0% 4.3% 2.0% 3.9%
1990 470.0 3,363.0 1,211.0 1,233.0



TatlIe 6 SELECTED LDCs: DISTRIBUTION, OF URBAN POPULATION BY SIZE OF CITY, 1950 AND 1975

Zaire Ni qeri a
- 950 1975 1950 197R

Share Sha re Share Share
Of Of Of Of

Urba n Urban Urban Urban
Urban Area Popu- Popu- Popu- Popu-
Size (000s) lation Population lation Poulation l'ation Population lation D"opiation

% O(O0s) (OO0s) %- (Qoos) T 7 ~b000s
Less than 100 47 255 30 2,078 67 2,395 16 1,867

100-199 53 283 10 703 13 445 17 1,923
200-499 - - 10 665 20 716 41 4,688
500-1,000 - - 21 1,448 - - 8 877

More than 1,000 - - 29 1,996 - - 18 2,064
TOTAL URBAN 100 538 100 6,890 100 3,556 loo 11,419

Egypt Morocco
Less than 100 39 .2,530 29 5,111 24 T47 20 1,336

100-199 11 693 4 695 30 556 -
200-499 - - 15 2,682 11 210 42 2,882
500-1,000 14 927 - - 34 633 10 666

More than 1,000 36 2,377 52 9,334 - - 28 1,890
TOTAL URBAN 100 6,527 100 17,822 100 1,846 100 6,774

Turkey Iran
Less than 100 Cl 2,747 52 ,9 6- 2,W30 37 5,39T

100-199 5 218 9 1,638 10 4P4 7 1,006
200-499 11 505 10 1,797 9 436 13 1,883
500-1,000 22 971 4 624 - - 13 1,837

More than 1,000 - - 25 4,279 21 1,041 30 4,423
TOTAL URBAN 100 4,441 100 17,326 100 4,84q 100 14,547

Brazil c)_Icl )o a
Less than 100 55 10,324 43 28,256 59 2,488 29 4,615

100-199 2 455 5 3,403 5 214 in 1,599
200-499 10 1,930 5 2,984 20 845 18 2,867
500-1,000 3 650 4 2,744 16 655 5 792

More than 1,000 29 5,340 43 27,741 - - 38 6,065
TOTAL URBAN 100 18,699 100 65,128 100 4,202 100 15,938

Mexico I ndones i a
Less than 100 56 6284 2 -5,553 43 3,843~ 38 1-,)52

100-199 9 1,069 5 1,75F 5 462 6 1,493
200-299 9 982 12 4,434 20 1,825 10 2,556
500-1,000 - - 3 1,142 13 1,190 12 3,244

More than 1,000 26 2,872 39 14,462 18 1,565 34 8,887
TOTAL URBAN 100 11,207 100 37,349 100 8,885 100 26,232

Philippines India
Less than 100 59 3,231 52 8,219 56 33,449 46 60,552

100-199 28 1,532 28 4,405 9 5,675 7 9,126
200-499 - - 3 525' 11 6,573 13 16,726
500-1,000 - - 7 1,139 5 2,906 9 12,382

More than 1,000 14 748 10 1,549 19 11,256 25 33,581
TOTAL URBAN 100 5,511 100 15,837 100 59,859 100 132,367

Pa _Tn Total Selected LDCs 1950-75 a
Less than 100 -2,511 30 5,623 54 73,392 T 1576 215

100-199 14 784 6 1,223 10 12,870 7 28,972 2.25
200-499 8 465 7 1,289 11 14,487 12 45,978 3.17
500-1,000 15 826 8 1,472 6 8,758 7 28,367 3.23

Moro than 1,000 18 1,028 49 9,332 19 26,227 32 125,603 4.79
TOTA. URBAN 100 5,64 100 18,939 100 135,734 100 _8(,6 2.84

Source: UN Popua I ion project ion, , Mcdi um Tempo, Medi un Variant.
a! 1975 population of a size category divided by 1950 population of the same category, i.e.,

small cities approximately doubled, large cities quintupled.
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ECONOMIC AND SECTOR WORK

Introduction

Under this category two broad lines of work can be distinguished.
The first concerns itself with the urbanization process, that is, with the
spatial or locational aspects of development. It asks the question "where"
development is taking place. It studies the links between regions and
between rural and urban areas, as well as the movements and growth of popu-
lation in both rural and urban areas. It is more concerned with what cities
are growing and why, with the effects of national policies on location,
etc., rather than with the problems of a specific city.

This perspective means the work properly belongs with the country
economic work, particularly that concerned with the longer run or "basic" issues
of development. In most instances this work can be carried out as part of
the program of country economic work. In those countries where the problems
are large or complex, a special sector report or mission will be required;
in others it can be done within the framework of existing missions and reports.
In either case the responsibility lies with the country economists.

The extent to which the spatial aspects of development have been
taken into account in past Bank work shows considerable variation. Only a
few country economists have the training or experience to meet adequately
the demands of this work. Sufficient exposure through training and technical
assistance will enable them to undertake more in the future. In order to
provide this exposure, considerable demands will be placed upon the resources
of the CPS/DPS staff, particularly in the next two to three years, after which
time the regional economists should be in a position to undertake most of the
work.

The second broad line of work concerns itself with the problems of
specific cities, for example, the problems of water supply, housing or public
transport. At this level considerable detail and specialized expertise are
required. This can only be provided within the framework of project prepara-
tion and execution. The integration and analysis of city problems should
form an integral part of water supply, urban transport, and sites and ser-
vices projects. The Regions have considerable specialized expertise in many
of these fields, but in order to provide a more comprehensive and integrated
urban approach, calls will be made upon the manpower of the CPS departments.

The Required Programs

With the above considerations in mind, we have examined and dis-
cussed with the Regions their programs of economic and sector work. The focus
has been on the balance of FY1976 and FY1977. Within this period much explora-
tory work will be done and toward the end of FY1977 we should have a better
feel for both the required extent and the costs of this type of work. The
work program, to the extent it can be detailed, is set out below for each
Region.
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We are recommending that the Transportation and Urban Projects
Department be prepared to provide an additional three man-years of assistance
to the Regions by FY1977 for economic and sector work. For the balance of
FY1976, three man-years could be applied to high-priority work. It is unlikely,
however, that staff could be recruited sufficiently quickly to meet this need
and we are therefore recommending that two man-years of consulting funds be
made available immediately and an effort be made to recruit the additional
manpower as soon as possible.

In addition we are recommending that three additional positions
be allocated to three Regions (one each to EMENA, EAP, and LAC), where there
is a sufficient volume of work to warrant specialized manpower in each Region.

Summary of Recommended Additions (man-years)
For Country Economic and Sector Work

FY1976 FY1977

1. East Africa

CPS/DPS Support .25 .5

2. West Africa
CPS/DPS Support .5 .5

3. EMENA
CPS/DPS Support .5 .5
Regional Manpower 1.0

4. LAC
CPS/DPS Support .5 .5
Regional Manpower 1.0

5. EAP
CPS/DPS Support .3 .5
Regional Manpower 1.0

6. South Asia
CPS/DPS Support .25 .5

Total
CPS/DPS Support 2.3 3.0
Regional Manpower - 3.0

Excluding Nigeria - see text.
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1 East Africa Program

Only a small percentage of the world's urban poor are to be found
in the East Africa Region. At present four million urban dwellers can be
classified as falling below the poverty line, but this number could easily
double in slightly more than a decade. Urbanization is occurring at a
rapid rate and the low resource base of most of the countries makes it im-
perative that this process be as efficient as possible. At present this
process is anything but efficient. While the majority of Eastern Africa is
expected to have a rapid growth of their urban populations, virtually all of
them are likely to have predominantly rural populations through the turn of
the century.

An urbanization study has been completed for Zambia and a second
urban project is under consideration. Urban projects are in the process of
implementation and second projects being prepared in Kenya, Tanzania, and
Botswana. In addition, the present loan program contains a number of water
supply and small industry projects in Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, Zaire, and
Zambia.

In view of the obvious priorities of agriculture and rural develop-
ment, the Region is taking a low-keyed operational approach to urban develop-
ment in most countries, with the notable exception of Zambia, Botswana,
Mauritius, and Swaziland. It is planning the include in its program of country
economic work an examination of the importance of the urbanization process
and other aspects of the spatial implications of national development in all
countries. In the initial stage of identifying target groups and problems,
this will be done to the extent possible by existing regional staff, but it
is already clear that some specialized inputs will be required from the CPS/DPS.
These have not yet been identified.

Two countries, Ethiopia and Zaire, with more than half the urban
poor in Eastern Africa, should be regarded as priority countries for further
work on urbanization. The two major cities, Addis Ababa and Kinshasa, may well
become unmanageable problems in the foreseeable future, even though in the
context of these countries urban improvements at the present time command a
relatively low priority. A reconnaissance mission is visiting Addis Ababa in
October to make preparations for a sector review in CY1976. A sector survey
has already been completed for Zaire and a project proposal is under preparation.

Until a detailed work program has been further defined, we would
propose to allocate a notional manpower addition to the economic work program
as follows:

FY1976 FY1977

Additional DPS/CPS support (man-months) 3 6
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2. West Africa Program

This Region has been aware of the spatial implications of the de-
velopment process. In particular the concern has been expressed in terms of
the excessive pace of urbanization. All cities in the Region except Lagos are
relatively small by world standards, but growing rapidly. In many cases, it
is suspected that their rapid growth is the result of inappropriate agricul-
tural and industrial policies.

Approximately 5 percent of the world's urban poor are concentrated
in West African cities. Two countries, Nigeria and Ghana, account for 55 per-
cent of the West African total.

In addition to the problems created by rapid urbanization, there
are substantial net inter-country movements of people, both rural-to-urban
and rural-to-rural, particularly among the countries that make up the Sahelian
region.

Several recent economic reports (Upper Volta, Ivory Coast, Niger,
and Senegal) have given serious consideration to the spatial aspects of de-
velopment. The Economics Department has a research project underway on West
African migration.

The capacity of the Regional economists to undertake any further
additions to an already ambitious work program is limited. The Region would
like some assistance with two forthcoming missions, one to Mali and one to
Ghana. The Mali mission (February 1976) is to review the proposed plan. The
Region would also like to examine the implications of the increasing concen-
tration of population in the region surrounding Bamako and is requesting assist-
ance for this (an estimated two man-months). In the case of Ghana the Region
considers that the most expedient way to develop a better understanding of the
country's urban poor problems is in the context of the preparation and appraisal
of a proposed small industry project. A pre-appraisal mission is scheduled for
October 1975.

Nigeria is the biggest question mark in West Africa. It is ur-
banizing rapidly and no doubt the oil boom will increase the pace of urbani-
zation. Some existing urban centers are already overburdened and unable to
cope effectively with the problems of the large influx of mostly poor people.
The Government, however, has changed recently and is still in the process of
developing its relationship with the Bank. Meanwhile, it has appointed a
high-level committee to study urban problems in Lagos and to make recommendations
on the possible relocation of the Federal capital. There is no indication so
far that the new Government would welcome our involvement in urban development
projects other than the Kaduna water supply project which is in our lending
program for FY1977. Our economic work program for Nigeria includes urbani-
zation issues but this has to remain tentative until the RVP has had an oppor-
tunity to discuss and clarify all aspects of Bank/Nigeria relationships, in-
cluding economic work to be undertaken by the Bank, with the new Government.
During the Annual Meeting last September, the Nigerian delegation indicated
that May 1976 is likely to be the earliest convenient time for such discussions.
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Recommended Additions to Program, FY1976-77

Additional Support from CPS/DPS or Consultants (man-months)
FY1976 FY1977

Mal i 2
Ghana 2
Nigeria 6
General (support

for migration
studies, review
of present pro-
gram of work,
etc.) 2 6

Total 6 6 (excluding Nigeria)

*This should preferably be located in the Region.

3. EMENA Program

Sixty percent of the urban poor (11.3 million) in the EMENA Region
are located in four countries, Egypt, Turkey, Algeria, and Morocco. Altogether,
the urban poor of this Region account for 17 percent of the world total.

A sizeable program of projects designed to improve urban living con-
ditions is carried out by the Region. The most important ones are in Iran,
Turkey, Morocco, Syria, and Tunisia. These projects are mainly for the con-
struction of water supply and sewerage facilities and for studies relating to
urban transport, other services, and housing. Further, a more comprehensive
approach is being taken regarding urban growth and patterns in the cases of
Istanbul, Casablanca, Tunis, and Sfax. In the case of Istanbul, Tunis, and
Sfax, the necessary studies are included under project loans, while in the
case of Casablanca, the IBRD is executing agency for UNDP-financed projects.
Finally, sector missions are planned in current CPPs to support lending as
follows: Turkey (FY1977), Morocco (FY1977), and Syria (FY1979).

Country economic work in the countries of the Region has examined
the spatial aspects of development (also known as regional development). This
was done for Turkey (1973 basic report), Yugoslavia (1973 basic report), Tunisia
(1973 basic report), Morocco (1974 plan review report), and Algeria (1975 plan
review report) . In Yugoslavia a program of regional studies was started in
1972 and is planned to be completed in 1976. These reports discussed and com-
mented on the regional investment programs and policies followed by the gov-
ernments concerned. The focus, however, was primarily on the issue of giving
equal chances of development to the most disfavored regions and rural popula-
tion groups and acquiring sufficient knowledge of urban development to underpin
sector and project work programs in urban areas.
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Sector work addressing the urban poor, though not exclusively, is
already planned. What seems needed now is additionally to focus analysis on
the lot of the urban poor and on the constraints restraining their contribu-
tion to development. Future economic work will therefore have to gather more
detailed knowledge of population movements and urban population characteristics
than has been acquired so far. For this and for the sector surveys noted above,
the Region will need support from DPS/CPS. More specifically, the planned ac-
tivities that will require such support are as follows:

- basic economic mission to Egypt (FY1976);

- plan review in Syria (FY1976);

- urbanization survey in Morocco (FY1977);

- urbanization survey in Turkey (FY1977);

- plan review in Tunisia (FY1977);

- plan review in Algeria (FY1978);

- urbanization survey in Syria (FYl979).

Priority should be given to the situation in Egypt. At present the
numbers of the urban population below the poverty line amount to 3.2 million.
This could increase by an additional 2 million over the next decade. Algeria
may be out for political reasons. Given the large urban component in the
lending program in Morocco and Turkey, it would appear essential to have the
whole urbanization process reviewed as soon as possible.

Recommended Additions to Program (man-months)

FY1976 FY1977

Additional support from CPS/DPS 6 6
Additional Regional staff 12

4. LAC Program

Most Latin American countries are among the most highly urbanized
countries in the world. The present urban population (196 million) will in-
crease to 464 million by the year 2000, when, on average, 75 percent of the
total population will live in cities. Approximately 35 million or 18 percent
of the total urban population now live below the absolute poverty line. These
are concentrated in four countries which contain nearly 80 percent of the urban
poor: Brazil (13.8 million), Colombia (4.3 million), Mexico (6.6 million), and
Peru (2.0 million). In these four countries alone in the next ten years, the
estimated migration from rural to urban areas is 29 million.
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The Region has an active program of country work aimed at addressing
the issues raised by this rapid urbanization process.

Mexico - A review of the spatial aspects of Mexican develop-
ment has been completed as well as the review of one region
within the country. Further work is in the process of iden-
tification. Water supply, industrial sites, and an urban
project are in the loan program. High priority should be
given to work in Mexico City and in the development of alter-
natives to its further growth.

Brazil - Various regional studies have been done or are
underway. No comprehensive look at the longer term implica-
tions of urbanization have been undertaken. It is planned
to initiate this work early in 1976 and on the basis of
this develop a program of future work.

Colombia - The position In Colombia is similar to that of
Brazil. A review of the situation should be completed by
early 1976 and on the basis of this review of urbanization
a work program will be proposed.

Peru - The basic report planned for Peru (to be completed
in FY1976) will place a strong emphasis on studying the
urbanization process and the alternative strategies open
to the country. This report will also indicate the direc-
tion of future work.

The Region will necessarily have to place a strong emphasis on
the problems of urbanization and urban poverty. The first steps are under-
way and involve essentially the identification of problems and the develop-
ment of future work. In six months' time, we should be in a better position
to estimate the longer term staffing and budgetary needs. In the short run,
some assistance will be required from the centralized Departments (CPS/DPS).
At a minimum, an additional man-year should be located within the Region.

Recommended Additions to Program FY1976-77 (man-months)

FY1976 FY1977

1. From CPS/DPS support
(El Salvador, Brazil,
Mexico, Colombia) 6 6

2. Additions to
Regional staff 12
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5. East Asia and Pacific Program

Urbanization is occurring rapidly in this region at relatively low
levels of income. In Indonesia, in particular, the growing pressures of
population on land could generate an even faster pace of urbanization. The
provision of services, particularly safe water supplies, lag well behind existing
and projected demands. In the coming decade it is estimated that over 18
million persons will migrate to the cities.

At present, the economic and sector work in the Region is charac-
terized by the large number of basic missions. In Indonesia there is a
substantial follow-up effort on last year's basic mission in the fields of
investment and employment. Basic reports on Papua/New Guinea, the Philippines,
and Malaysia are in preparation, and a basic mission for Korea is planned for
the end of FY1976. These efforts occupy a very large proportion of the Region's
economic manpower and limit its short-run capacity to focus on urban problems.
While outside manpower could be attracted to work on urban problems, there
should be very close integration with the country work, and in that sense the
current heavy load on most country economists may pose an effective constraint
on the ability to do urban work.

By country, the situation is as follows:

Indonesia

The very high level of underemployment on Java calls for action on
many fronts. For analytical purposes one can distinguish the problems of
Jakarta, of the other cities (say, from half a million population up), and of
smaller towns. The Bank has had substantial involvement in Jakarta and has a
successful project there (the Kampung Improvement Project). Many studies on
the city are going on or have been completed. These should now be drawn together
and a comprehensive long-term program for development and investment in the
Jakarta Metropolitan Area formulated. If the Government agrees (this is to be
explored shortly) the work could start this spring. Tentatively, close to one
man-year would be involved, mainly economist time. The Region could contribute
very little to this.

At the same time, the Region has started work on strategies for
the development of rural agro-industrial centers and small towns on Java
(see Form 700), as well as on the formulation of a regional development
project on Java.. One country economist will be involved for about half time.
It is the intention to employ Indonesian consultants, but in addition about
half a man-year of non-regional Bank manpower is tentatively required.

The Migration and Urbanization study planned for FY1977 (see CPP)
would draw upon the inputs discussed above, study the problems and poten-
tials of the other cities, analyze the trade-offs between development of
different types of cities and come up with a long-term strategy and invest-
ment program. Up to two man-years of time will be needed if the overall
problem is to be addressed meaningfully.
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The Bank's operations program for FY1976-78 in urban areas now con-
tains two urban projects, a sewerage project, a water distribution project,
and a power distribution project, for a combined amount of $265 million.

The Philippines

The Basic Economic Report is now being drafted and will continue to
demand primary attention till February. It will contain a separate chapter
on urban problems. For the future, the mission has tentatively identified
the need for development of a number of industrial centers outside Manila.
It is the intention to mount an industrial/urbanization study toward the end
of FY1976. It is expected that about one man-year of non-regional manpower
will be required for the study.

In November, the Transportation and Urban Projects Department is
making a follow-up appraisal mission to Manila which will discuss with Govern-
ment, inter alia, the technical assistance requirements for preparing a metro-
politan plan for Manila, the financing of services, the level of infrastructure
to be provided, and the most desirable form of metropolitan government organization.

Urban project activities for the Philippines in the fiscal years 76-78
include two urban projects, a water supply project and a sewerage project. The
total amount involved is $120 million.

Thailand

The Government is putting great emphasis on urban development outside
Bangkok. While Bangkok's problems are severe, the lack of a strong city govern-
ment would make Bank involvement in that city costly. The Region therefore
intends to follow the Government's lead. Much information on secondary cities
already exists in a number of reports, but could be usefully drawn together as
an input into the work of the basic mission which is now planned for end-FY1977.
About half a man-year of non-regional staff time, mainly on desk work, would be
required. The urban sector mission initially being planned for FY1978 may then
no longer be required.

In Thailand, we expect, over the three years 1976-78 to do three
urban projects and water supply as well as sewerage in Bangkok. Total amount:

$135 million.

Korea

Korea is relatively well advanced in tackling its urban problems.
As part of the UNDP-IBRD Planning Assistance effort, consulting services are
being provided to the Government to analyze urban problems. No further
activities (except for those in a project context) are planned before the
basic economic mission (April 1976), which will review the need for further
urban work. Tentatively, an urban sector study is planned for FY1977.

In Korea, we expect to do one housing and one sewerage/water
supply project (total amount $40 million) in the period FY1976-78.
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Malaysia

Malaysia's urban problems are relatively small in relation to

those of other countries in the Region, but the Government is actively in-

terested in them. The lending program for FY1976 contains an urban project

and two sewerage projects. There is also a regional development project

(including sites and services for a small town) in FY1977 and another one in

FY1978. The priority of urban sector work in Malaysia will have to be assessed
in the light of the basic mission's findings (which will only emerge over the

next several months), the Government's interests, and the priorities within

the Region.

Recommended Additions to Program in FY1976-77

The proposed Regional work program is ambitious and broad in its

coverage. Additional manpower could easily be absorbed in high-priority work.

This work will be of a continuing nature and we therefore recommend the addi-

tion of one man-year in FY1977 to the Regional staff, In addition, we foresee

the need for at lease six man-months of CPS/DPS input in FY1977.

FY1976 FY1977

Additional CPS/DPS support (man-months) 4 6

Additions to Regional staff 12

6. South Asia Programs

This Region contains the major portion of the world's urban poor.

India alone has an estimated 38 percent of the world's urban poor and in the

coming decade, the migration from the countryside to the cities could, at a

conservative estimate, reach 27 million. The problems of urban poverty cannot

be divorced from the national problems of economic stagnation and population

growth.

An active urban program of loans is projected for both India and

Pakistan. In India the program calls for $350 million spread over 7 projects

in the next 3 years; in Pakistan $160 million over 8 projects in the next 5

years.

Various reports have been prepared on specific issues and on some

of the major cities in India and Pakistan. A report on urbanization in Paki-

stan is almost completed. An issues paper on Indian urbanization will be pre-

pared in FY1978. It will look at the long-run implications of the process and

identify specific issues for study. This issues paper will form the basis of a

future work program. In FY1977, one man-year has already been proposed for this

work with manpower to come largely from outside the Region.

Recommended Additions (in man-months)

FY1976 FY1977

Support from CPS/DPS (India) 2 6
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PROJECT INFORMATION BRIEF - URBAN, WATER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION PROJECTS
PART A: Benefits

1. Urban Benefits
What proportion of the increase in water rovision will benefit urban populations?-7 0-10% _720-30% _/ 40-60% / / 60-100% / / Specific Estimate
If the answer to this question is "0-10%", do not answer any of the followingquestions.

2. Service and consumption
Complete the following table regarding service and consumption before and after the

Existing_ Afte Project
Share of Share of% Served Consumption % Served Consumption(a) Domestic

total population (of town)
target population

Industrial and Commercial
Government -

Existing After Project

Share of Share of
Number Consumption Number Consumption

(b) Standpipes

Household connections

Existing After Project
Amount Amount .(c) Total approximate consumption

(in m3/day)
Total available supply
(in m3/second)

% losses

(d) What are the hours per day of
reliable service (for domestic
use?

3. Communicable Diseases
(a) What communicable diseases are found in the town(s)?
(b) How will the project affect these diseases?

4. Sewage Facilities
Are complementary investments in sewage disposal proposed: /No /7 Yes
Explain:

5. Unskilied'Employment - Direct Benefits
Wl flhe project generate significant unskilled employment during construction?I/No - f_/ Yes: a. Estimate average annual number of such jobs

b. What is the expected construction period?
6. Unskilled Employment - Indirect Benefits

VilT~daitional water provision (supply or distribution) allow a significant increasein unskilled employment opportunities in the affected areas? / No /I Yes

PART B: Location, Land Use and Urban Services

1. Location:
(a) Which town(s) will the project affect?
(b) What is its (their) total population?
(c) What is expected population growth rate(K) ?
(d) What is target group population area(s)?

2. Land Use
Will the additional water service increase or decrease the availability of urbanserviced land to the target population? I I Increase / Decrease

3. Other Urban Services
Will the water service lead to or require complementary investments in other urbanservices (excluding sewerage)? / / No I/ Yes
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4. Housing Displacements

(a) Will the project require the removal of low-income housing (either squatters or legal
housing? /__/No /7 Yes

(b) Estimate the approximate numbers of target group pepulations so displaced:
(i) Displaced from legal homes

(ii) Displaced from squatter residences

(c) Will there be relocation assistance? /_ No /_ Yes

(d) Will the costs of displacement to the displacees be included in the economic

evaluation? //No / Yes

5. Employment Displacement
(a) Will the project require the relocation to other areas of_ businesses which employ

significant unskilled labor? / 7 No /_/ Yes

(b) How many jobs will be lost by the target population in the service area as a result
of business relocation?

6. Institutional Changes
Will the project involve changes in the institutional arrangements for the provision
of water supply and other urban services? I//No / /Yes If "Yes", how? (Check one
or more of the boxes below)
(a) Distribution of functions

(b) Delegation of authority

(c) Administrative jurisdiction /~~~

Explain:

PART C: Costs and Financing

1. Average Usage Costs and Charges New After Prnject

Complete the following table: Charge/m3 Cost/m3 Charge/m3  Cost/M3

Industrial users
Commercial users
Government
Household connections> standard need

Household connections < standard neea

Hydrants __

Total System

Key: "Charge" refers to average cost to user; "Cost" refers to average allocated cost

per unit delivered.

.2. Metered Usage Now After Project

Complete the following table:

% Industrial usage metered
% Commercial usage metered
% Government usage metered
% Domestic usage metered

3. Connection Charges
(a) What is the existing connection charge to households?

(b) Will this increase/remain the same/decrease after project?

(c) Will credit be provided to households for connection charge?

4. Municipal Finance

(a) Are water revenues earmarked exclusively for water service expenditures? / /No I/Yes

(b) If costs exceed revenues (Question C.2.) what revenue source finances deficit?

(c) Will the project directly increase or decrease revenues from the following sources?

Increase Decrease

Tax Revenues

Base f7
Rate

Non-Tax Revenues

Base 7 7
Rate

Government Transfers 7-
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Some questions on this brief ask for specific figures. There will
be situations where data does not exist to quantity responses. In these cases,
give the best estimate. Where no estimate is possible, indicate the magnitude
of direction of effect by writing comments such as "high", "low", "increase", or
"decrease".

PART A

1. "Urban Populations" live in communities having more than 20,000 persons.
If unsure of specific percentages, check the box giving the closet estimate. If
the exact percentage can be accurately identified, write this percentage in the
box marked "Specific Estimate".

2. All figures to be inserted into this table should apply to the town
as a whole, even if the water system affected by the project serves only a
portion of the towns area.

Data to be included in the "After Project Completion" columns should
include benefits provided by the project itself and benefits which will be
feasible as a direct result of the project.

(a) In the row labelled "total population" (of town)", indicate the

percentage of the total population of the town which is presently served by

public water supplies; (persons are considered served if public water can be

obtained through a house connection or through a public hydrant located no

more than 300 meters from the household); ii) the share of total water consumption
which the water system will supply after project completion; and iv) the share

of total water supply for domestic consumption after project completion. The

same information should be completed with respect to the target population. In
the rows labelled "industrial and commercial" and .government", indicate the
share of consumption.

(b) Indicate the number of standpipes and household connections which
will exist in the town(s) before and after the project. Under the columns
braded "share of consumption",iridicate the percentage of total consumption
whih each type of connection now consumes and is expected to consume after
project completion.

(c) Information is requested on the total consumption in the town and
the total available supply (bottleneck capacity) in the town. In addition,
information is requested on the percentage losses (from leakage, etc.) which
occur between the total supply and the amount actually available for consumption.

3. (a) Consider the following diseasea and give the incidence, if possible:

cholera
intestinal parasites (worms)
typhoid
adult diarrhea
infant diarrhea
skin diseases
eye diseases
malaria
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(b) After the notation of incidence of each disease, indicate if the
project will:

(i) very significantly decrease incidence (reduce 50% or more)
(ii) significantly decrease incidence (reduce 10-50%)

(iii) not significantly affect incidence
( iv) increase incidence

4. Under "Explain", briefly mention what arrangements (if any) are being
made to provide either sewerage facilities or sewage disposal. If arrangements
are not being made to provide these facilities, indicate why they are not being
made.

6.- Under "Expected construction period", indicate the number of years.

7. Where the lack of public water is the only serious constraint to the
use of additional land for industrial purposes, and where it can be reasonably
expected that significant unskilled employment will be made possible through the
provision or expansion of industry in the serviced area, the answer to this
questions is "Yes". Where the project increases residential water distribution
only, the answer -would probably be "No".

PART B

1. Write the name of the town(s) or the metropolitan area directly or
indirectly affected by the project. This area may be larger than the area served
by the particular water service system under study. The questions on population,
growth rate, and target population similarly apply to the town(s) or metropolitan
area as a whole.

2. To increase the availability of urban serviced land to the target group,
the price (coupled with density) of the land must be affordable by the target group.

In cases where a project will permit squatters to gain legal rights to
the land they are inhabiting, the project is considered to increase the availability
of serviced land to the target group.

3. This question seeks to discover (i) whether the project will increase
demands on other urban services, and (ii) whether plans have been made to meet
these additional demands. For example, an improvement in quality of water for
low-income persons may improvo health and will lead to a decreased demand on health
servi.ce facilities. On the other hand an extended water distribution system may
lead to increased residential or industrial densities which in turn lead to increased
demands for transport, education and housing. The provision of at least the following
urban services should be examined: electricity, transport, health facilities, edu-
cation, and housing. If the project will increase demands on any of these services,
the "Yes" box should be checked. Under "Explain", discuss the following:

(a) which service demand will be increased (or decreased)

(b) what arrangements have been made for meeting additional demands --
either:
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(i) arrangements have been made outside the project for
handling these incrased demands

(ii) a future project will handle the increased demands; or

(iii) the demands will be left unfilled.

The removal of low-income housing may be the result of construction or
chnged land uses associated with the project.

5. Only businesses which employ a significant number of target population
groups should be considered.

6. Indicate transfers of functional responsibility ("distribution of
functiuns"). Indicate changes in the geographical service area ("Administrative
jurisdiction"). Indicate if the legal or financial or fiscal authority for the
prevision of urban services has been transferred from one agency to another
("Delegation of authority"). Under "Explain", please indicate specific changes
associated with the project.

PAXT C

1. Under the columns labelled "Cost/m3"v write the average cost per unit
delivered for the system as a whole. If unable to specify future average costs,
fill in the boxes marked "Cost/m3 " by indicating whether the average costs, are
greater than, equal to, or less than the existing average charges or cost. Costs
referred to are full costs and must include cash operating costs, depreciation
and return on investment. Under the columns labelled "Charge/m3", give the
approximate (average) rates for each category of service.

"Households > "standard needs" refers to households with individual
water connections which use more than the amount of water considered necessary for
minimum health and sanitation needs. "Households <"standard needs" refers to
households which use approximately (or less than) the amount of water considered
necessary for minimum health and sanitation needs. After "Households < standard
needs", please specify the amount of water (in m3/month) which is considered
necessary for the average household's mirimum needs.

Of the shares of water consumed by, respectively, industrial users,
commercial users, government users, and domestic users, what percentage is metered?

3. (a) If more than one connection charge applies, give the one most
applicable to low-income residential users.

(b) Indicate effect

(c) A 'yes" answer also implies that the terms of such financing
will be affordable by many of the poor.

Question 5 seeks to assess the direct effect of the project on overall
arrangements for financing urban public services. For example, in addition tc
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generally increased revenues (through user fees) for water supply and sanitation,
(as a result of which service specific government ranfers may be reduced), the
project may increase general property tax revenues by development of a new sites
and services project or regularisation of existing unauthorized settlements.
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TO: Mr. Edward V.K. Jaycox . DATE: October 13, 1975

FZONM: Yedro-Pablo Kuczynski

SUBJECT: Your Draft Pamar to Mr. Mc~anara

1. You asked for commnents on this most interesting piece. The nu:Tbers
on the rural poor (pages 1-5) are particularly informative, moking alionances
for the e.pected margin of error in such calculatiorns.

2. I am le~ss sure about. the prescriptive part of the paper, although
I hasten to add that this is a difficult area:

i) ,Lending to industry. Let us say, for purposes of argumient,
that the bank roup disburses during the period FY1976-80 $500 nillion to
industries whicb create direct employment at $8,000 'r less in capital
costs per job (tnhsc are roughly your figures on pages 14-15, but 1 have
lowered the average capital cost in the case of NDB to $8,000 for purposcs
of J1lustrotion). Let us further assume that thInds lcndirng supports a totz-.
ivestmnt of $1.5 billion, including the Wor]d Dank Croup portion. Thi
sum would Ahn create about 200,000 jobs for the urban poor, or anou
0.1% of tho urhan poor projected for that year. The first question V.;
ahethvr in fact this type of lending would reach the urban poor, but j
rcognize ht there is at least some reasonable presumptiou thar m -
of1 ti l. if we assum that, the next question is whether this kinc Wf
effect M significant in ratLion to the nuch bigger effect which right
be obtained by refoms uA-asic 1 -a oi countries, in orefs mn

as Pgricultural prices an exch= f w oitins (which keep ngriculul
incoes low), interest rate subsi ies and tax bicaks for capital Tuvestment
(which make investment in industry unduly capital intensive), and othcr
distortios mentioned on page 11 of your paper.

ii) I think that the paper should pay more attention to inofirutiona>
constraints. A properly administered muicipality and an effective sys te
of expevditure management and local tax collection will do mora for many
cities than the limited funds which we or others caa put in. The exa;m!ples
vaouAn, from Calev ta to Caracas, not to mention Naw York City or
Washington, D.C. Perhaps we should start by proposing reports (which
could be Md(e in part by outside consultants) on eight or ten major LDC
cities, such as have been done in the past on Calrutta, Lima and
Bela Horiunle. 3 think that he ank W13 need to expand its knowledgc
of how maj=r cities work it it is ro embark on the proposed lending prcgram,

iii) Two areas whicb 1 think might he spelled cut vore ar
a) the policies on whien we WoM upec to have a: undaystanding With,
govnr nt-s bc.fore getting inti major landing to help h pnor in urb12
areas (for exnmple, -xation in urban areas; urbocn Irar:c rtatin, plus
some Vi the areas mentioned above in i),ana U) thL Lype Of CCuI'S
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which the Bank Group ought to focus on. Roughly half the ptoblem is

-in the Indian Subcontinent, without taking into account the fact that

the "absolute urban poor" there are in much worse shape than in some

other areas. Should we be concentrating on India and Bangladesh?

Can something really be done there? Incidentally, I find it difficult

to believe that there are 2-1/2 times as many "absolute urban poor" in

Latin America as in East Asia.

cc: Members of the Task Force
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TO: Mr. 7,V.K. Joycox DATE: Ctober 13, J97,

FROM: Shahid Kr;i- 1nd Sidney Chcrnickt-

SUBJECT: Acionn for hbasPov

i. Listed below are 8ome of the more irportant reacions Gatb we hav.-
to your raft of October 10:

e should recgnize that use of a nutritional standard for deinr :
en urban poverty line portends trnuble. For instance, f1. dis-
tribution in the urban areas is subject to government poliniu7,
xegarding suadie n rationing cnd thnno pnoinis chroj ovcyr
time. Therefore, use of this dcfinition C2d Lan w:de f c"
tions in toe number of urban poor. Rural ana urban pc
two ver di ferent ptcnoena there :ee-n lit le reed to 4Yrc
on your omn work the definition aopted for a 2tinating

q of rural poor. The "access to 'asL servicos" critrion :,OMS
nuch more nppropriate. Use of tis criterion viLl help yuu ccnc
out with more consistent brrbs - such as those in Table

- Your section an "Objectives" has n statement ow absorption into
p~rodllctive cnploynent activities with which VU stronfy sylnaM

lat it doa, - not n-_ntIcn isa the vary stron;g link batwnon thno
:,d urban pvr, particularly in the ul " nc n
cluntrics in which agricultural seton is ME ; iaro
MA a lnrQo Mrntributor to the :allsn-l p
anod at the urban poor Qhat doos not consi3dr 4ho proa n

potential if this pail th. d do lst;
full justine to th V V' r. Your paper LOe IS,;
to have a Mlrga city bias which is not aporopriaLe for lbulh
Asia. In Touth Asia, snail un an ctU ,ters n only accont for s
signaficant. share of tneurban population, tey a] so have soundc;
and efficient economic base which can be built, upon to cspcure a
larjo nimber of ismigraiants from the rural to the urban nas.

- Tie paper noes not rake a case for increasing the Bank' s >end
program in the urban areas. Mat does emerge, howavor, is the
need for a i change in the Bank' s lending for the urb
areas; it is quality rather than quantity that should be emphasinod,
It follows logically that a major effort in pr opriote project
design is needed. -ou call for "_slight revisiens tu project
design criteria.,." Q. 10). Some of the suggestions or
qualitative change (ceadit and technical assintance W snal
enteprises, otc.) that you have already invuded in ouar paprr
need to be spelled out in greater detail.

- You have righty e m zed tie Sportance o making the Bank's
country and sectoral vork n:are eflective. &r' f- the sector
vork requirements ay spelled out. 1en t.e ;Detm - )5 runtry
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work is added, please bear in nind that Mr. 1>Namara ha.s
already hpproved a "restructurin"1 o. country economic work.And altnough an increased focus oi spatial economic issuesis entirely consisteni wi th the lne-; style" countr ec-nci
work structure, the sttement should not leave any rugg;estion,
that an entire.ly new departure is being promoted. Further-MCI? any poponal on nmnitoring should be cowdinated wihthe wLndate givan this ibpartmht for monitoring countryecrinoi work.

cc: Mcssrs, ChureJ Dunkerlzy, Fuchs, Culhati, Gustafson, Rearc.
Kuczynski, Liurdau, Jleasc, Rovari, Rajagopali.0

4|
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KAP DF L OAN PCOViEY

The tpsk of defining and locatirg the urban poor is proceeding

fairly Vaii. W are attempytg to map urban poverty in terms of income,

-a m;>yn , and access to sic servces. We have been more successful

with income and access to bagic services thon with employment. However, we

believe thi "a" is good enough at this point to define and locate, at least

roughly, a ar-get population for the Bank's operations. Refinement at the

country level sill, of course, be required.

I tcio . Tak ing advantage of the work M ready done by the Agr icul ture

ard Ivra D eve lopment Department and the iodividual country economists, we

have settled n en income def inition of absolute urban poverty and have been

able to est atc th;e numbers of absolute poor by region and by country. The

definition of absolute poverty that has ben used is nonsistunt with the one

niOO canini I nto U se for rural poverty---i.c househol d s or ind iv idual s hav ;

less in aye thar that requi red to purchase Amn Imum nutritional needs plus-

basic on-food rqui reents. Thi5 in~c; threshold varies from country to

count ry and bet-:en rural and rban areas. We believe it gives a much more

accurate picture of real deprivation than any of the dollar income cut-offs

used befre. Tabics 1 and 2 show the widely differing pictures of urban

poveity presenrted by alternative definitiois. 'Thilc the total numbers are

affected significantly, the most im ortant differences occur in the regional

patterns of poverty. Note that the shares of the urban poor in Latin Ame rica

and South Asia are particularly affected.

'On the basis of the "standardized minimum needs" definition of the

in -criterion for absolute poverty the iggonal picture is as follows:



Urban % of Total
Popula t i on U r bn
in Absolute Absoiute

Urban Population Poverty Povertv
000 % Ur b~~

Eastern Africa 20,071 22,0 4,356 3.0
Western Africa 24,281 30.0 7,302 5.0
EMENA 110,044 17.0 18,579 12.6
Latin America & Caribbean 186,494 19.0 35,166 23.9
East Asia & Pacific 69,30 20.0 13,956 9.5
South Asia 167,843 10.0 67,754 46.0

Total 578,037 25.4 147,114 100.0

Table 3 gives a fuller breakdown by major country. together with on

estimatc of the urban population with incomes below the poverty line in 185--s ome

210 mil#ion people. This estimated growth in the urban poor: takes into account

the natural increase if the piesent poor (47.4 million), the mnigration from the

countryside (127.7 illlion in total, of which 68 million will be in absolutc

poverty) and the "grc, ation" of some 53 million of the present poor out oF the

ranks of absolute poverty by 1035, assuming a 2% pr annmr incrCas.E ir. par copitl

income. If per capita ir.comn grows by only 10/ pe'r annum, the numbeC in ebo Lute

poverty would rise from 210 million to 233'million in 1985.

Access to Basic Requirements. The state of 4iformation as to the access

of the urban populations of LUCs to waer, sanitati .and nutritional require-

jients is fragmentary and the correlation between lack of access and low income

is at this stage only presumed. See Table 4 for estimates of ;:he urban

population by region now lacking adequate access to various basic requirements

or services. The numbers of those lacking these basic requirements are grater

th"n those estitm_.td to have i comes insufficient to mtet basic needs'. The

,umber of people without acce s to safe water i s some 40 mill1on greater than the

estirnated number in absolute poverty, and the' urban dweilers that are

"severely urndernour ished" art about 50 Jillion greater. At -this st~ae it ie
not 4'ar to wxat extent thee d scr Fancsas are due to Poor Oata, lack cf
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neeting effective demand, or behavioraI patterns of expenditure which do not

give the highest priority to these "basic" needs. It is clear, howwver, that

over the next decade, given natural increase and migration of the poor, 115

&nillion poor -people Will be added to the ranks of those in need of these basic

requi remen t s.

Employment. The employment characteristics of the urban poor can

only be roughly outlined ait this Goint j time. The poor quality of employ'n

data on a iorldwide or country-by-country basis and lack of correlating dQt,

on incames has hampered this work and will undoubtedly continue to do so. Vh

we have been able to do at this stage is vnereG to generalize from several

city studies completed in recent years. These studies reveal an employment

profile of the urban poor of considerabVe diversity within countries, and

much similarity between countries. (See Table(s) 5.) Major group.; inciude.

-domestic servants, agricultural labor, small-scale commerce and services

and craftsmen. Though a majority and those at theslower end of the income

seale are in the informal sector, a surprising number, particularly in large

cities, are low-paid employees (both casual and regular) in medium and larce

firms and even in government. There are more employees than own-account wort&r

particularly amongst secondary income earners. Though many are in apparently
"easy entry" occupations, their ear'ning performance is strongly influencd by

apprenticeships, access to capital and personal contacts.

At least half appear to be in commercial and service activities than

face strong aggregate demand..constraints--in which any one individual, e.g.,

taarket vendor, can increase his productivity only at the expense of dthers in

Mis group. In large c.ties, the prospect for income growth in such activities

depends iost'y on the qrowth -in overall modern sector output and incoms.
C.
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In sm1 er urban areas a larger proportion of the; poor are in craft and

service activities that are linked to the growth of farm income and to a lesser

extent to regional government spending.

DEFINITION OF THE TARGET POPULATION

The-task of improving our map of urban poverty will have to contiue.

(See Research and Country Economic Work Programs below.) However, at this

pointi iime it is clear that on the urban side We will have no equivalent

of the small farmer, i.e., one fairly hombgcneous group of producers with ,

access to the basic factors of their production process. We propose that

the target for the attack on urban poverty should be'the absolutely poor as

w- have defined it, plus those who although they may have (theoretically) the

minimal income required to purchase basic needs are not in fact gaining access

to them due to narket distortions and inefficient or inequitable delivery

systems. On the zssumption that there is a strong overlap betwern the ahsoluct!ly

poor and those without access to safe water,1/ the target population becoms

the greater of the two groups--approximately 190 million people. This is a

convenient target population because it can be physically located and r

it caa be reached operationally. By and large this target population is emnployed

or underemployed in easily entered, competitive, urban pursuits in the informal

sector, and can be physically located in the squatter areas and overcrowded

tenement slums if the fastest growing urban areas. The target populations--i -e.,

poor arid unserviced will grow to zpproximately 300 million by 1985. The fact &hAt

we have found it convenient to define the boundary of the target population i'

terms vof access to safe water (and by analogy to shelter, sanitation, absorbed

nutritional intake and other basics) does not imply that the strategy for dealing

With tha target population is to concentrate heavjlyon the provision of basic

services.

This asseption will Le tesed in the immediate. future tirogh a research

prGram or' latin American cities baing conducted by the 3vooking InstitUtiOn

We viii h ve a test 'f the correlation between income ann access to certain

b a s ir s r -- 4,ce s 'ry ___ 976 .



EANK STRATEGY

OpJECT IfVES

The Task Group has tried to devise objectives with respect to the

target population, which are as production and employment oriented as poss!ibe

and whlch ian - mono:rr nyer tirr Th overall macro-economic problem as

we have come to see it is the creation of productive non-farm employment at a

rate which can increase the demand for agricultural production and absorb the

excess farm labor implied by desirable increases in production and per capita

incomes in agriculture. The role of the urban areas in this employment creation

is very important; somehow, these towns and cities will have to absorb znd 

t.he bulk of the increase in the lator force in the future, if there is to be

any improvement in the lot of the poor, rural or urban. This means that "urban

efficiency" in terms of absorbing people and servicing basic human needs is a

concomitant coal with employment creation and non-farm production gains; it

will be an Important factor in achieving these objectives. The approach adopted

by the Task Group has been to establish a set: of giobal and Bank program O'jectives
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REVIEW OF PAST LENDNG

in the process f tr'ing to be specific about Bank program objctivvs,

the Task Group made a qu ik review of past Bank Group lending to assess tWe

approximate magnituees and shares of lending which have had significant and

identifiable implications for urban development and to see to what extent this

urban lending has conformed to the broad objcctives. Total bank lending in the

past five years (FY71-75) has been broken down into non-urban, non-spec ic

and urban. 1/ Urban lend ing accounted for 42% of projects, 49% of total Ikan

amounts and about 62% of total project costs. /"UrAn" lending Wnslu s

projects from all sectors except Agriculture and Populatio, 31

For the past three years (FY7395) a more detailed review was

to assess project impacts of varicus kinds. In terma of these RA% pravn

substatilal unskil led ewpoyment oppn tunities during construction and AN,'

provided parmanent unskilled empleyment opportun-les, 23% wein judged to hav

hvd favorable impacts for the urban pnor un the distribuzion o? censump5r m

of urban services, 35% had important (positive or nEgative) impacts on uran

land use, and in 33% of the project S Posi t ive impac ts on urban ins t itu tion

and policies were identified. At least 220 cities (over 20:000 PoPulNK01) ywI

affected in one or more of theae ways during tha three years reviewed. !Tblas

and the note following, give e& ls of this review.)

I/ Many loans in the non-specific category will have urban implications but the
data did not allow LithsO to be isolated. Simiiarly, a loan classified as u: yn
may also have direct implications for rural development (e.g., fertiler fac7s

2/ If all of IFC is deemed urban the percentages arc 50%, 51% and 6h% rcspCw vely

Isolating specific urban ffects of Population projects was not attempred
hence all such projects were labilled non-spocific.



The analysis, While crude and unsatisfactory in its detail, has been

quit iilluminating in som respects. It has been useful in strengthening our

vie, s to those sector swh-iich have the greater potential for contributing

tlo ani4ck on urban poverty 6nd in providing an indication of strong and

\weak.paints of sectoral performances with respect to key impact variables.
A V

It is important too in that it has allowed us to make a quite accurate

asSSc"Ynt of the present lack of any systematic attention to urban, employ7

ment, a:d income distributional impacts in current project documentation,

and apparently in project design. It is not our intention to further refine

this picture of past lending; the quick review has served its purpose. The

task now is to davise project design criteria and norms and to develop a

review system which will yield the kind of quantitative information on import-

ant impacts that we were unable to derive in our review of the past and that

will allcw the future program to be assessed and adjusted in the light of the

agreod objectives. (See Monitoring of Objectives belaw.)



~ AUK PR3GRAMMIWH OBJECTIVIS

A. General

A major Bank obijetive must be to improve the effectiveness of

our dialogue with member governments on macro-economic policies, industrili

strategy and urban issues. While Bank influence on national policies is un-

likely to be very large, it cam probably be larger than the direct impact

of the Bank's loans and credits on the productivity and welfare of the urban'

poor. Clearly, the Bank's assistance to create productive urban (non-farm)

employment will be less effective than it could be unless it takes place in

the context of appropriate policies. The main elements of such policies are

well known: removal of capital market imrerfections (such as artificially

controlled interest rates) which limit the capital available to small-scale

labor-intensive indostries and skew technological choices toward capital-

initensity modification of excessively ambitious social legislation that

discourages labor use, arid the introduction of realistic prices for the major

market variable in the econuiy-Au , ;a .xhez to f arm products. It

is also clear that the Bank's assistance to increase the absorptive cap :city

of urban areas and the product ivity/welfare of the urban poor will not be

effective unless there are siqnificant cbanges in the attitudes of governments

toward the acccptability of low-standard, low-cost solutions to water supply

sanitation, shelter, transportation, and health care, the management and

betterment of urban land, and the pricing of urban services.

To improve this dialogue and make it as effective as possible,

country economic work, industrial sector work, and urban sector work each,

need to be strengthened and/ot given new focus. The program for improving

and focussing the contribution country economic work has to make is outlined
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in par-;. below. The needs of sector work in indust ry and in th

urban and other sectors are out'lined in th sectiois. that folIIo. which cvide

the Bank's urban-oriented- activities along sectoral lines--productive d

infrastructuree

B. Productive Sectors 1/

The amount of Bank Group .Ending in the productive sectors should

be increased faster and fu ther than now contemplated by the FY76-20 prooram.

The "indirect" lending of NDP through industrial estates and other non-B.Ik

internediaries should be increased; DFC type lending through existing and new

types of intermediaries should be substan'tiaIly increased; and IFC operai S

should be increased generally in both capital markets, projecrs and indus &l

loans. 2/

Tbe need for Improved industrial sector work and the development ot

concerted and consistent policy advice and ieveragt from the Brnk G:oup >

a priority need. The importance of policy imprcvemnt in the industrial

sector has already been stressed but cannot be ovcr-emphasized. At the i;.rnt,

the locus of responsibility for direct ing the Bank's dialogue with memb)er

countries on industrial policy issues is not clear and the Bank's potential

influence in this field is hardly being exercised. An examination should b

made of how the activities of influencing country policies and proarammino

Bank Group industrial lending operiations are conducted in the Bank to detarmne

how best they can be strengthened, tparticularly in connection with the emoloy-

went objective. The examination should also include an assessment of tIe

appropriateness of the resources devoted to this work.

I/ The "productive sectors" include the wcork of the industriial units of The

Bank Group (ND?, LFCand iFC) and Tourism plus the emerging rmall (nforwi)l

enterprise lending in Urban Projects.

2/ The overiap an! nedd for coordinatic Amongst theoi units is :rowing

reqmires jimedite -attention. It i.the Tssk G 'sundstan.din tha

reyiew it now voder\Wy
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in industrial lending, support for the large capital-intensive

sectors of mrinircg, fertilizer, pulp and paper, steel and cement should

continue at the high level presently planned. Co-financing opportunities

should be exp~loited as much as possible so that this lending can continue'

at a high level and other types of lending can be expanded. These industries

have very importaint impacts on overall growth, and contribute to employment

creation for the -most 'part indirectly, though powerfully, through their ,

extensive up-stream and down-stream linkages in the development process.

However, much greater attention needs to be given to the indirect effects

'of these projects, both positive and negative -in terms of employment and

impacts on urban efficiency. The indirect' employment potentialities linked

to these major industrial investments should not be t'ken for granted, but

should be iiivestigated and project design criteria should includl motivations

to break bottlenecks that threaten indirect employment creation and 'o enlhnce

exploitation of labor-using alternatives in ancillary and peripheral operatlons

SVmilarly, investigation of the possible negative and positive impacts of

siting the industrial plant, on shelter, transportation, and secondary employ-

ment opportunities of the poor should be systematically integrated into

appraisal Pmethodo-ogy. Guidelines for improving project desian criteria along

the above lines are an urgent requirement.

The Bank Group industrial and enterprise lending should move inureasingly

into the more labor-absorptive branches of industry. bank performance in term-

of direct employment per dollar invested in the projects we have finaiced is

not very good. The large capital-intensive projects supported by direct

Bank loans have averaged well over $100,000 per unit of direct employment

create. The DI C opeFitions, etc.



The branches that have flexibi ity as tc the technology that can be ut I

(textiles; wood wayking, Ecod processing, transporration equipment 7

implements and me tal work ng, to nwme a few) and tho:2 which natui !; orb

large numbers of unskilled labor (transportation, constructiun, an52 ye-

should be determined for their suitable promotion and support on the WK

of country economi c and sec tor work, Simi I arly, the Bank Group s i dura

lending program should give more emphasis to small enterprisa which Lina

to be less capitab-intensive and more labnr-absorptive. Bank support to ncfl

enterprises has Loeen very limited and this is also the area naglectod by

governments and private sector financial institutions. Specfi cally the

Bank Group should target a proportion of total industrial lending for Wor-

absorptive industrial projects--i.e., have low capital/direcc employn-ir

ratios--or for smali enturprise. The following targets ar2 prepos: 

Direct >2k Lendi y Iq lustry (ND . in this hin

capital -intensive type of bank operations the objective woold be to oy

marginally toward rjre labor bsnrptive branchas. At least 8 projecs wi th

loans totalling aVout $120 million (75 prices) during the period F

which create direct employment at less than $50,000 per job.

Direct IFC Lending to industry. 251 of increase in FY76-"j progo

over the FY71-75 program to projects which create direct employment W

than $8000 per job, or- which benefit firms with less than $1100,000 in fi xed

assets. If IFC lending is increased by % in FY76-80, this would anount

to . .. - etc.

11 All dollar azc7unts in 1975 prices; figures for value of fixed asset-

pertazin to thb!r ypluc prior to the lending operation.



Indirect Bank Lending to Industry (NDP and DFC). 1DP, through non-

Bank intermediaries: at least-'15 projects with loans totalling about $150

million in the period FY76-80, which create direct employment at less than

$8000 per joC or 'which go for loans to enterprises with less than $100,000 in

fixed assets. DFC, through DFCs and other intermc'diaries: at least 50% of the

increase in the number of project and 25% in th& increase in the dollar volume

of lending (real terms) would be for projects which create direct employment

at less than $8000 per job, or which are for sub-loans to firms with less

than $100,000 in fixed assets. .if DFC lending increases by the amounts now

planned, this would amount to , etc.

The Bank should also move into -redit and technical assistance to 1Hk

infortal sector. The main vehicle for this activity will be the basic urnza-

tion package projects (sites and services and slum upgradingj). All FY76-80

basic urbanization projects will include this feature based on the utilization

of existing comraunity agencies and organizations or intermediaries. In addition,

DFC will develop on a pilot basis at least 5 such projects by FY80.

The above targets are preliminary and must now be agreed with the

Regional managements and internalized as Regional targets. It is obvious that

these targets are arbitrary and reaching them will not make any major impact

on the employruent creation tasks that face the LDCs. However, they are in the

right direction, and are very chal enging given our present ways of doing

business. Most of the activities targeted will have to be compressed into the

ih
period FY1978-S0 given the locked / nature of the early part of the program and

the long lead time for projects of the type targeted. In the 1980-85 period,

a larger effort may be made. in going after projects in the labor-intensive
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brznches and or smal -scale enterprise, there will be no relaxation of other

criterio-ct omic and financial mobility-and special attention will have to

be paid to ON indiract employment effects. At this end of the scale, highly

neativ~e ejp0ym~ent &Efects in the traditional and crafts sectors are a distinct

danger and %ill have to be guarded against. Success in meeting these targets

depends fumd.aentally on the'development of suitable intermediary institutions

with tiie csrvct mientaIity and criteria :for moving along these Jines. Loans

to smali-scalt enterprise and the informal sector will have to be accompanied

by heavy inputs of technic'al assistance. Monitoring and evaluation of the

results of tVese imperatives is called for.

C. Infrast ructvre Sectors.

Fcr the purposes of setting Bank program objectives for the infrastruc-

ture setwr, these sectors have been divided into two groups: those which

can make e direct contribution to alleviating the Yonditonns o'f the urban

paor and those which through employment during construction and from facility

expansion .nd through providing inputs to the productive sectors make their

contri-.;ticn less directly. Grouped into the former category are basic

urbanvitation (sites and services and slum upgrading), water supply and sewerage,

educition, rnurition and population. For these sectors, we have developed or

are develcping specific physical targets. For the latter group (Transporcation

and Power) ZLIThough some projects may be oriented toward the target populatibn,

the main objectives will be, as for projects in all_ sectors, to improve the

project desogns so that positive impacts on the poor and on the absorptive

capacity of cities are enhanced and negative impacts are evoided or minimized.



Bas i rban : ~ io n Packcq Pro osc .s The nuebe r of thesz O tes

cod basic -services and srim upgrading projects should be increased rapidly K

the next five Wrs. TJnmbers of people being added to the squatter and

slum populat ioio 0 tc1y amount to about H mil lion per annum, rising to 1 W

mil lion per anyeq by 1550. The Bank target should be able by 1980, to

implemynt projects that reach people at the rate of at least a third of thK

annual increas . In 3275. dollars, this would amount to lending on th, ot

of $380 milli per annum (3.8 million people) (16 projects) for this purpose

by FY1980 and some $9m illion over the 5-year period (48 projects) reaching

a total of 5 rfilion people (assuming a 50% financing by the Bank Group).

This increase vold imply a quadrupling of project preparation and implemcntotlonil

capacity over toe. 5-year period. It is this sector which, because of its

urban and 100 .. rgt papu lation orientation, will Lear the major reponsibil it y

for the iWfraslIctrure side of tha attack on urban poverty. The fgurc of/

of the rate of increcase would give the Cank a truly catalytic, as opposed to

token role, anO is a very challenging goal. Quite apart from the problems of

building up Ban: staff strength (approximately 16 professional slots for this

purpose over the fcnr budget periods), there are the problems of developing

receptive borrewzrs, raakinq important advances in project design criteria, and

finding suitabie interi-ediarles for "sector loans" to develop small sub-projccts

in internediate and sval ! urban areas. To try to go beyond 1/3 of the rate t"

increase would 'be unrealistic, given these constraints, and in light of the

catalytic nature of the role we see for us in this area, and the need to On

self-sustainiT.q programs going in the LDCs.

ater Supply znd Seweraqe. In addition to the people who will receive

water and sevm-rage services under the basic urbanization projects.
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OFFICE MEMOR/NDUM
TO: Mr. E. Jaycox DATE: October 28, 1975

FROM Lerdau

SUBECT- rbanPovey-raf t Action Program

1. The "employment profile" of urban' poor does not show unemployment
(page 6 and Table 5).

2. Page 10 refers to Table 7. I presume Table 6 is meant.

3. Page 11. "Extreme heterogeneity"'of service sector still
understates misleading nature of data, since all unemnnloyment is stuck
into t-is residual sector for statistical reasons. I believe that text
on page 12 hiJdcs the basic problem of Table 6 by speaking of a "(?7% pint)
increase in the open unemployment rate," without stating that we don't know
whether this means 3+7, 10+7 or 20+7 percent.

4. As I have tried to argue before (see my memo to J. Holsen of Oct. 1)this is critical because the Tnan~ of the productivity assumption in theservice sector is quite different when one realizes that this sector is notonly a composite. of rusiciLAnS, messengcrs and tninisters (this presmiiably istaken care of by "hetero-eneity") but also of bankers and (uncmplyea) beggari,;
assumptions about the productivity of the unemployed are meaningless. en;ethe productivity growth of the service sector already assumes something
(what?) about the change in the unemployed component of the "service sector".

5. On page 18, the stat n, i t1he moment the locus of responsihil:i y
for directing the Bank's dlalogue with member countries on industrial policy
issues is not clear." is either ambiguous or incorrect. The responribility
for carrying out the dialogue is clear; it rests with the Regions, just as
it does for other policy and operational issues not covered by specif-ic
exceptions (e.g. certain discussions with OPEC countri-es). Responsibilityfor direcjirc, this dialogue is ambiguous as to its meaning; the Regions are,
of course, directed by the Management of the Bank, uhich receives advice -inputs - from quite a few sources, among which CPS and DPS stand out as dothe Regions themselves. But does not the CPP process cover all this?

6. The particular work targets of pages 20 and 21 seem to be rather
arbitrary and symbolic; why should Industrial Projects be asked to do 6-9
projects in 1976-80, with loans totalling $90-135 million, which create
employment at lass than $40,000 per job? And why should there be a further12-15 projects through non-bank intermediaries "such as industrial estates"
totalling abcut $120-ISO million, and creating direct employment at less than$8,000 per job? Similar questions arise for the DFC targets. There is noindication what the merit of oi rationale for these particular numbers is,nor what trade-off; between the3e targets and total benefits are considered
acccp table (if in order to achieve them we have to give up projects withhigher CconOMic returns, do we do so? Within what limits, if any? he we
concentrate landing on contries where we can malke these targets, rather thanthose where cur overall urograming priorities lead us?).
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7. An answer to the above is given on page 21(a), but it is not fully
convincing. The targets "... must now be firmed up and agreed with the
regional managements and internalised as regional targets at the operating
divisions level ... " throws no light on the criteria by which questions such
as the above (there are others) chould be answered. Moreover, the FY76 and
FY77 programs surely should not be modified in accordance with this papcr;
we are doing poorly enough carrying out our programs already, not to counten-
ance substantial modifications on the basis of new guidelines. If this is
agreed, why not set the objectives for th-e FY78-80 period?

8. On page 28 an important issue is touched upon rather elliptically:
"In setting sectoral lending targets and deriving an indicative FY76-80
program on the basis of these, the Task Group is well aware that these
criteria and the approach cut right across the country programming approach.
We believe that the potential conflicts between these ways of programming
Bank lending are important and should be institutionalized to the extent
that we develop better country programs that are responsive to the agreed
focus on the productivity and welfare of poverty groups." What does it mean
to "institutionalize potential conflicts"?

9. Finally, as far as future work is concerned, I sense the same imbalance
between diagnosis and prescription as I felt when Rural Development was
discussed. About half the world's urban poor are in S. Asia, but the write-
up of present and future work programs and the' incremental staffing proposals
(zero for S. Asia) are skimpier than in any other region. Does this reflect
a sense of hopelessness?

10. I presume that it is acceptable that I am passing the present
draft on to the LAC Projects Departrnt for comments at this time?

cc: Messrs. Krieger, Knox, de Vries;
Messrs. Chernick, Churchill,(Dunkerley, Fuchs, Gulbati,

Gordon (D), Keare, Kuczynski, Gustafson, Please
Rovani, Rajagopalan.



INTERNATIr~,.
- REC INTERN"LVEI N R ATiONAL

CORPOAj T I4ON

SFF1C MEMC 0A N DUM
Tro: -Tiles

DATE: Octobor 31, i
FROM: Dennis And on

SUBJECT: Comn q V 2
of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h the nkrr iQ tbr 3

1r. h 1rnrjudicet fin thi eponrt vcr the previous draftsare that 1 -rygy, u for tile modern Sctor L dimnished (thouit still if,,I "s) c-- , on page o, lines 9-1), ano that itrecogne: t +rn-t Ann merits a prof o-under analysis than thatOf t-.he? si" n dadcl on which -manY of thereport ar .ad.

2. Tb-we cnrt continues to neglect, howEvc' (i) Tb relatiunbetw~een a- -- ture and urban gzrwth (it M ro whs." c ofmAl dV 
en of vr Ms-) ad(iii) Tcr, h - dinr An of un Also, J4.1Some of 'he the h

reasons fur a new convctionsi -.
My comn Lnfse arc,

pa.er 1i t n of t:
.the deve)( of(- C o

() releasc of thc ln-d cond n

b 1"ie effects of increasod fam Aoes on Qe a cnir non- 2 *, oods mnd rvices!

(6) .n demands of 2grieu v r fa Ari anputs - bakwr
ecovering seeds fetlsers, ond;. ptian-lly broad rane- ef Arm cquipment, servie

d) Thde ,22lIopmcnt of agro-indus zics, Large and amal;
(c) E" ds'c ixPmevt of factor markets servlng (b), (c),
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The size Cf- the agricultural sector, both in terms of output
and cmplo:ment, and the considerable capital, material and
non-farm labour resources needed to transform it, point to
the iouor ace of agricultural growth as a direct stinulous
as well as a necessary condition, expressed in (a) above -
for the grmwth of thCi non-farm sector and thus of urban areas.
One missec; this elementary point entirely from the present
drafit.

S (ii VI es, Towns and ediu Sized Cities. oreover,
this link L-t;ween agriculture and urcan areas is perhaps most
strong in the villages, touns and medium sized cities. The
report's prnoccupaticn with the big cities is unfounded, since
it neglects the overhelming evidence on the rapid growth of the
lesser sind communities and their enormous capacity for employmEnt
creation. Te evidence in Table 6, for eyample, is exceptionally
]isloadin:7 and the various assertions that the big cities grow
faster are amy untrue. It is not difficult to spot the mistake.

S- The nanipulalion of the data in Table 6 apparently
demonstrat;-s what the writers -seem to w!i that large eitiA3 are
growin- 2 t3 $ times faster than other comnAuities. Howeverthe table - 's constant the size .grcupings of communities over
time, and !_nores the point that communities move from une gpoun
to another ,larger) group over tWme; thus the largest ccmmaities
conveniently include (a) comunities which were large orginally,
and (b) small communities uhich have become 1-arge; since (b) are
included in the large rather than the small grouping, small
communities. -are "shown" to grow more slowly and large communities
more quickl? than they actually do. The error is not tAval.
Take The task group's data for Mexico and Brazil, for examplp;-

Mexico Brazil
Urban Area Popul t O i ; ~s Ponulation CO'
Size OO s 150 19aio 1 1275 Raio

100 6284 15553 2.4 10324 28256 2.7100-199 1069 1758 1.6 455 303 7.1200-299 982 L434 4.5. 1930 2984 1.6
500-1000 - 1142 - 650 2774 L;. 2I 0oo 2872 14462 5.0. ~5340 271 5 2

4W
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Ience it is node to appear. thvat big cities arc growing two to

three times faster than the rest. But this is a statistical

abberation brought about by changinr, city classifications over

time; the facts could hardly have been more distorted. The

historicfl growth rates of given comqnunities, classified

according to their sizes in 1970, allowing, for the point that

they would belong to a different classification in earli er years, arc:

flexico Bri

Tow/ity Annual Annual

Size Category oil 000 3 Growth Pont n-o2o srowth

1970 (thouandsl 19 197 Rate 1950 2a tc,

20-50 1,180 3,b16 5.5% 1,641 4,691 5.6%

50-100 1,357 2,636 3.Il 1,C0{7 3,08h 5.6c

103-250 2,078 h,661 4.1% 1,350 11,00)4 5.5%

>250 1/ 3,45h 8,363 I.5% 3,491 11,01L 5.8%
Metropolitan h12. -.OS 87r ) E(1

11 ,h6 27,651 h.5'> 12,904 3 u d .:1

Thus the m,2ler communities are growing as fast as the big ones,

fcaEtimes faster. Similar evidence is available for other countr.i.Ca

(see attachncnt). The task group' paper could thus be much rore

positive about growth and employment pros'pects outsidu the big

cities.

6. (iii) I nal Dimension,. Once we recognize uroan growth

prospc'ts ou tside the big cities, regiznalirinl and decentraliSinl

growth becones attractive. (Isn't it remarkable, incidentall-y, that

decentralisod growth is occurring despite the enormously dis;-

proportionate share of public resources and suhsidies the big

cities are obtaining?) The large number of small and medium sized

communities shows how extensive decentralisation could be. For the

six countries listed in the attachment, for example

Town/City No. of Towns/ Population

Size Category Cities 1970

1970 (Thosand) 1970_ .00 f

20-50 383 11,878 12.1

50-100 122 8,523 8.7

100-250 81 12,01L 12.2

250 46 - 25,886 26.h

Big Cities 7 1969 10.6
639 96,170 lo

(This, incidentalhly, considerably underst-'tes the role of small towns/citiaes

since the largest number is in the 5,000-20,000 range-)



7. The research przposal to concentrate on a single city
and look at its absorptive Oapacity etc., thus seems to me
totally misplaced. Regionalisation should be the principal
focus.

8. FRrthermore, there is the whole question of the benefits
decentralised urran growth would have for 'agriculture (ac e=amined
historically in the USA by Tang, for exanple), in which grgwing
local urban centres:

a. create demands for local food products, and
are thus a positive stinulous to local
agricultural growth;

b. are able to draw efficiently on the surplus
off-peak season agricultural labour; and

e. by providing a competitive demand for labour
during the ncak seasons, also provide a positive
stimulous to the modcrnisation of local
agriculture;

and which for i. three reosons, speed the process of structural
transformation - procisely what the task group' s report is aimed

9. Bailding up on the complementarities between agriculture
and regional urban grovwth w:d l y .- ve the largest
nultipliN effects on !mpOyX-ent, ii u1ay uuauue -of the strong
circular causation process -, agriculture's damands for local urban
areas t products, and local urban. areas' demanis for local agricultu-e's produc .
It is also likely that these would reach the lowest incomre croups.
Why? Because the bgriculture's demands for local urban 'products
are generally met by the non-nodern sector (which the erlier drafts
of the report snubbed). ~

10. (iv) The present draft of the report grudgingly gave up
the assertion that the "Troblem ef rural poverty cannot be solved
withoun shifting the problem increasingly to urban areas unless
there is fsster growth of the economy and the modern,largely
urban sectors.'" The reasons thy this is untrue, apart from the
obvious points of (a) foreign centrQl over this sector, (b) its
capital intanrity, and (c) its low employment prospects, are that
(d) it is nostly locaed in big cities, so its relationship with
agriculture and regional growth is minimised, .(e) because it caters
mainly to foreign narkets, multiplie- and circular causation effects

*3rC DifiT Y -1 d~~tcf15Fi- rnN sector is the main vehicle for 7
training and for structural translorntion, and it is particularly
influential cutsidc the big cities - a point which urban policy should
not ignore.

-e : essrs. Gulhati, Leiserson, Halb, Keare

DAnder son:krt



?opu t~ion Tr'ens by C zunity size in

_ I v/city No. of % TotalG
SIze c r Tows/iti es Poplation, (thousand4) Town.s/ities a

70 (th-uads 1970 1960 1960 1970 1970

r) 50 80' 1,087 1,5714 10305
50-1 15 5L0- 7146 1 C.

100-250 7 630 8b6 977 6.4% 1
Z250 7 2, 0-, 2,683 3,93 22.6 c.

B: C- meo- A -r e s 19 6,5
80 9,240 12,101 1 5,)69 500

Brazil
20- 50 160 1,6141 2,9;8 i,91 i3.0

5 o1t0 h6 1,oh7 1 Oil96 3, oBL
100-2 C- 27 1,350 2,176 ,o01 10

#5X 16 3,491 6,172 1 o' I! i,
Edo andci To Pao

20- sC 15 2;1 377 169
50-10 U0 h14, 496 7,55.
1U-2C) 2 1OQ* 160

72 569 731
Santiago -'1 1 ?21i 1 Q('? 'C Y1.

30 2,500x 3,73 0

Mzxi.co:
20-50 107 1,) 2,30"')
5(-100 37 1,357 12 .16 5 3

IC0-250 31 2,078 3,015 6, 1 .8
250 16 3,54 5,L'07 0,303 30.2 -

MXic, T ti 3, 0 8,M 21.
'9 -813 27,6 1Oj

20- 50 6 275* h67 199 13 3
."0- 10 cou5 153 -7 7v

100-250 7 270 536 1 0Q1 18.7".250 1 125 166 312 5.146
Lima 1 1 CO. 1 78>

39 1,7Y 3,106 5,74 1
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Torn/City Io. of % Total Growth
S3Ae Category Toims/Cities Population, (thousands) Toms/Cities Rate
1970 -1-) 1970 19190 1970

Venezuela:
20- <0 25 253 452 702 11.3% 6
50-1Do 10 229 lI 702 11.1% h.7

100-250 7 317 623 1,055 16.7% .%
>250 4 547 9,97 1,770 28.1% 9

Caracas 1 686 1 363 2, 053
177 2,032 3,679 ,29 100 5.0

Tot4 l: -
20- 50 383 4,419 7,635 11,878 1 12.1%
50-1GO 122 3,658 5,623 8,523 8.1p y.4

100-250 81 1,745 7,556 12,01L 12.2% b.81
>250 46 10,217 16,193 25,836 26.h .6

Big cities 7 16s813 2{383 139_69 1L0L&
639 39,924 62,03 ),1Y0 100.

Source: R. W. Fox "Urban Populati~ on Growth Trends in Latin Amcrica' 1D.3, 1975.

* Obtained b interIAting Foxis census data, which for Chile wore obtaind
in 1910; and for Ar-entina in 197 and for Peru in 1952. Jata for 1960 and
970 are actual census data for each country.

ii



TO: 1r. (E.rd DA.L JyV

FROM: Qeorfe KThrio

S UeJ E CT: dutilh es-

TC4:1OWin a.e our re.c ons - j the NDP tar.eCLs propoLUd3 in
nemOranduq oi' Octol, 197:-

"e dIterPre o agthre IC -e'er !4 direct ~1,
NDP, and estitTato it :v.-culd mean rn anu , cvrae of l ' w
jects durr-; 377L-,D. This seems to us to Le ur*.cay hl h : or t-Io).lo..ing reasons:

(a) th i'act Lh;at ND? direct finncr, of projects
in this sI -c3 Categcry is I e d tc pubL.c s--
tor proj cc t

(b) the virtuay tota. LbZeC'e, par.t u.. nresent,
of 6Uch projects;

(c) the Sact thoit FY76 Drojects ard to cons3d1rabIe
extent T7 projects 4rc are3dy fix3e,; ar

(d) the :ei to 11ow for a period of build--uc strt-
in- w ith project i,-centificqtion throilgh country

sector stud-sa. a-T1 rnnnvang ith project pr
ara. on.

Further:::ore, -:e believc that stating the tn7rfet in -
value oflerding is bndesiri x 'cause i2 wouj.d COaJstit'Atu a nuem~o imaximizo the YDank/TDA share oI total. project carts, rurn co.uua1 .
policy o-V aOff, nt as much ca-lndi'g cc re can set, v.d hcn ct

Ifrustrate tIe objective oL incrcain; the nrmbor of srch nro .. -'M

as possIble. -

Our countermpoosal is therzcf re a .t'ret oC' 1/1 o3 .
increase in "he of -uber of p:oj ecgs . . " --/ -. 1 . .
the pro;ects involvd wiould cr-ea- erltyront at r ,, re t I

:3e.-- lob. We esipate t .I' md m *n 1ir.: r o

2-3 :.uch p:ee per 7ear 'e0 the' i\C-yLmr perioLd briLinZ F

IJDP fsr ta .du.. y ,ru cT - "h inr-n d e as *

VDC.11 *fn -. ' l ,. I &uch po

P L C Ii .
ha r m , h n.I e i. (. tn s I) oi '' .



we -eel it is r prefcrable to state the 'arget n trns o sof

projects, in ti5 case in particiar to ,void a bias toard srch LrOjezt.a

in large co7trios 02 in large cities .ithin such cou:iries,

Fnrther;.ore, the limit of "',000 1:n &;. 'S t

us to be too restricitve and inflexi-blc, except for simrll countri ezs such Z

Marritiuv tr Yemen. The limit in the definiions of iaj.1-sc. iaus+

is $100,02)J in Yigcria and Thailand,. and 023COO0 in Eang.ladOe*'. - e tce

obJective of incresing asn-istvmce to small-scale industry is to

emlployiment per unit of investment rather than to imaxinize the num ers c

zmeral units -par ze, it soens to ua preferb!e to staW the dc f J-rnmn cr-

terion in temz of c ;it31--libr ratios, c.c. as in fc imit

per job yu propose for DFC sub-lending urder "Diiect ihtploym t"

Lccordingly, our counterproposal is 1/11 of the of'

NDP loans as an anrnufl average for the pariod FY73-32, with a i or

benefici.,y firrs of $5,000 jer job. 'We estimate this would mean an alru.

average QI L-5 smail-scale ialustry projects per year.

General

Assumirg no increise in IYD? activity beycnd that in the

present iver-year pran, the industry mix would be s.mewhat as follows

unler our counlterpr7 oSalS

-~ JDirect Lsnin3g-
Labor Intensive
Industry - .. 2-3 projects per year

* ndirdt lxnding,-
SnaUt-Scale Trustry - -5 projects r L-r

D rect Lending-
CaptalIntnsive

Cristal-Insn1iy 10-12 projects oer year.

Tis see7iz to us to be a reasonahle pattern for ouwr operations in the

or The urban poverty objective.

As a general prorosition, :e think it Aiuld be borne in r-4rd

in settin1 targets, as per the fConsensus in the various discussiorls 0 .

Urban Poverty Task Force, that the Bank Group must seek to ma .e it3 inp 2t

through the catalytic ci' demronration effects of' its cperatic= A hc e

comnrehensi ve effect can at best be only small, and that e snould not

sight of tha efficiency critexion.

cc: Mleoszz2s. ruuhs, GCordon*, Kuc zynski.
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A. neral

1. To improve analytical frame for dialogue with member governments

on macro-econowic poJlicies, industrial strategy and urban issues. While Bank

influence on country policy is unlikely to be large, the attempt to convince

golvernments of necessary reforms is of basic importance to the entire urban

poverty alleviation program. The pace at which Bank economic intelligence can

bIimprov.d is diacussed in paragraph . Organizitional changes necessary

are mentioned in paragraph

2. Improved economic repolts for each country should aim at the follo,:ing:

(a) statement on urban strategy

(b) integrated view of economy of selected urban places

(c) rationale for Bank lending program dir'ected at selected

urban pIaces.

A summary of this work should be included in the country prograra papr.

B. Target_ for Productive Sectors.

3. Support for key steel, fertilizer, pulp and paper projects shoujldi

continua at high level as presently planned. However, greater attention

should be given to the folloiing:

(a) impact on urban or m

(b) exploitation of labor-using alternatives in ancilliary and

peripheral operations.

4. Bank and IFC dircct support for other capital-intcnsive industrial

projects should also continupe but on the basis of improved selection

procedures which give explicit attention to the following:

(a) "appropriateness" of the product in the context of country

situations; criteria for making these judgements will be established
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(b) choice of technology particularly in textiles, wood working, -food

processing, transport equipment, farm implements and metal-

working, where such choice is known to exist

(c) maximization of "indirect" employment effects through appropriate

sub-contracting arrangements; criteria for this purpose will he

established.

.5. ,Bank-.Group support for small enterprises has been very limited and this

is also the area neglected by governments and private sector financial insti-

tutions. The target is t6 increase Bank-Group small industry projects from

5 in FY 1976 to 15 in FY 1981. This target does not imply major increase in

total Bank Group industrial lending; however, it will not be reached wi thout

a substantial expansion in staff-inputs. The budgetary implications will need

to be worked out by responsible units.

6. Support for small cnterprise will be channelled through existing

DFCs, new intermediaries and industrial estates. TO make this advanco requinm

a combination of policy wark (par rap :research (paragraph ) as well as

arrangements for monitoring and evaluation (paragraph ). Of the 20 new

DFC-type institutions that are expected to be established, tUie target is to

structure at least 10 such intermediaries so that they Can play a substantial

role in supporting small enterprise.

7. The Bank is committed to support the indigenous construction industry

in member countries but little effort has been made yet in this-area.

(Kim: do you know why?)



8. An experimental program to assist the self-employed (repair shops,

tailors, carpenters, etc.) or those who operate using only family labor is

also visualized in the context of site and service schemes orin other

vays. The target is to initiate five projects of this kind by FY 1981.

C. Targets for Service Sectors

* ~I
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OFFICE MEMOR\/f~ANLuM/ 1

TO: Mr. Edward V.K. Jay7cox DATE: Septcc eibe: 30, 1375

Chairan,: Urban Pover.Ly ask Force
FROM: Pedro-Pablo Kuczyjnski

SUBJECT: lalbon Poverty T'sk Force: Creatinq Productive Emoyme for the

urban Poor - Scope of a nossile role_ b, TlC

1. This note supplements that of Mr. Weigel of August 29 and my own
of August 15, both of which were addressed to Ir. Kalmanoff (copies attached).

General Policies

2. An attack on urban poverty by the World Bank Group will require

ingredients which may be very difficult to provide due the size and co.plex tx

of urban poverty, and to the fact that macrocconcmic policies have a-lot to

do with the causes of such poverty. This means that:

a. Bank assistance to create productive urban employment will be

less effective than it could be unless it takes place in the contcxt o

appropriate policies. The main elements of such policies are spellad out

on p.7 of the Weigel piper and are well-known: removal of capital market

imperfections (such as artificially controlled interest rates) which limit

the capital available to small-scale labor-intonsive industries, mcdificnition

of excessively aixitious social legislation which discouraus labor use,
and the need to introduce realistic prIces for the major market varicles

in the economy, such as foreign exch.ange and farm products.

b. Projects assisted by the Bank Group should be chosen bccauOe

of their high potential demonstration effects, since they cannot by thesalves

be expected to have more than a small impact on the size of urban poverty.

At the same time, comprehensive programs (which tackle al--tnhe various

aspects of, say, a productive employment project for a particular city)

have a better chance of succeeding than those which tackle oily one aspecL

of the problem in isolation. The eperience of the various programs in toe

U.S. in the last decade (pp. 3-6 of Weigel paper) brings out this conClus:lon
and two others: that community organization may be as important as actuol

investment, and that grant money is essential for the success of comprehensve

programs, especially in order to pay for training.

3. If the foregoing is true, it suggests tlat the Bank should begin

by -selecting a few countries which it thinks are likely to be. particularly
receptive to working out an urban economic develepment program with ak/IDA

assistance. Such programs-wculd include a variety cf cc.mponents, depending

on the country, such as: services such as water and sewerage, distribution

of electricity, transport (i.e. buses), location of schools; tcchnical

assistance facilities; productive inVestments such as seed money for savings
and loan associations, DEC's and central guarantee facilities for coerircial

bank loans to smal-scale industry. The "packg'' nould be conting-nt upana
agrerment with the Government about basic macreeconmic policies rela ed
to ailcviating rural and urban poverty.

Q -
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A Possible Role for TFC

4. There are obviously limits to what IFC can do (see pages 1 - 2 of
Weigel paper). Among the more obvious constraints are:

a. IFC's objective is to prom6te economic development through the
private sector. The private sector acts according to market signals. If
national policy is biased against the type of projects .which help the urban
poor, the market signals will make these projects financially non-viable.

b. Even if the market signals were right, the element of risk in
those types of projects may be so high as to preclude financing by IFC,
which does not enjoy government guarantees on its financings.

c. The limited volume of resources of 1FC.

5. IFC projects have in the past made some (unquantified) contribution
to alleviating urban poverty. The majority of. IFC investments have been in
urban areas, although in a number of cases special efforts were made to locate
industries in the less developed poorer regions of particular countries
which had the bulk of their industry concentrated in one or two major urban
areas. IFC has emphasized investments in sectors which were relatively
employment-intensive (12% of commitments have been for textiles, at an
average capital cost of $44,000 per direct new job created in the last 5
years)l/or which had links with labor-intensive industries such as construction.
More recently, IFC has begun to look for possible-' projects in which commercial
banks would relendLYC -one, ,to small-scale enterprises. The Kenya project
due to go to the Board in Tovember 1975 has not so far defined small-scale
and medium-sized enterprises, but will limit total borrcring by each to a
fixed sum, including the IFC portion. .

6. A limited role could be worked out for IFC along the following lines:

a. Obviously, close coordination with whatever program the Bank
organizes, especially on the question of what technology is suitable in

.Bank Group-financed projects to the employment context oi a particular
country. One element which will place IFC itself in a better position to
judge whether and what steps can be taken to adapt the tc~chnology in
particular project is a research project underway, financed by IFC and due
to be completed early next calendar year. The study is being-done by a
two-person team from the Harvard Business School and compares about 15
IFC projects with similar ohes not 'financed by IFC, attei-pting to find out
if the presence of lFC led to the selection of technology better adapted
to local circumstances.

b. If the initial results with projects such as the above one in
Kenya are reasonably successful from a development point of view, then IFC
might adopt a target to have a percentage (to be defined of its new lending

1/ The range of capital cost per direct job created is q;:ite wide, howevcr:
from $6,000 in several cotton textile projects to $70.000 in the case of
some synthetic fiber projects,
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go in that direction. hatever figure is adopted, it will 1 ave to be modest

because of the high risk to which IFC is etposed since it has no govern ent

guarantee on-its loans. If the target were 4 per cent of new lending, for

example (or an average of about $10-12 million per year in the next 4 years),

by 1980 3 per cent of IFC outstanding leans would be in this form, In order

to do this, IFC would in effect have to- be ready to write off at least half

this sum (i.e. 1.5%), since the commercial ri'sk of these loans is likely Lo

be very high. The question will then be whether this is an acceptable

prospect -or not.

c. Helping to organize a technical assistance effort along the lines

mentioned in my attached remorandum (p. 4 ). This would respond to the fact

that small enterprises in the developing world have few or no agencies

which they can turn to in crder to get this type of help. how such assistance

can be erganized is a difficult question (which will hae to take into acccm

known experience with vocational training methods) but there is undoubtelly

a need for it.

Attachments

cc: Memb-rs of the Urban Poverty Task Force

Messrs. Kalmanoff
Webb

Messrs. von Rof fmann
Qureshi

Office of the Economic Adviser
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OFr-E ME\/\ORAND\-MM
TO: See below DAT: September 30, 1975-

FROM: David L. Cc -ecor, DFCD

SUBJECT: Actior Prohm fdr Attack 6n Urban Poverty

Attached is a draft section for inclusion in the

Action Program for Attack on Urban Poverty, corresponding to the
starting

portion/on the bottOM of page 6 through page 7 of Mr. Jaycox'

outline.

Attachment

Messrs. Jaycox, Chernick, Cmrchll, Dunkerley, Fuchs, Gulhati.,
Keare, Kuczynski, Lerdau, Please, Rovani, Rajagopaian
Ahluwalia, Berg, Burki, Davis (T.), Duloy, English, Holsen,
Kalmanoff, Leiserson, Lethbridge, Loeschner, Webb

cc - Mr. Bium

DLC :jm



R E D R A F T
9/30/75
DLG:jm

The object of employment creation, of greatly expanding the

productive job opportunities open to the poorest groups of the urban

population, must be pursued vigorously and consistently in all aspects of the

Bank Group's analytical work and operational programming. This means inter

1. Industrial sector studies in virtuall.y all countries, and the policies

and measures we urge upon their governments, should stress the employment

goals. Sub-sectors that offer greater prospects for growth and more employment.

per unit of investment should. be identified and encouraged. These criteria do

not necessarily coincide; the trade-offs between them, in specific country

situations, need to be analyzed. In particular, it will be important to

consider, and seek increasingly to quantify, indirect employment effects, up-

stream and downstream, of particular industrial investments.

2. Sector policy discussions with governments should focus explicitly

on the country strategy and measures to foster laboi absorptive industries and

remove obstacles to their full utilization and growth. Examples of such

obstacles are undue restrictions on the importation of essential spare parts

or production inputs; or policies favoring unnecessarily capital intensive

technology -- e.g. in credit availability and terts, tax incentives, import

licensing, etc. More positive measures would include tax incentives to three-

shift as against one-shift operation of existing factories; credit and extension

services to smaller, more labor intensive enterprises; easing the access for

such enterprises to foreign exchange and import licenses as necessary; develop-

ment of industrial estates with units of appropriately varied size; etc. Thes-

cbjecrives and policy criteria apply not only to manufacturing industries but to
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,ch other non-agricultural activities as construction, transport and trading

which,indeed are generally more labor intensive than modeyn manufa-cturing

incdustry. In general, also, although not invariably, it appears that smallcr

scale enterprises tend to create more employment per unit of investment than

larger ones.

3. Bank Group operations need increasingly to reflect similar criteria.

This is not to suggest any relaxation of accepted standards of economic and

financial viability for Bank projects, but merely that their employment effects

be given substantially greater emphasis and analysis. Potentially useful

approaches include the following.

(a) Program and sector loans to finance spare parts and raw materials

imports in those situations where it appears that existing industrial capacity

is seriously under-utilized because of foreign exchange constraints. Such

operations should be contingent upon discussion andiagreemant with the

borrowing country on appropriate strategy and measures to encourage efficient

industrial development and job creation.

(b) Giving priority to projects/loans especially directed to the

more labor absorptive sub-sectors of industry, construction, transport and

tourisP. The target should be an investment cost per job (including, Insofar

as possible, indirect employment) below (say) $5,000. But even for proiects

unavoidably involving higher investment costs, relativelv more l.abor intensive

alternatives should be examiqed and favored where feasible.

(c) Orienting the Bank's DFC financing more explicitly toward smaller

enterprises. This may require interrmediary channe: of different character

and attitudes than most existing DFCs and, for enterprises and s.jb-loans at

0he bcom of the scale, z drastic streamlining of conventional appraisal

tf2Chniq ues. Possibilities of using commercial banking systems more extensivtl, 
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of promoting and assisting non-agricultural cooperatives, of developing

house improvement loan programs, etc., should be actively explored. The

credit programs will need to be complemented and supported by practical,

easily accessible advice on simple technical and financial problems.

(d). Providing the smallest entrepreneurs - neighborhood repair

men, tailors, corner shops, jitney operators, and the like -- with access to

tools, equipment and/or work space and a minimum of working capital. Again

more dispersed channels of finance and technical assistance and drastically

simplified loan procedures will be necessary.

At best, it cannot be assumed that Bank projects will bring into

being more than a small fraction of the urban jobs required over the next

quarter century, even taking full account of potential upstream and downstream

employment. But we may hope, and must seek determinedly, to achieve a wider

impact through the catalyt.r nr.Anntration effect of approaches and

institutions that we may help to develop and by orienting member governments

policies toward employment creation.
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(ref. pages 6.-7 of Mr. Jaycox's eptember 2h outline)

Action to induce changes in country p6licies that are biased against

labor absorption in industry so as to provid6 a .mQre enployment-orientdc

fraework for operations by the Bank Group's three Industrial Units is of

basic inportance. 'This is particularly important for operations in the

areas of mediur- and sall-scale industry. The area of large-scale indus-

try traditionally supportid by the Bank/IDA, e.g. steel nills, fertili2er

plants, pulp and paper mills, generally provides little room for nauo2uvre

toward greater labor-intensiveness, is virtually independent of thj over-

all policy envirorment for entrepreneurial decisions, and contributes to

employment creation for the most part indirectly, though powerfully,

through extensive linuiFges in the developnent process. Nevertheless, the

selection of projects for investment even in the large-scale area is sub-

ject to policy decisions that can be guided to a greater extent by the

criterion of direct employment creation.

Efforts to influence country policies are made in the Bank's country

industry sector and general economic studies, which are carried out by

1DP, by the Regional Program Divisions, and to. an increasing extent by the

DFC complex. Although under the best of circuistances the Pank has only

limited levcrage in inducing inprovements in overall country policies-

affecting industrialization, every effort should be exerted to this end.

Accordingly, an exa-:ination should be made of 11ow these activities are

conducted in the Bank to deterire how best they can be strengthened,

particularly in connection with the employment objective. Considration
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should be given to the suitability of the present division of labor, the

adequacy of the d'egree of coordination that exists, and the extent to

which a reallocation of responsibilities is desirable. IIDP believes that

it should retain the function of country industry sector studies aimed at

identification of projects for direct Bank/TDA financing and for deter-

mination of general country. investment priorities.' On the other hand, it

may be desirable to consider regionalization of the a'spect of the work

relating to the framework of .policies affecting entrepreneurial decisiors

in order to integrate it more closely with overall country economic analysis .

and DFC operations. The examination should also include an assessment of

the appropriateness of the resources devoted to this work. Strengthenir.

of the country industry sector studies should provide a tool for more e

Lective programming of Bank Group industrial lending operations as well ns

for advising countries on policies aftecting industriali7.ation.

It should be ano -jecutipof .an' :r.p operations to increase the

share of labor-absorptive branches of industry in total industrial finan-

cing, provided this can be done without excessive costs in terms of

efficiency. With appropriate improvements in country environments for

industrial investment and operations, this can best be achieved through

the indirect route of DFC operations. Insofar as direct financing is

concerned, IFC is of course the appropriate vehicle where private sector

investments are involved.. Nevertheless, there is scope for roves along

this route in KDP direct financing in the public sector as well. The bulk

of IDP direct financing, which now accounts .for about half the Bank Group' s

total lending for industry of' $1.5 billion per year, is in support of

capital-intcnsive projects in which the cost per direct job created aveira S

well in excess of $100,000. The recent financing of a relatively labor-



intensive publ sector te tile project in Tarnania, with a capital-labor

J//
ratio of about $3b ,009, stands out as an exception. It is of course in-

portant to stress that the indirect employment and other effects of the

capita1-inte vC projects --- e.g. efficient resource utilization for

import substitution or export generation, stability of supply of indus-

trial or agri. itnral inputs of prime necessity provide overriding

justificatcnrn for such operations despite their small-.direct employment

effects. Firthermore, the heavy capital reoquirements of such projects

mean that the-re is an important role for hank/IDA assistance both directlyk

and by way of inducing lending by others. Little is known about the in-

direct emplorm7ent effects of those capital in-tensive projects, and an

attempt should be made to develop guidelines on how these effects. can be

measured.

Navarth.1ess, bearing in mind the dcsirabilitky of moving toward more

labor-intensive branches of industry, i is roposed as a target that 71)?

move toward !aving 1/3 of its projects by the end of the next five years

in the capital-direct employment ratio category of no more than $5O,OD '" C1,

(in 1975 dol.1rs). This would mean about seven projects per yer in ths

-

categror- bt.e 

end of the p eriod, compared to their virtual total absence
at present. Troject'identification work in l's country industry sector

activities w'ld be guided by this target. As previously indicated, the

labor-absorntion criterion 'would nmt be applied exclusively but would be

balanced against the efficiency criterion. It is not possible to state

categorically which industry branches might qualify on both grounds.

Candidates would be determined in individual country studies. The range

of branches could .span both internediate goods (e.g. certain types of

machinery, rmetal products, building materials) and finished goods (e.g.



nthe categories of textiles, clothing, leather goods, ceramic and glass

products, rubber products, transport equiipment).

Apart from investments to increase industrial capacity, there is a

great r.ecd for measures to increase the utilization of existing capaciTy.

Country industry sector studies should be alert to steps that can be taken

to meet these needs, whe-her in the form of foreign exchange to provide

imported inputs, working capital, or technical assistance. The progreni

of Bank/IDA industrial loans/credits to meet foreign exci'ange requirerents

for this purpose in selected countries should be continued, and the efforts

begun in some such recent operations (e.g. India, Bangladesh, Egypt) to

link the finance with neasures to improve obcrating conditions in the

beneficiary industry branches should be intensified and extended to other

cases wlhere "progran'" lending occurs.

Bank/IDA support of small-scale industry though appropriate -inter-

riediary institutions should also be expanded. This is of course the area

in uhich the greatest direct emplo;rent effects fron capital investnent3

are achieved. For example, -in the small-scale industry project in Eigeria

which is soon to be presented for Board consideration, it is estimated

that the capital-labor ratio may average as little as $1,200 in current

terms during the period through 1930. Such ratios 'and j:he cut-off point

for industrial enterprises appropriate for assistance prograns in the

small-scale category obviously va-ry from country. to country and can be.

defined only on the basis of individual country conditions. Bank/IDA

support of small-scale industry schemes has been very limited in recent

years. There were tw;o such projects in FY73, one in FY7L, - and t% in

F175. The moientum has built up, however, ith a prospective otal of



the next five-year period is proposed. W,%ork in this field is currently.-

shared between IMP and the DFC complex, d'ePendIng uPon thle nature of thc

primary intermediation w-encies. Such a target would not have a imajor

effect on the amiounits of Bank/IDA londIng; the average size of the lol-ns/

credits in the FY"76 progran is about ""I10 mill11ion'. Hoawever, the m )anpvower1

effects are of course di:sproportionately large. On the basis o~f theliid

experience of TTDP to date, it is estimated that it takles 1 - 1.5 n-ar

to bring such a project' to Eowrd presentation.

In vew l' he lmitd eperience to date of Pank./IDA assistanl o

sinall-s cale industry, little is known. about the nost effective apoce

beyond the obvious fact that there is need for a pack-age o-Oasrs ir-

cludin- .technical assistance and train-ing; infrastructure aiiieeg

through industrial estates; and credit facilitiesp It is es!3ential 1,1!%'

future approaches bf- guided by the lessons to be learned fro~m -carel.O

monitoring of ongoing operations.

An experimental approach is also needed for the development ofprr

i t -

of assistance for activities in the informal sector., hich has thus far n

been dealt with a all in Ba k Group activities. For industry, this is

interpreted to relate to artisan, cottage, or v urkshop attivitries the

esential feature of which is that they involve relatively lirttle, inn,

division ot labor. With appropriate assistance, those employed in this -

category of activity who may represent a potential. source of wntrvrt eprnur

ship, can increase thir proouctivity and the enterprises can evolvei

small-scale industry ,nit, resultting in an upgrading of theerapracr:

au well as in al expansion of employment opportunities, for otiers. ei .



the widlespread emlocnt of the urba~n poor- in such acti-Vitic's, tog

the total lack of Pank Group experience means that the apnroach nust, b

completely experimental, it may be possible to aim at a tiylet of five

such operations per year by the end of the next five years.

114
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A7SOI AC 0I Ci 1ON 4C r!-N 3Nt P'V ".C! i CO OAT iON

OFF E M\EM\ORf;i\LUM
fi r. E.K.V. Jaycox, TRPL A : October 2, 1975

FRCOa Rjvi Gulh'ri, ECDDR kAd

S UJEC: Notes on draft "Aution Program for Actack on Urban Poveri'y"
( stember 24' 197151 ____ ___

We halve had 8evsral discussions on thi basis of your draft of
September 24 =,d there has been agreement that a great den] V revipon
and reor entation is necessary to get what we hav to say in propey

shape. The following notes are alimd at providing you with the basis
ion a revision. Several stafE members will be sending you directly

drafts V paragrapQ which can be fed into the revision. I will refer
to rhese in summary so that you can form an overall picture of the
su'ge&:uc; ' are raaking.

1. Jolh English hns sent you a revised paragraph on acess to bancv:
services on th basis of work done earlior.

21 chnrd ebb how sent youn LeWt of the par:gtaph on 4p4 j.mw,

dunnino Qroo numbErs asscu"30d ker halayslas c it Ie, D" Qtk, evy Ot:.
You will Hls" get Ahn tablug prepnred sa that you ran y-t an iAna ol the

VIVAifOiS of the vararmation available. There his baeo a drlny ir gnl
dKLO cw 500 Nworoost from Profars:,r Yerrick in fcynsylonin hs. A.9:

tabulatign in cnyvectd shortly aad a reviolon nf tha carl!Lr rcpur. on
TaI .u .il bo c'tplated and sen. to you vvxr week.

3t 2 '4 ('4 nvy to you U ;1- prospect for r

the data base 6n e-p-lcyment. We vill be looking into this quclaw i2 rther
as we wiTe tho Issu s Paper on Erploymcr and on Lhe basfs of discuqiox-
wirtn .il. Me anwile, I send you tvo e: acts which Luo up the 'a - C
art. Cow of thase is from a ricent bek by E.0. houar and the othey is
piuce by Zrartya Sea specifically on Idin.

S. You have already heard furun Ahlualia on the status of thu braokings
date. '5powhile, we can test the overlap between poverty as dCfined by
informatio on income aad poverry as bofne "t by damn on access to
services in Malaysia and Colorbia.

5. At our last discussion on the question of working towdrds a
picture, (page 4 of your Layorauhm) wo agreod that while deirable, this
was not something that we can hope to nchie e iH the near future.

Oh ' en U iv os

1. 1 contin:ue to be extrexly skeprical about the valun of the Boloua
exerei(e.
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2. We have agreed that the spelling out of sector specific objectives
is only the first stage and that it will be necessary to supplement this
by working out target group specific objectives in each sector.

3. 1 am sendign you some text on Bank program objectives. This was
drafted last night after reviewing the latest versions from Messrs.
Kalnanoff, Kucyzuski and Gordon.

4. I feel very strongly that it will be h mistake to set targets in
tcrrns of employment generated per unit of capital.

5. On page . of yolr memorandum you have talked about raising the share
-of lending for DFC, industry, IFC, basic urban, water and education, at
thc expense of transportation, power and telecommunications. I fail to

see the rationale for this proposal.

(. Page 9 of your memorandum says that: total urban lending accounted
for 40% of projects, 50% of loan amounts and about 65% of total projczt
co-t. I have drawn your attention earlier to the fact that this definitJon
of 'urban" is far too wide and includes what Lethbridge has characteri:;cd
a! :ypes 1, 2 and 3. Wc should avoid giving a misleading picture of the
-crLati-ve proporLion of urban vs. rural lending by the IBank,

Dona Keare will1 be renlin g you a statement concerning a paper o.
y as part of his contribution on rescarch work. p1lease un>:r

th at this is a very roughl version and we fully expect to rcv-* so
ing the nexL several months on the basis of d isCussi on with you

namong our...JJ: ec tlia we cannot undertake to di
Shis pa~rIper without extra budgetary resources ($30,000).

2. Your reorandum assigns the paper on urban land to harold Dunkercly.
My sugge stion is that we undertake this task jointly as ,follows. Th

Urban and hegi onal Economies Division should prepare a background paper
on thn_ b)Jfis of an outline agreed with you, Pe and Harold. This paper
can ba r endy by June 16l. Harold will then write the first draf t of
the! issues paper on the basis of the background material as well as his
own views. We would then wish to be involved in the review of Harold's

3. The paper on techivical assistance and 'credit to small enterprise
and the informal sectbt is assigned to Loeschner in your September 24
merorandun. Yenial and I had a long discussion with Loeschner yesterday
on the basis of a draft outline. 1'1y own view is that we are ready now
to make a more definite_.statement of policy than is appropriate for an
issuas paper format on'some'bpics while on other questions we cannot
go very far. A great deal of work has been done over the last two or
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three years on DFCs and it should be possible to formulate a policy
posture 72 what netds to be done to get existing DICs to redirect a
part of Jhcir total lending to small borrotwers. Similarly, it ought
to be pos-le to write a useful paper on the kinds of characteristics
that shoul be built into the new institutions so that they can support
small industry.

4. By cantrast with our-substantial knowledge of DFCs we know fairly
little d:abut commercial banks. However, Yenal has a research projoct
underway azd the first report on Brasil should Ibe available sme tilre
in MNonh A9c6. OTher case studies will follow. We already kn vha
the issues are and we are carrying out research which will hopefully
illuminate some of them.

5. We have don,- come work on the informal credit market and whn this
is iini sia, we will have smeething concrete to say about the terrns and
conDlit ons on which the sclf-cmployed poor and small units have to raist
credit fI the curb market as t1hey havc little access to the modern
financial. fector.

6. Va ed some: months acm to follow up "The is k Abhead fcr thlt
Citfi N .1'tf (evli a outie ft orkinn P.210v No. 209 by~ iri co
of tho > (si'gr I 'si. structure of cities, etc.) lo hcx z
cnti T1 Cpers sI:. Thiu I CU Pap r will soon ha in d form
ands in b rs u t0 vi au:: 1t ith; e f rb cn : Um uJn:

Octcherer 3a l cieme.

I a viex ab.. uI th n-c eS sary changes in organzt o'. to c arr>

out lt. ation program but I gs now is nt the Lime to spe.Il thcse
out.

CoordinUtc'a Liaisoj;

We shu ld be aware that the 1LO World Employment Conference will
take place in June 1976.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Chiuill/ Duakerley, TRUD)I
ECD livisioo Chiefs

r~C/mo
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TO: . E. V , R. Jro/Kix Septcmbcr 29, 197

' 1dLordau~

>X a:o> Pever i'j' Grco:Yoar d af tofSr 'ib

Some observations on your draft.

RepardAng the Global Macro Economic Objectives (p.4-5):

(1) You mzy wish to couch the text in normNattvu terms, but this cannot
alter the conditional character of the conclusion. In other words, the
statemet that "... non-farm production rust increase at the rate -of S
if entrants Vo the work force are to be absorbed ... etc" should rcal y' roa
"If a9eiAultural output riscs by only %, and j ngricultural labor yeoc&--
tivity riscs by rs luch aS , and i non-agricultural Nahor producLAY Iq
rses by __%, non--farm production mus increase at the rato of ... e L."
Such a condA Iowl normative formulation seems to me necessary to prcnee
misleading your audience.

(2) f think that a word shoald be added to your text regarding thr nwa-
rcmtorcble upture of these nrmative objectives. They may havE didaic,
exposito:r vAua, but as a guide to action theit usefulness is at iAn
iAOi by Oh[ fact that fNO cOuntreie collect U=ole coMprchensivO srEQ [L

OLc 1 n;cO daLa between censuses.

(3) Regarding the Productive - Service Sectlr Division, it is far fwm
clear which is which or what it, oW a of this taxonomy ar. or ov
the cotiniviing small ent-rnrise prefuiuOu seums to disregard iindings of
Colombia DFC sMdy (Loeschner, et al).

Ce: Messrs. Chernick, Chuichill, Dunkerley, Fuchs, Cordon, Gulhati
Gustafson, Keare, Kuczynski, Please, Rcvani
Rajrgopalan
AlduwnlIa, Bevg, Burki, DIvis (T.), UDloy, English, Holsen
Kel.anoff, Leiserson, Lethbridge, Locschner, Webb



rb Preer t y Task Gi op Saptember 21-9a5

FROEcN:rd v. .:. asycox

This draft (outline) is where we ard today in this effort.
,ase frgl the royghrals cf the presentat ion at this stage.)

viy, havo a long way to go. And the time K short. I d

not proposo to scek zny cxtensivn of deadlines unlss some important

part of the picture cap be yor ten much clearer in a matter af a few

dayz. in the tcxt of tAs attached drft I have placed or reconfirme

resonsIbility for various aspects of the work. Pleass give me im-

ma::Cate feedb3Ck on this; if anyone cannot make the necessary inputs,
Et me know 1 can shift responsibility to others,

In vies of the tardiness of this paper, I havc shifted our

next meet ing to Monday, Septembel 29, 2:0 p.m., Room ES55. Work

picc;ised Mr Wa r this week !Aiuld pvoceed and be submitted o!%

sOMAdzl. . 'n though it nay not yet' fit well with this draft format.

e wll sort Oat out in due course.

ns.-rs. Chernick, Gi'Pkg .unkcrley, Fuchs, Gordon, 0uhat,

Gustafson, KHare, Huayski, Nudzw, Plentp, Rovani,

A 1 wxI n1, er , burk , Davi s (T.), Duloy, Engl i sh, oI sen
Kalmanoff, W serson, Lethbridge, Loeschner, Wbbb

c1.. Mr. Ba

I , yI (2>./
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INTRODUCT1ON)........... to be writtei later.

Treqet Population

Work on defining and locating the -target population--the urban

poor--is proceeding fairly well. We are trying to "map" urban poverty in

terms of incom, employmnsnt, arid access to ac services.

a) Insome. Taking advantage of the work already done by the

Acriculture and Rural Deviloprnent iD:epartrieryt and the individual country

economists, we have settled on an income definition of absolute urban poverty

end have been able to estimate the numbers of absolute poor by region and by

co*:ntry, and In scme cases by major city. (See Table 1.) (Mr. Churchill,

tr. English, tc get tn is In order.) The definition to be used for ah solutCe

tsr;'n poverty i con I s i.tt wi Lih the one now coming into use for rural po'ert

i e. , households or inJividuals which have incomcs below that required to

pur chase m nimum nut!r i t ional i eed s iThh h rhold varies f rom cocn try

to country ard between rural and urban areas, and, we bel ieve, gives a much

Pmore accurate picture of real deprivation than any of the dollar i ncomc cut-offS

used before. Note from Table 1--that the share of urban poor in Latin AmnrIca

really depends on this more sophisticated measure. The price for this conceptual

advance, however, is somewvhat cruder estimates and some relatively important

ruethodological "bugs" to worked out with the country economists. The next

step in refining the income definition of the poor will be taken by Urban

Projects, Rural Development, and the DRC/DPS working jointly to iron out the

rexr-ning conceptual problems, and then we shall re-approach the country

eionomists with improved guid es and somc technical assistance to get better

country by country estimaates. [We think January is a reasonable target date



for tbh next set of c.timates of the absolute poor--with urban. and rural.}

;Vessrs. Duloy, Davis, Keare and Jaycox sign off on this idea.)

b) Emplcyment. The employment characteristics of the urban poor

can only be roughly outlined at this point in time. The poor quality of

erploymient data on a worldwide and country basis hampers this work and will

contiuue to for some time. Typically, employment data is collected only on

census dates and then cross ccuntry or even time series analysis is fraught

with definitional problems. What we have been able to do, at this stage,

is mrely to generalize from [fivc to six] city studies completed in the

p _ast years. [These are "major" cities and therefore could be somewhat

nisledling.) (See Tables , Messrs. Webb/English provide.) These studics

be.ar out. the strong indication that the majority of the urban work. force is

not ei2gecyed in modern scctor manufacturing and that the poorer elements

are pr.dcxinantly in the following lines of employment: [common labor for

constructiof, transpoi tation, food distribution, and personal services.

("essrs. Welib and English, z ~ i _ s4) These are extremely

difficult sectors to deal with in terms of raising overall productivity arid

output, given the virtually complete freedom of entry entailed at the lcwer

Levels of technology being employed, and the demand-constrained nature of

tee octputs. [Obviously, what we have been able to do so far on the employ-

irent " ap" is not -good endough. However, there are really no "short- run"

steps to be taken on'this front. A longer-term research and data collection

-f.or. is required; this s.outlined later in this report (para.-_). h2
s complete. hat are you going to do togive the

Bank somie cpirat iona y uj:nful quidance here?]



Access to asic Seics. The state of information as to the

access of the urban population of LDCs to basic wate! , shelter, sanitpt ion,

education, and nutritional requirements is fragmentary and the correlation

between lack of access to services and inccme levels is at this stage only

presu ed. \.hat are we doing with t k1 6s ~5- tL& ovge'r~ao tween p rty

znd access to services--Gulhati/Ah.luwalia, please respond.] See Table

f 'r es* imates of the urban pop'uAst ion by region now lacking adequate access

to various basic services ore requirements. [it is noteworthy that in terms

of water, shelter and nutri'tion, those lacking basic requirements are far

greater in number than those with incomes estimated to be insufficient to meet

hasic needs. In some regions the di screpancy is larger than in others.

($r. gtish ' please put this discussion in order.) At this stage it i

not cIear to what extent thes s dc repancies are due to poor data, lack of

CoIsiitency or reasonabieness in definitions about what is "basic", detault

Of delivery systemils tv meet effective demands, o- bchavioral patterns of

exper~4id ro wh ich d. nt give the f es r y ci these "basic" hunian needs

The task of defininq a target popilation and improving our map will

have to continue. However, it is clear that on the urban side we will have

no equivalent of the small farmer. Essentially, we have the following target

The absolutely poor defined according to income below that required to purchase

a threshold level .of nutritional intake, employed or underemployed in easily

entered, competitive, largely demand-constrained urban pursuits in the informel

sect.yr, plus those vwho although they may have (theoretically) the iminimal

incowne required to purchase basic services and other basic needs are not

gaining access to them due to market distortions and inefficient or inequitable

delivery systems. By and large, the target population car, be physically

lo.ated in te squatter areas end overcrowded tenement slumns of the fastest

I' Wing ci e



We are now going to proceed to s 'target population on -a

count y-by-counti y and sector-by- sector bas is. [D eta i !ed Work Progran on

how the target population wi i be further defined and located and justification

for tfhis effort in terms Ioperationa1 needs. Here we need the program put

ver' two levcls-country economic work and the summary picture--the atter to, be

taken up by Webb et K. Messrs Guihati and Webb, plE:ase complete.1 C

OJec-t ivc<;s

The Task Group has tried to devise sets of global and Bank program

objectives with respect to-the 1arget population, which are production, and

enmploymnt orien.od and which can be monitored over Lime. There are major

diffiC11lties in establishing reasonable production and employment targets for

the uran Poor because of the wide variety of urban pursuits and the largely

deman constrained nature of theIr employment. The approach adopted by the;

Task erp i to establish a set o' objectives on different levels which

singly and together a. e meaninqful for various purposes.

. ob-1 hI. ~on foic. blectves. 4r. Hb e vr. .me review and put in shape,)

Uslin a sample of 110 less-developed countries, comprising 85% of LDC population,

IVPS has constructed a simple consistency model of sectoral employment, output,

anid prAuctivity, that will yield highly aggregated outputs for individual

countries, regions or for LDCs as a whole. Driven by population growth and

reasorable estimates of the detiiand for agricultural output, this simple model .

yields (i) the employmeii that will have to be created in the industrial and

se{rvicz sectors to keep. per. capita incomes increas nqg ir agricul ture, and

(ii) Oie increase in prodction that these off-farm sectors will have to

sustain if thiS employment is to be absorbed at rising per capita incomes.

The output of this mocro--analysis is set out in Annex 1. (Mr. hioisern pieasc

desigr- and completc.) tC r a globa! basis, non-i-farm production must increase



at the rate of % if entrants to the work force are to be absorbed at per

capita incomes that will increase at the rate of % p.a. (Mr. Holspn this

normative dimension is a must-let's discuss the problems.) Some regions

are obviously bettet placed than others. For some countries, the prospects

are very dim.) This model is not an urban/rura.l model; it is an agriculture,

industry, service sector model, but it does, we think, provide good insights

into the role urban centers will have to play in terms of production and

employment. Also, since the service sector is treated as residual in the

model, productivity gains or lack thereof in this sector give a good indication

of the progress being made by the poor outside the agricultural sector. This

model and the data it needs are part of the bank's data bank, and thnerfore

trends will be observable over time. htore importantly, the simple model wilt

force the pace on developing country analyses along the same lines but ii

more dtaii in the course of Bank country econcmIc work. Tht! outputs vI 4

be useful for both the rural and the urban sides of the bank's effort to

attack poverty.

Sector-Specific Global Objectives/Requirenmnts. Using the UN statistics and

forecasts as to the rates of population growth and urbanization, the Task Group

has estimated the physical needs in terms of basic requirements that will arlse

over the next 25 years. Two cuts have been made at this external demand picture:

first, what is needed to just keep pace with the increase in urban population;

and second, what would be needed in addition to "cure the backlog" by the

year 2000. [The external requirements have been worked out in terms of

industrial jobs, service sector employment, water supply, and humanwaste

disposal of a basic nature, basic shelter (sites and services, slum upgradings),

basic primary and adult education (literacy) places, nutritional intervention

requirements. See Annex 1!. (Messrs. Rovani, Hultin, Jaycox, Berg, and Holsen--

we ve got tv get together and put this into shapc:.) Pie sector-by-sector analys 5
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is stll rough and theae is still some inconsistency in assumptions usod by

the snparate CPS/PS task groups that worked up the estimates. The estimates

will no, be sharpened up in further consultatiri with Regionai and CP' :ector

specielists.]

Pak Proramiina Objectives. The basic objectivc is to direct Cank urbyn

Jendiog increasingly toward increasing the capacity of urban areas io absorb

population in productiv employment and raising the -productivity and welfare

of the urban poor. A quick review of the future program FY76-80 shows OWL

over 45% of total lending can be defined as urban, i.e., will have largec

direct impacts on the absorptive capacty of cities, and is potentially nvilVabK

to be directed toward the urban poor. (Mr. Lethbridge please give us a

sectoral breakdcx:;.) The review of thy lend n< p~ gram and the monitoring

systeo proposed is discussed in more detail belca (para. ) The Task

Croup has attempted to establi"A detailed and quariitatiye warynts for Bn

ludi ig that will be urban poverty oriented on the basis of seca, -by-snOM

.analySs, taking into account:

1) the global requirements outlined in Annex II;

ii) the existing comparative advantages of the Bank; and

11i) the t ime requi red to bui ld expert i se and capaz i ty for nmw

approaches or expanded activity in certain areas.

Productive ;nd Service Sectors. For targeting purposes, the Bank urban edine

has been divided into "productive" and "service" sectors, In the urban projjct ve

sectors--industry and services (including tourism)--the following approach has

been distilled from the inAernal discussions of the Task Croup.

(3; pr raph -this had better be good after Eb discussion of DFC lpacy papor!)

a) it.-m 90.1 ,-.Y - consistent and concerted pyessure from Bank based

on much improved and focussed industrial sector work.

Problem: Locus of reponsibility for organizing this, settling issues

nd pfrogramming Bank Gronp.



jI

b) Movn into branch,/sectcrs ndustry t'hat are 5abor-absrLt e

and Logant.

-r) Son s t r jct '10on

(ii) textiles--other ifg.?--
What do we know

(iii) building rit.erials
about Lbor intcnsl ty

(iv) 4 ansport enterprise [
of ndutrieS: rd i e o

(v) housrin--up:cr and middl: incom
others?

(vi) asse m y industries

{vil) tourI sm

.2 gold stars for loans/projects which crecte jcbs At less than $4 .000 per jcb

taroets for varlous units?

c) Mov dow'n stole of ind citry

(I) sna;i enterprise to 'D:t more cmployrct per $ InvOsted

(ii) technical assistancc (etension)

(iii) loan guaramtee programs?

I gold star for proiects/lcans to enterprises with icss than $20,000 in

fixed assets.

d) Move into informal sectcr pnrsuits--very small--h'A!p to the joor

entrepreur or potential entrepreneur and self-employed.

3 gold stars for number of loans less than $1,000 (access to tool. and/or work

space) technical assistance.

Targets - Quantitative (Worked out with operating divisions and iuternalize

- industrial Sector Work - Program

FY76-80 New Branches (jobs!$)
how many

- Small Enterprise ) how much
how smfl

- Informal Sector Enterprise ) etc.

Atnnex Ill (Hewru. Kaimanoff, Loeschnev, Jayco;:, Kuczynski--please get togethor,

design, and complete,)
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For the "service" sectors-- e., basic urbanizatiun 1/,,vwater 5upply/sew-re,

education, nutrition, population planning, urban transportation, aind pwer

distribution, the sector-specific targets aggregate to 55" of total urban

lendint in these fields by FY 1980 dircctly beni.fitting the tarclet group.

(See Annex V. Sector Depts. (CPS) have to ge~t together to put all this ci

a compzrabla basis/format.)

The overall balance in Bank Group lending implied by these

targets is as follows:

[Ran out Gf FY76-80 program which shows la;ge!- (than now progromm-ed)

and
DFC, Industry, IFC, Basic UJban, Vater,/EdLlcation at the expense of Tr-n!porta-

tion, Power, and Telecom.]

The targetirg b'f Bank lending will b2 further refined and the sector physiral

taroets will be put on a regional anr eventually cC!rntry basis through iterat n

b w -;t CPS and zR-ional//COPD opera ing divisions, Jhc idea being Fec t he se

targets to be inteinal ized at: the project and prograr division level. The

"regionalization" of the targets is well advanced in the water supply, educ.Ltin

arnd basic ur-banization sectors.

Review and Mnitorinq of the Lendina Program

(Messrs. Lethhridgal Dunkerley please put this discussion in order.)

As r-entionzcd above, the Task Group has reviewed the Bank Group

lending proqram over the past five years (FY71-75) in order to see: ( ) what

overall Bank performance has been in terms of urban lending and the impacts

of urban )ending; and (ii) derive from the review the definit ions an~d

procedtres that should be used for reviewing and monitoring the future ionding

program. The results of the review of the past have been quite illumineting

n soare respects despite the lack of any systematic attention tc urban ard

incoiae distributional impacts in project documentation. For purposes o this

This is ir~cIuad here as a part of the "1servicel sector though the intent is
to increasingl )aVa project design in the oirect+'n of poymeny rcra -
and infor.-i seator productvity gains.



rev ie, total Rank Group lending has been broken down. into non-Urban, non-

specific, and urban lending of three degrees. Total urban lerding accounted

for 405 of projects, 50% of total loan amounts, and about 65% of total project

costs. I/ At least 220 cifis (over 20,000 population) were affected by Bank

urban lending. In terms of impacts 35% of the.urban loans w'ri deemed tc

have important impacts (positive or negative) on urban land use. 3I had

iipportant positive construction employment impacts for unski"led labor, 12%

had important positive permanent employment impacts for unskiiled labor, .3%

had iiportant pnsitive consumption distribution iro'pacts on low-income areis Or

population, ,nd 33% had (claimed) important impacts on urban institutions and

policies. (See Aunncx V.) [Mr. Lethbridge and co. will have to put to#,fer

a new -et of tv4les and a succinct text.] The review, while crude and u-

satisfactory in ;ts detail, was useful in strengthening our view-s is ;o IU5

sictors which ha ihe imo -t potenti:a I for positively contriibut ng to Fn

attack on urb-n pwreri., and in providing an indication of strong and w2Ck

points of past sectoral performances with respect to key impact variables.

The rciiew has contributed to the setting of sector targets arid to the establ"sh-

mncnt of project design criteria and norms that will be built into the moritoring

syste'm. It is not now our intention to further ref ine this picture of past

lending; it has szrved its purpose. The task now is to review the future

lending prograw and deviseia monitoring or review system that will yield the

kind of quantistative inf,6 ination on important impacts that we were unable to

get in reviewing the past, and that will give the information needed to see

whether and hcr the agreed objectives are being achieved.

I/ Not including IFC lending. (if all of irC is deemed to be "urban", the
percentages are 50%, 51%, and 64/, respectively.)
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The nonito-ing system now being designed wilil be very similar to,
the Project Information Brief (PIP) being used in the rural poverty effort"

It will form an annex to the general pioject brief that is now being
romul gated by CPS for al! przc c r "'a t - on

yjects in the lending prog ram. The informat on

requ.ired by the urban PIB will be di fferent for different sectors and re nte

to sector-specific project design criteria and urban impacts as well ,s to
tho ,sectr-spcic phys i tar gets vth respect io the urban poor. 1Ws

have completed the first rLn at designing a PIB for the water supply/s.w.;agr
educat'ion and basKc urbanIation sectors. (See Annex VI.) (Mcssrs. Lthbridqe

Rovani, HUltin, Jaycox) With these PIEs as exa;mples, we will now proceeOd

to design similar ones for !ndustry (DFC, IFC, NDP) , Tou-is!;, Power,

Transportction, Nutrition end Population planning. [The tarect is to have

the PE system desIgned and operat ng in all soc[ors by JrZ4 y I 76.]

Count* iv p o I CY~ z S- '!r 1:e k(- k ( s Churchi / or l w< put ir

order.) Based oil the loc2t ion and growth of the target pop,;a ion, a pi orit,

list of countrie. of fVcus oriented counry

and urban sector has been draw.n up in consul tat ion- with the Regional offios.

(See Annex for details of this proposed work program.) In addition, a

DPS/CPS/Regional task group has been put together to develop by January 1, 1D76
a set of guidelines for the kind of country economic work that will need to be

done to further define and locate country target populations and to develop a
lendir.g program that is oriented towiard this group. Success in this program

will depend on an imaportant effort to supplement regional strength, partly by
direct increases in regional staff and partly by assistance from centralized

units. (See Budget, pare. below.)



in my Piemorandum to you of Ju I y Ii, I mentioned that the Task Greup

would also rev iew sector work gui del Ins in al 1 the trad it ioniar sectors.

[D- such guidelines exist? - what would he involved for CPS and others to

conduct such a review by Ja6uary 17(Mr. Churchill please respond and sorIt Ct

Pol icy Work. Three priority areas for pol icy wrvrk have emerged from the

work of the Task Group on this subject to date: Employment, Urbau Land,

Technical Assistance and Credit to Smal I Enterprisc. We are a long wa'y frm

policy statements on aay of these subjects. The first stage would be for

issues papers to be written and we cannrt rule out the need for subsequent

research before policy papers can be produced. [The assinnmient of issues

papers would be as follows:

Emp1 Yment - Cvelopmient Economics (Leirs5n)

Urban Land - TRU (DunkerIey)

TA & Ciedit to Smils - DFC (Loesehnmr)
Enterprise and the
informaA Sector

dates?] (Messrs. Gulhati, Gordon, Burki , et al, plcare rcspond.)

Research Work. {Keare to provide.]

Short Run - arising from needs to mpr'cve targ:t pula:

income employmeTt, access to sC-rvc p ctu re

(how fit wi th what said earl ier?)

Longer Run - links between services and productivity

- lower cost designs fcr basic services

informal sector employrt and procrt " ty

city studies

Work Program FV76-77



Coordination/LitsOn with Other Agencics. A major area 'of work. and demand

on staff time will arise due to your Speech and the partial dovetailing of

our attack on urban poverty with the themes of the Habitat ConFerence at

Vancouver in June 1976. Quite apart from the immediate needs placed by

this conference, the opportunities presented by- collaboration with [list

of soae 20 agnciesj. We believe this collaboration should be promoted.

Some of these agencies have comparative advantages which do not have and many

would welcome the chance to fit their narrower expertise into a broad approach

endorsed and diagnosed by the Bank--examples-fceCrs, etc. [Mr. Dunkerley

please comple .J

C0c.n iation. Issues for study/decision.

- lozus of responsibility for industrial sector 2-nd o1ic I Ly

giving Bank/lfC the direction it needs.

- 8 raticn of mon'toring anit 1/ in TXU to devt-lop and mn*or PIER

zand country econOMic and sector work, and. to pvovide assistance to

Region s in sector work and project design.

- sep(ration of Transportation functions of TRU from Urban functions.

k'- vltual regionalization of urban projects staff.

- others?

[Most of this will be Mr. Kearns' responsibility to sort out.J

udoct. I [We need detailed estimates from those assigned to work up- work

programs. Please let me have your first cuts by Sept. 30 at the latest, or

forever hold your peace.

I/ For immediate decision on Oct. IF). (4 slots required.)
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Task 1. Tarqet Population

units of Fank

incremental
a. T RU m pw

DED Manpowerb. I)ED
etc. requiremants

and consul tant
budgets

2. Object' ves

a. TRU under 76
b.. PRD specify
c. etc. any retro-active

finance needed
to cover research
assistonts, etc.
who riay have been
hired to get this
far.

-3. etc.



NTE.NAT!"/J PEVUC N ME ATOMNA BA' POP INM-1MAT~k OrAi NC-
A S'5 '. Ct A~ MCYSTWW AND LEMOTN CO I CA

()FV7J 1''A r A

Udban Poverty fask Group DATE: pt-. r , 79

Cox.r V0 J'y0

Wtatus Report for Discussn at, ask Group
Meting, Septemher 12, 2:30 5 D6

Today 0 have sent yck three papers:

61 Preoidation of Statistical Map of Urban Poverty and

LS.ployraent: Status Report O Task tt of Urban Task Croup&

6i Review ot Bank's Lending Program: iterilm Report -
hase (a) on Task ?2 of Urban Task Group.

6) WOrkifg Paper on Role of fndustriat Unts of Bank GrOup
%ask #4 of Urban Poverty Task Group,

J would Ile to have your reactions to these papers and to the variows

Oroposais outiined below at our next meetjng, Friday, September 12, a,
230 p.m.

Target Group, In addi.ion to the work by Richard ebb

(parq. ) (a % ejwhitch focusses on the problemn aid procedireS for
Oeveloping our analytical framework over timE, CLOrs are at work t

present a "snap-shot" of the best cut we can nou make at the defini:on
and lodation of the target population, the urban poor. John Engl K-, i

fiorkig with international statistics and with the output of the roc nt

Country Profile" exercise done by country econumists in rcsponse tO v

W;eds of the Rural Development Division. We shall have by Septvbrr 15,

the results of this exercise. The intention is that by that tim w will

have caught up with the rural devalopment mapping exercise and tnn we

40i; jointly with rural developmvent, go back to the country -conankto to

1on out hnomalies and standardize the methodology. Qbb and Engih will

be it ou September 12 eetirng -to explain nere their work S:ands

3; eve the sitting of objectivos hWs provad most diffiult,

Q Be Pla7J-npiacjTgreat importince on developing som:te moningtul opcs

y ideas bt this point are to develop thre sets of objectives.

a) Mbalone reaiii to macro variables-specficly con-;Th
06461a onesWO ,t r
prodUctio; nhonFArm employment, and incomo jncreasO5 7or th
bsolute poor iurai and uvbar! John 11'zi son is worki on

deVe.loping in bpproach to these global tvrgsts, wxic h cn bo

i~yn itorled bvc timc, and which would be consistent n Newcn

bdrl o, d urbah, hnd stimulste good analysis on the contry

Wel, Holsen will explain where he is coving out t our

W e 0tg CAtPmON, It.
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b , S-c-tor-Secific Tarot s. Sone sectors wfich te B$ank
operates in are also ae:ai)e to tarlWts driven by the
externa1 real ity of de-mancd nd nae--atersupnly,
szwerage, eduationa p aresl , u ei, su I wr upgr ad ing,
iusing--and others for wihich tarn-ts may be derivable

from macro targets for off-farm emp Irent--ircdustry and
jower, for example. Consultation with the srctor
.epartmcnts of CPS are twderway ard It hall report on
lhese on September 12.

cl r, L end inq Pro-ram ar'e Zs. ThOsC should be seCtor
pcif ic we th respect-co r'aching rasbers of the target

ppulat ion directly, aqgregoting to a reasonabie proportion
xf total lending and of urban arentwd lending. I would
like to discuss how we migtni go zbait this on September 12.
Oi? more word on object ives: it is fairly clear to me that
Vile links between global targets and Bank lendirg targets

ght only be arbitrary and/or very La nuous fo some
.sectors, but this is not to my mird a major pr l em and

u to now has not constrained in any way the Ban'v 's assaa -
cn rural poverty where the Iinks are lcessar:1y also tuou

4.R:.R}IefsR edto Meet CtI yes Globa! resources to me et
global -macro, eb ctIves w probabC t v tO !e V41irated Cn the sip lest-
basis--appl icajIoan of a capital/outputf ratio. At this point, I do. not
intend to put :my nmore manpower into this task thn that. Pesource reu
ments to meet sectc*- objectives should be rclat iviy easy to fast irate. I
would like yc-or vLs on this.

S.Ledq Program Raview. Mr. Dunker-V an r In. Lethbridg have
completed a t phase review of past Bank lcndir In urban areas. The
report on thYs phase has been sent to you (para . 1(b) above), together wi!Lh
a covering ncite on immediate next steps. Please note that tne task of
reviewing the lending program now inc'ludes develcpenPIt of a system for
continued rev is; or nmonitorine of the lending prcra.

Ccto conomic ard Sectar Work. Mr. Chu -chi 1 has conducted
meetings wlti _ -ionai country econor:sLs ond eer- are jn pr1c.-ess at thi's
t ime. We shal have by Scvp ,5 a tentative ,L.r prga f or "Iew
style" count onomic vork nd urban sector w!ork1_ th a 1 tnat ive
budget estim te for the nx t 2-3 years, Also, I l h roWv rposals for
a working gr nzoi) to prepre ru idol inces for this e-onorc tnd sector work
wi thin a reasn 10e time framne. Mr. Chu rchll ! n I . port b riefly on h s
task on Sept , 2r 12.

7. prd DDes in CriariandNev; roj S.'o work has Pc-gun
on tnese subjicts, awrittn rmer irar:nc of a !Ives. it may be that
the project fe f criteria review will _mrg - ' rt of :hi- delopm - ntof an "urban -isact stitent" or "proj ct invort o hr Kr' that is
sector-specifi7F.
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8. Poicy_ truments. At this point in time I am still thinking
that Urban Land Po icy, Credit and Technical Assistance to the Informai
Sector and Small-Scale Industry are the two top priority policy issues.
I would like to have your views on September 12.

9. Research _iqui rements. Mr. Keare will begin a review of research
requirements on Septemnbe r l.ty September 12 he should be in a position
to tell us how he will proceed.

10. ranization and Procedures. The organizational or procedural
implications of impiementing the attack on urban poverty are just beginning
to Merge. On the procedural side we are trying tso conform to the arrange-
ments worked out for monitoring the attack on rural poverty. It is a
more complex task in the urban case, but procedures can, I believe, be
quite similar and thereby reduce unnecessary confusion. As for organization,
Mr. Kearns and I have had a brief meeting. Before October 1, we (the
Task Group) will have to develop an "agenda" of organizational issues
that result directly from the attack on urban poverty. It is not clear
to me now, whether other issues not so directly related but perhaps
convenient to address at the same time may also be placed on the agenda.
We can discuss this brefy on September 12.

114 I exnpn the Friday, September 12 meeting will be a rather long
one. I shall try to keep it to 90 minutes.

He srs. Cherni:k, Churchil l DuLwrtey, fru>h, Whati, Gustafson,
Keare Kuczynski, Lerd, , PI ea 5, A=a, Rajagopalan, SurkL
Loeschncr, Sheehan, Shipman

cc: Mr. Dauw (for info)
Mr. Kearns
vs. Hughes
hessrs. English, Lethbridge/Patel/Ms. Henneman

Holsen
Webb
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10: Mr. Ravi Gulhati, Director, CD AT E: August 21, 1975

FPOM: Shahid J. Eurki;oficy Planning Division

SLIBJE.CT: BankAction Program to Attack Urban Poverty

1. You will recall that in the first meeting of the Urban Developmeut'
Task Group, held on July 24, Mr. Chernick and I made the following
suggestions:

a) Despite Mr. McNamara's initial objection to using
"proxies" to establish meaningful objectives, as
well as to estimate resources for meeting them,
we feel that this would, indeed, be the most
appropriate way of accomplishing these two things.
We feel that it would be count.er-productive to
follow the conceptual framework developed in eur
work on rural poverty. The reason for this is
simple: characteristics of the rural and urban
poverty groups are considerably different and
productivity criteria, while meanin-ful for the
rural poor, may not be so for the poor in urban
areas.

b) We have yet to foc-us on thc- very i.por anIt questiOn
of the linkages between runal and urban poverty. AnV
program in which these linkages do not receive
considerable attention could be difficult to defend.
For example, we know from the voik of Harris & Todaro
that investment of resources in urban poverty programs
have a considerable spin-off in the rural areas.

2. We hope, therefore, that it will be possible for the Urban Develop-
man t Task Group to undertake.:

a) choosing proxies for establishing objectives and
estimating resource requirements for meeting them, and

b) studying linkages between rural and urban poverty and the
imapact on rural-urban migration of investment in urban
poverty related programs.

3. As we indicated in the meeting of July 24 our Department way be able
to assist in this additional work.

cc: Messrs. Jaycox, Dunkerly, Churchill, Chernick (o/r)
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Rai GOWS Eui

1. As discused ysterday, you wi l carry unt the work oui.ned

in PONar Obb' Werannown of july 51-U'LOW Cif"

S'LOSical Ts' of UMn I ver LV a: and. in connection With

Task I of O~ban Tngk Grou e rciin aim will bc to produce a stal

rnpjL by Augu'. 25 w~hich I11 do tin lullowtq

a) [iectrate i n the basis of avilble inforpntion on three

or four C/ i to de tic uyb= po.nrty tw.V C oup

and bow to WArmlta deyeloyn Sobjctiven in relation to Mus grouip

in u L) dam t o our cnao studisn

idantify gpq ir infoynaon vnd annvy relnvat for M rii-o

of the wipt lup an fo deterinin ev eo r obO s for

thot 7.roup.

Q) Givzn thot On cauntrios/uitius chceou as cnsv stu c -.
ci1b Ce a x I e( - Ics i't' C - 7~

ov stn of in - n to the proJ

1 
: 
' Cc

2_ T% - G" es(ak1)i i,~

educa Gion sidr,

3. ThO sponsibility for coordiunLing Nti wrk A for Ir-tin

the iMa. status report is assignud to Richard abb.

cc: lossrs, Chna y/ISeri, VPb
Dvloy/PyaL, DICDR

jayccx/Cuchuychi1, TRU

-1nS)C, ECDI

RG/mc



ASS MZIAT I RE %'C NT, T C AN, E E 'L. LC T OR

TO: Thoxe Listed '1lo DATE: July 31, 197

SUBJECT: Preparation of WARi 1Cica MO f Urban Povrt & '2lrpn

1'3 ThIs mC*rc; randvm suRgests how to proceed on Task 1, defined
by the Urban Task Group as the creation of a statistical map of urban
posrty and, po The rap is to be linited to thre. or four

countris and to agregate data on (i) population, (ii) inco:
distribution, (iii) employnern strucbure, and (iv) access to basi c
sereices; it is to be a'aeted y A1)u'r 25.

2. 1 sulert tMat the final choice of cities and countries be
d(terminad in tWe course of preparatiun of M map. Data cons raints
are very ssi: rilar for each of the four suggested tables: Mabe , on
urban popnla"ion, wan bu filld ont for all ajor ties anj urhaai
area3 using recent U.N. demographic clionc includhna a p op c.
of city si'' to the yeLa 20CO Wt in exp-cted to accs aaila

nex i ak. Table iM, hacever, on employmnat and output, could A WZ,
be prepnrd ror M'y hlen or ur countriP or Mius. The Pt likQ-
condidakes arc (1) 0), urbin zrops of Myr (fw, whico rast Af t0

rqv i ' at' is lrny' y C vail'a'e), (11) ti n aro s of VowumrrN,
Pad (M;) MA 1no; tha final AM= un only by decipvd al
.9 inir Wn1 for rovelI counbriI. As

in for all cotines for which data is odi' ,' 1HIlA, Wid 00'v.
Tabns IT ani ?V Lo pieywynd Wor Phout six in KFAt conA&Ps o. v-itln

for n'a My 10 Ca. c'allle: the exact sot sHould W
decided jolutL, 11y the pro rebpcnsitle for Tbles I1, AT a R
This w'd meet two ol1 the As of TPA hI ch ;ra to two hs: rPNKL
relevant MinrAion can h rea idily assembled and to idontify probAns
of -cci arnd dafinition. The Vsser norlr of countries thAt Y111
eventually be coverd 11v Table Mii vill be cov Lcd al'o by 'h' oth e
Tables nud will thun comc closer to the intnrrelated set of statinti=
needed for -the rrposes of t-sk I noted in Jaycox's dr:ft.

3. Data for nach of' th Tables is availably in difereut MAPc1
within the Ma . Table 1 can e preparn by K. ZacariaL (MA) yPn,
United Nations demoraphic statistics, inclding the fortbcoinc proju-c
tion of city sizes. Data for Table I1 is available in the ThC'Q y
on tape nnd partly cn printcuts, an a result of the AnPc UR inu a
distribuion projeCt. . Th praparation of that data, however, PplAnyi' I,-
the conv-rsion to dollar incu- clasucs, will be tins-c(nsui:I. I
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income distrib .tions can be related to the stmndard sectoral (SIC)
and occupaticmL categories with existing data, but not to an
informal-forna employment breakdown. Unfortunately, the staff
member most f with the B3ank-UU data (C. Chisuick) is presently
out of the ccstry and will not return until nmid-August.

4. The cdata required for Table III wi~Ll have to be developed
from diverse vsurccs; there is no office within the Bank, nor a general.
statistical &o:rce that could provide that data. The chief obstacle
is the lack of ztatistics on employment by size of firm, or by whate~ver
other characteristic of business is used to distinguish between the
formal and inforinal sectors (e.g. unionization, or capital-labor ratio).
Very crude estimates culd be made for a large number of LDC's by
using diverse aources - chiefly establI shmont surveys and census -
and filling dta gaps with allocation assumptions. More reliable esti-
mates, however-, would involve consityrable searching for data sources
and a careful piecing together of scattered data. It will often be
easier to do ths for the whole urban sector than for one city. The
few existing s "dies of the informal sector (e.g. for Tanzania, and
Belo Horizonto in Brazil) will help, but they m ut be checked closely
to ensure coy Ability, particularly with reCPar to the definition of
fortial and in. r.al employment. The cunstruction of Table 11I could be
assigned to tl Emplorynt and Rural Development Division or to some
staff member iliar with employi ent statistics.

2. Table IV could be prepared ly he Urban and Regional econoedcs
and the PopuDla- n and ijuixan Resourcen Divisions: the latter D)ivision
can provide dAn on access to education and henlth car. in urban ar;as
It will probab y not be possible, however, to link access daLa to income
distribution I-, more than a small number of countries or cities, and
it is unlikely that those places will coincide with tha feasible set
of places of ialle III. It may serve the purposes of Task I, however,
if this were d un for a different set of places. Future work on the
lines of Table 1? will be assisted by the U.N. Compendium of Social
Statistics, no in preparation.

6. There are several decisions that must be made regarding
definitions and3 coverage. One is the individual vs. householY option:
ideally, the in or:e distribution and e:eployment tables would link the
two, but it iiouid conplicate both the preparation and the use of Table I!
(with its back-up tables). I suggest that Table II be limited to house-
hold incomes (preferably, household per capita incomes) with no attemnt
at present to link those incomes to those rf incomie-.caners. Table IV
will unavoidably emerge as a miw of household and individual data,
though, for some countries,,it may be poasiblc to provide schooling and
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health care data for families. L eon e < ecgreg~c +Ce
definition of the inform.,Jyr': all crrrn -1 definitions have

itataions for analysis . For statistical purposcs, the most
practical definition is size of firm and I sugqest that formal-
informal sector estimates be standardized on that basis, The leost
useful are definitions based on income levels since they Perely dupli-
cate, rather than help to explain, the inco-c distribution. A third
decision concerns the desirability of city-size detaili the metropolitan
vs. smal-l-town distinction will be critical for most analytical and
operational uses of this data. I suggest that all tables seek to
provide separate data for "cities" (perhaps as defined in the U.N.
projection of city sizes) and for smaller urban areas.

Distribution:

Messrs. Ahluwalia, DrICID
Drlay, IRCD)IR

)hurchill, TRUDR
Gulhati, ECI)DR
Kare, ECAhB
Kig/Zachariah, E CDPH
Loiserson, EGIDE
Pyatt, LOCDR
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To: Mr. Edward V.S. jaycox, Nrector DATO July 29, 1975

NOW: R. Venkatesaro>

. .Bank Action Pror to Attack Ua OVErty

Herewui th my reaction to the July 11 nemo on the above subject.
First and foremost, I am glad that we are finally undertaking the duvalop-
rcnt of Bank-wide action on urbon poverty. I. hope that this will be an
occasion for :Mk Managa'ent to ,review mid rostriaturc Eank staff input
in suh a way as to inariase the V.ficiency of our urban operations.
I hope that the action program and the work behind it would lead to a
development of a more sa"i5factoiy rule f.r the egionnl Projects IXpart-
ments. and for cM/DPS in this area .

I feel that there is a particularly urgent need to create an
urban i.nfrastracture division vithin each Regional Projects Teport.cnt

with the type of minimum urbanization package projects that would be
relevant to raising the quality cf life for the urban poor. Considering
the major infrastracture deficiencies in slum and squatter areas, theso
minimum urban packages could be expected, by and large, to consist of
secondary and tertiary network inprovements in water supply, sFwerage end
drainage; it would therefore be quite logical and technically scre eMiciont
for these packages to be handled by the regional projects units (appro-
priately strengthnle with u~ran planners and the like). The prunt
divisional respunsiblii0, between the CPN and regions is entir-ly arvi-
ficial in this regard and I bulieve that a strong case exiMs for reducin
management/staff overhea& in dealing vith technical aspecbs of urban iAi-
structure projects. Additional benefits of >and'g such project by nnd
within Regional Projects Departwents themselves would be a much better
utilization of other project manpower in the regions through closer
integration of education/incdustrial credit (DPC) type project npot into
this work.

The role of CPS, and particularly of this depart'en ,' ould be
a different one and would in my view consist of the following:

(i) Overall policy :nfi nes and reoie/control of mdnimum
uroan]I .&tion oae~age lCa3 wWLo. De deveLoned and e'bycuted
the regins. order t:n -o strang-hen this role, relvant
susion a:nd adviurV mapuwur frun Mhe carrwuly -ncparate LW
departments, i.e. public utilities, industry, education, vauld
need to be :aasigned and integrated with sanior stalf fror.
this depar:ent,

(ii) Urban trannuort ict v ant. For seural ymmons I feel

to be hudlled ou a '>n'li i i1 -a a ' ghly sa' bo i id
cOperation, thcre is a little relevant Expjriene on "xpetis

within the rcgions anc the innia. inns of bank apprua&-s
depends ntinetely an unn transp-rt'r--c -i v oul,
continue tK W) d amu on. w * r
to strengthnn tnis role, addi.La L eAn 6 .5
traffic ';-q-:.a, yrKic t rport, cpcralon:., out urir.
transport p 04r;n pothovol:gy vill be rvnQQW,-.
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(1iI) Finally, an iimportant element of the department's future
activities would be, I hope, integration of urban rescarch
Thnetions currently being handled by DPS into the work of this
departmecnt. This function which also needo to epand to include
a graatcr focus on developing new project approaches, on tech-
nical assistance and training programs for urban managemfent as
well as more innovative economic/sector work.

I feel strongly that without the separation of policy formulation,
revliec end acLion prograaii nonitoring functions from the strictly proj3-ct
devolopmcnt and suporvision functions, the implementation of a Bfnk-wide
action program on urban projeet:a could not be carried out efficiently and
could impose an almost impossible hNrden on the depav4ment ; presently
cons Lttuted.

cc: Iessrs. Dankorley, (hurchill, Str'ombom, Singh, M1Cubch, Beier.

P. en~atewarax:kjk
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0' ~*~c ' L~ L\/\OF\NEN I

1: :r. WIrrn C. iaum DATE: July 26, 1975

F P: Edward V. K. JaVcox

!T J P:CT: Ur!n Poverty TAsh Group ~ C . R pcrt

1. I an en leave from August 1-25. Mr. Gulhati will be in charge
of the Task Croup during my absence.

2. The Tv sk Group had its f i rst meet ing on Thursday, July 2h.
The agenda is attachcd. This was pr imar i ly an organizational meet ing.
The attachNd four tasks were outlined in Lhis preliminary fahion.
Mr. Gulhat! Wil submit to me a refined statement of Task #1 before
I leave.

3. One of the maioi developments for me in the Past week is the
reatizaron that tne urban and rurai poverty work has to go hand in
hand in buiding the analytical base, in conduct ing country economic
and sector work, and in monitoring developments and our own progress.
The Task Group will have to have represyntat icn and substant iv
input from Agriculture and Rural Development Department in the months
ahead.

Attachment (2)

cc rt . Gl hat
Mr. Churchill V
Mr. Dunkerley

EVKJaycox:ncp

4a.



FIRST MEF-hNG OF URBAN POVFRTY TASK GROUP JULY 24 1175

AG EN IA

1. McNamara's Speech -

2. Background - Urban Poverty Task Force

Cohen, Churchill, Beier, Renaud
Working Paper
Technical Note
M&Namara's decision

3. Formation of Task Group -

draft memo
- discussion in McNamara's office

- aior points of emDhasis

4. July Ii Memo - what in fact is being promised by October.

5. Flow I intend to organize this effort -

Task Group - to form consensus.
Composition - to martial resources.
Working Groups - varying degrees of activity

over time- bring us the real workers.
Evolution of Task Group over time - general

statement.

6. Circulatc' Paper .t. w'el n Jtcrn;tes
Gulhati in charge Aug. 1-24.

7. Circulate first 4 tasks outlined

Gulhati - mentioned need to get rural development
into this task.

Dunkerley
Churchill
Fuchs

r afts arcur.d -n vck of Aug. 2E.

8. Sept. Meeting to discuss a preliminary cut at definitions
of poverty targets, objective, hew they should be
framed and more detailed outline of other major tasks.

Sept. I week - outline of additional tasks to get work programs "eneroted
for all other major by Oct. 1.
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OFHCE MEMORANDUMV\
TO: Thooe listed below DAI E: July 28. 197

iYROM Ravi Gulhati, EWDDR

5JLECT: Work on Urban oveY -

1. The preparatory phase of Bank work on ,urban poverty is drawing to

a close just as the implementation phase is about to begin. This is a

convenient time to report on what has been accomplished during tho fz

phase.

2. The preparatory phase star ed 15 months ago with the estoblishminn t

of an Urban Poverty Task Force drawing on several divisions of tho

ment Economics Department (Cohen, Visaria, Mazumdar) and the hv lp

Research Center (Selowsky). Subsequently, Messrs. Churchill ad I e

the Trareportation and Urban Projects Dapartment joined the gro

number of papers reviewing the literature have been produced. A s

these is Lttached. I would like to recommend particularly b

Mazumar, Reutlinger/Selowsky, Yap, Grirms and Mazuudar/Esnt u '' (

3. In December 1974 Mr. McNamara asked us to prepare a T1k a P

an Urban Poverty as a basis for his Speech to the (overnrs. h

the Technical Note was circulated to the President's CWuW 0&

Directors on April 15, 197. Etra copies are available

ext, 6166.

4. May 1 invite your attention to the piece entitlYi, "Th

for thn Cities of .the Pavelnpl Cnu"trl" 1Wy

Cohen and Renaud Yich V ;- ;zimr . .: i Pper.

draws on earlier Urban Poverty Task Force wore, it is vi a n

reflects primarily insights of the four authors on urban

It is intended to supplement this paper with a statement o Ac

will distinguish becween areas of agreement and contio vers ;V

preparing a first draft of the Issues Paper and it is viou

Bank-wide discuslion will take place soon after the Annual W.ng.

5. The second phase of work on urban poverty began with Ch etaL

rent in July 1975 of the Task Group chaired by Kim Jaycox to implene t

the program ;outainad in Wr. cNamara's speech.

Distribution:
,1es eer, tera, WD
Urban Task Group:

_ ypogl Wrnick/ Chur chilli/Dunkerley/

Pleaejowi-d/Pjagcp&Lan.

Urban Pov erty Thaj- Tor C:

Messrs, Beier/ Coheq/Ranaud/Mazu dar/&elOi1 Y

Attachment



LIST OF UPTF OUTPUT

Title Author Remarks

1. The Urban Informal Dipak Mazumdar, ECD To be issued as a

Sector. Working Paper. Draft ready.

2. Malnutrition and S. Reutlinger, ECD Issued as Working

Poverty: Magnitude and M. Selowsky, DRC Paper No. 202.

and Target--Group
Oriented Policies.

3. Internal Migration L. Yap, ECD Issued as Working

in Less Developed Paper No. 210

Countries.

4. A Task for Life: 0. Grimes, ECD Expected to be

Housing for Low-Income published.

Urban Families.

5. Income Distribution and D. Mazumdar, T. Merrick October 1974 draft

the Household Economy: and A. Sant'Anna, ECD available: Scheduled

A Case Study of Belo for Working Paper Series

Horizonte, in September 19-5.

6. Increasing the Demand A. Anyanwu, J. Mitra Prepared for UPTF

for Labour Services and L. Westphal, ECD Seminar, Nov./Dec. 1974.

of Uiban Poor.

7. The Impact of Insti- P. Gregory, ECD Revised draft Aprl 1975

tutional Factors on available.

Urban Labour Markets.

8. Urban Marginality eiJ5Lma, ECD Revised draft available
scheduled i or Bank Workin.

Paper Scries, August 197

9. Taxation and the C. McLure, ECD Draft, March 1975.

Urban Poor.

10. Some Approaches to R. Mohan and 0. Grimes, ECD Revised April 29, 1975.

Urban Land Policy.

11. The Pricing of Public K. Hubbell, ECD Prepared for UPTF Serinar

Utilities for the Noveriber/December, 1974.

Urban Poor.

* No further work is contemplat~ed on this paper.

** Copies can be obtained from Miss Orellano, ext.61
6 6 .



Title Author Rrar ks

12. Designing Anti-Poverty 14. Cohen, LCD Prepared fnr UPTF

Strategies: Political Seminar, Nov./Dec.197 .

Obstacles and
Opportunities.

13. Health and the Urban F. Golladay and Prepartd for UPTF

Poor. C. Koch-Weser, ECD Seminar, Nov./Dcc. 1974,

14. Differentials in P. Visaria, ECD Prepared for UPTI7

Fertility, Mortality Seminar, Nov./Dec. 1974.

and Family Planning
Acceptance by Economic
Status.

15. Identification of the C.U. Chi.Wick, DRC Prepared fcr UPTF

Urban Poor: Some Seminar, Nov./Dcc. 194.

Preliminary Results
and Hypotheses.

1! further work is conteiqplated on thi3 pape.



TO: TDsn Aisted beloi D : July 25, 1370

FFOM: Ravl Gulhati, ECDDR

StDJCT. urban Ta1 Gro

I_ The newly established Urban Task Crou met for the first: tire

yesterday and it was desidud to undertahc four tasks. The first of

these entitled, "Statistical Map of Urban Poverty and Employrent-

is spelled out in a draft circulated by ph:., Jaycox. This is attached.

2. In the course of discussion, it uas agreed that we should not

rush into the preparation of laye ur.beis of tables for each country.

instead, an attempt should be made to zsemble relevant statistical

Information on three or fGuy count ries/cities. Examples are: L111/

Peru, Kuala Lurur/Malaysir, BangkQ/Thailand, Bogota/Colombia. The

aim would be (i) to see how much relevant informacive can be readily

assembled, (ii) te idctify proble:s of concept and definition aud

(iii) to see to what extent inferenocs can be drawn on the basis of

drift,

3. Richard Webb will suggest how to puoceed cu Task 1, on the basis

of his earlier work on Lira/Peru. Ne will send you a memorandum on this

subject by lose of businnss Wednesday, July 30, and I suggest rhat we

meet with hir o. Thursday, July 31 at 4:00 in D-529.

Attanbmcnt

Distribution:

es.rs. Dulcy, DRCUR
Pyati., URCDR
AhIJuv.'ei a, I)RCID
Churc.hiL , TRUDR
Kiag/Zschariah, ECDPH
Leiserson, ECDER
KReare, ECDRB

Webb, ECDER



YASK 11

STHA IST I CAL MAP Uk N POVERTY AND EUPLOYENT

Creation of set of thblos, de'Ncriing urban Scene of 'NAs in

terms of pcpulation, populat ion growth, s ie distribut ion of urban areas,

past trends and forecasts (Source - UN) income distrb iion (DR)?

employment informal and formal by sectorand size distribution of cities

and correlated to income distribution? (DRC, ERD?) access to c

services, proportion of urban populations in inforrl/i legal/i:erice slp

access to piped watcr, sewerage, education, etc. (Sce at. -achd for first

try at table designs.)

o ta5 s o tta Khe ha e z. oi I ow ing pu -rposes

1) Show what is known about ur bn pave rty.

2) Working tool to wike decisions as to tyaret pvpulwion

3) identify gaps that will have to be filled over tioc by

research an ccuntry cconomic/ector work, i.e., ponvrate

a work program.

A) Form tk. ulystci for monitoring proyresi

toward objentives.

Major questions:

1) Does UN havc other census data besides population in tapes

that produced the population info?

2) Does DRC have incor e distribution data compatible with

urban/rural break that is sound?

3) Does DRO (ECLA project and EOCEL project plus some in-house

work) have sector cii breakdown of employment/labor forcce

by ucban/rural?

h) lkyc ian Brookirgs r esearch be structured to serve our

immediate and long-trm dO n ne c?



2-

Timetable: Design and preparaAIon of basic tables (fi led in to the extent

that data is already available) - August 25.

14r. Gulhati - in charge. Leiserson, Ahluw1 ia, Churchill, King, Pyatt,

Kcare and staff.



. URBA POPULAT I ON

Past Growth Rate Future Growth Ka4.'

k:J Reolons

Countries breakdcwn by si e
Cities (major) distribution of urban

areas in bacK up
tables.

Do UNW tapes have
other ce nsus data

geared in?

I I . URBAN INCOME ) 1STR I BUT I ON
- --- Low~est !4Q%

Beldiw $50 $50-$75 $75--tl00 Co+ in nat ion

Regions

Countr tes
Cities (as available)

tied to employme-nt structure-
in back-iup tables.

URbAN EMPL OYME NT/OUT PUT

Formal Sector Informal Sctor

Mfg. Com. Services, etc. Mfg. Cmm,). sc-v'cci S, ec.

Biank R nions residual?

Countries tied to city size distribution

Cities (as available) and tied to income distribution
in back-up tables.

IV. URbAN SERVICES

Piped Piped Heal th ilIegl/SIt te
W ater e erage Education Care Electric ty UnservicedS-t
71-T

Bank Reg ions

Countries (as available)

tied to incom'; distribution in back-up tables.

differentiate levels of service for each service in back-up tables.

A. Sta ndpie
B. Houe Cenr ections.
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Urban Task Group o A July 2L, OR7)

Edward V.K. jaycox

pjJJ:qicraphy for Urban Task CrounSU a - - - - - -.

Yesturday i promised you the attached. There's a lot norc
IT you ve got the time to get into it. Also: therv have been

developments ih su;e set or -c.., watur supply-nnre WC mOVA!
more toward distribvtic (as oppused to ui k supply) Ian in the
pa:t and these are also F in terest. Jncidental1y, thy liest

Wurld dank CATALOG (June 1975) shows what is aveila in 1 thn way
of staff papers of all sorts. Lots of good titles

At tachmant

Wessrb. Chcrnlck
ChuoChi1l (0/r

Fucohs

W sa o (o /r)
Mar to/rj

Kuczynski
Lerdau O/R)
P eanc
Rovan (o/r)
Raj opa 1 ail

Loeschner

Sh i pmon



BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR URBAN TASK GROUP

Latcrt Publ ishbcd Work

Task Ahead for the Cities of the Developing Co.ntries July 1975,
77 pages, Report of the "Urban Poverty Task Force" - Buier, Churchill,
Cohen, Renaud, Bank Staff Working Paper No. 209

Urban Developuent-Suggst ions for a World Bank Strategy AiN&o at
the UrLan Poor in LDCs - July 1905, 44 pages, enuble spacd draft
Lirdahl (I will circulate this next week.)

- Examples of "Internatcd" Urban Pro jects

1. El H alvador, Appraisal of a Sites & Services Project,
'Report No. 473F ,

2. Zambia, Lusaka Squatter Upgrading and Sites and Services Proj cn,
Report No. 420a.

3. Indooosia, Appraisal of the Jakarta Urban Devolopment Project
Report No. 475a.

Eackround Pacper

Urbanization - Sector Working Pappr - June 19Y2

Hous ig - Sector Policy Parer -May 1970

Urban Transport - Sector Pol icy Paper - May 1975

Sites and Ser\ices Projects - Issues and Guidelines April 1971i

Espccially rocoended
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R CI M Edward V.K. Jaycox-

sCiJEc': Bank Action Program to AL k P r

Attached is the final mencrandnu scnt to Mr. McNamara

and discussed with him on July 16. (The Tn.k Group cOMPOSitl

has been revised in light of thse discussions.) A has approved

of this ccurse of action with ieinforced Pmoh;ris - asaring Z

productivity focus and measurement of progrcss tcoard ebjectives,

The first meeting of the Task Group will he at 3:30 p,
on Thursday, July 24, in Room M60. Picase contact my effice i5

this time is inconvenient or you ccnnot ba present

Messrs. S. Chernick
A. Churchill 
H. Dunkerliey
H. rucs
R.Gulhati

D. Custa fson
D. Keare
P. KuczynskI
E. Lerdau
S. Please
Y. Rovan
V. Raj agOP& I n

EVKJayCox:ncp



-O-AL -EViL !ENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR ENT ERNAT NAL FINANCE
RNATOA E -EcoNsTRUCTION AND DEVELOPME . CORF3RATON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: July 11, 1975

FROM: Warren C. Baum

SUBJECT: Bank Action Program to Attack Urban Poverty

In response to your request for a proposal on how the Bank shold-

proceed to attack the problems of urban poverty as outlined in your forth

coming Governors' Speech, I suggest the following approach. The Bank

should establish an inter-departmental Task Group, under the executive

direction of Kim Jaycox. This Task Group will deliver to you by October 15,

1975 a detailed Action Program for your approval. 
The Program will include

each of the major tasks outlined below and for each task a detailed des-

cript ion of the work-a b don- the-exp cted comp etioT-datC, the persons

respvnsible, and the need for manpower from the various Bank units that

will carry out the work. For Some of the items in the Action P ogram'-

;u 6-iaver concluslon3 at Iat in pre:_!_ .' - .

October 15 date. The Task Group will then continue in existence to oversee

the implementation of the Action Program in ensuing mont s,-reporting to

you the progress made and -problems encountered.

ACTiON P ROGRA4

The Action Program will ;nclude the following major tasls

1. Review of te Analytical Framework and Definition of Objectives

The Actioa Program will include a review of the analytical r

work for a major attack on urtra *Temiation of practi-al

courses of action given the existing state of the analyical framework,

and the development of a program of act ion on hcw the analytical franowork

might be improved over time. This task would include:

(a) Definition of t-r. T-rqget Populat ion. The Task Group w il

revieW the poss ~~~;Iternative criteria of poverty in

urban areas, and recommend a target 
group of people that

is mst appropriate for an attack on urban poverty, 
and

can be located and reached operationally. This is a

difficult task--but as we now see it, the answer could

ene In terms of Incore levels, and access to public

services and may boil down to squatter area/slum dwellers

both actual and potential. The target population, both

present and future, would be determined 
and located

geographically. This part of the task would be completed

at least on a preliminary basis by October 15, 1975.
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(b) Establishment of Meaningful ObecjvCS. The Task Group

wijl assess the present condit l ofth tarest

population, and establish realistic 
objectives in term

of the productive absorption of tbli sh a number of -
areas. It nay be desirable to es thers specific tof
objectives, some global ones an These might be set
certain sectors and project types. Tet inht brswt

In relation to the growing problem extant in our borroi

countries, or in relation to %hat the Bank has been

doinq in the past. As far as cqlobal objectives are

concerned, it would be best to be able to set these in

terms of increased employment, income, productivity

__.and output, as we1.1as -the wqelfare-- of--the- urban poor----

-Howev- -pthis may not be possible and we may have to

.rely to a large extent on proxies, such as poor peolO

an Arrp basic serv ce for wh n /

able and willing to pay--denotifg rising income/product(o

and/or consumer surpluses that are deemed to tram!late

eventually into productivi (Htere project esio

becomes important-i.e., concentration on l oT s t

provision of basic services. See belr) Thi aPPro 0s

would not rule out subsdized services where there is

a demonstrable link between the service and productihitY

of the poor. Every attemipt will bc made to estaibI 'sh

global and sector specific bjectives that are prduct

oriented, reflecting the. main thrust of the tanltS

general nttack on rpnerty. It is important that he

objectives that are t for the Bank as a whole, fo e

specific sectors, and for projects, are such that progress

toaard them can be monitorc. Recommendea obj~cLitiV

will be included, aain perhaps on a preiiiinary basis,

In the October 15, 1975 Action Program Paper.

(c) Est imat ion of the Rccurces Required 
to Meet the -bjectiv s

The Task Group will estimate the amount of global

resou~rces needed by 
the developing countries-to 

achieve

the defined objectives: The difficulty of this task 
will

vary, depending upon the chosen objectiVes. Access to

basic services SUCh as sanitation, water, and 
secure tenure

of location cn be readily costed. Estimating the costs of

creating a productive income stream may be feasible, but at

this point in time, we do not know ho. this ight be done.

A "working estimate" of required resources will b- set ou,

in the October 15 Action Program paper.
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(d) Delineation of the Major Lines of a Bank Approach
toward Meeting the Objectives. As a general point,
Tooking at 1(a), (b) , and ilT above we have to

acknowledge that if we define the'target population

narrowly and if we set narrow objectives, which

have the virtue of being "monitorable" and "costable",
we may limit unnecessarily our ultimate effectiveness.
The Task Group will address these trade-cffs directly

and derive from its overall assessment of the problem,
and of the resources required to meet the objcctives,
the major lines of a Bank approach--esscntially a
statement of the Bank's strategy and goals over a

reasonable period of time. A first version of this

~iT b pepaeid by OtoT V5 975~ but it will

undoubtedly have to be progressively refined over

time. Among- the"issues that ultimately have to be
addres..j during implementaLion or tne Action irgCpa
are:

-- the emphasis that should be placed on the reform
of national and local policies;

- the extent to which total Bank resources for urban

areas should be committed to "integrated, minimum

package, urbanization projects" as distinct from

the traditional sector projects (power, urban

taranspcr , t

- the extent that reliance can be placed on the

"trickle down" of benefits/income in urban areas

and the extent to which there should be a direct
focus on the poor;

-- the extent that the Bank's lending program should

be focussed on certain countries or on certain

cities within countries;

-- the emphasis that should be placed on directly

productive sectors, as opposed to infrastructure.

The Bank lines of approach will have to account for the

activities of other agencies and elements of the national

economies which will be directly or indirectly contributing
to achievement of the objectives.
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(e) bef inition of Research and Data R urcotr. The A,, i

Progra-m will include the def inition nd' (mlentati O

a work program in research and data collcction/analysis o f

a macro nature, designed to strengthen the analytical

framework for Bank action over a reasonable time period.

(See also Research below.)

2. Review of Bank Lending Program

The Action Program will include a review of the Bank's 1976-19SO

.ending program in urban areas (.e , all Dank Group lending now programmcd

for urban areas) to see how it might be redirected in sectoral composition,

geographical concentration, and/or 
project content or design as necessary

- -to be cons istentwi iand con k 
rIvbutetothe hv ent thco jh ct

with respect to urbawn poverty. The Group will seek over time to rave the

lending programs redirected along the indicated lines, and to eonitor th2

with the Regions and with important inputs of Regional manpower.

3. Review of Bank Country Econonic and Sector Work

The Action Program will include a detailed reviuw of the conduct

of Bank country econoic and sector work, and the dvcle/prt io / of jolel n

for this work to add ress more systemat ical ly the p tohle/Swpaktiile /eIpyI:Ilt

aspects. of economic and sector development and n d iurban (ver y

national strategies to deal with rapid urbanization and urban povcrly.

The output of this country and sector work Would be r SYStmAt icall y rfi CCl1a

In the CPPs. The Action Program will include the preparation of Zt leart

two sets of guidelines-for country economic work, and for urban sIcctor

work-with suggestions for countries of concentration in the fmRcdiatn

years ahead. This task will require important contributions fromk R on

economic staff. The guidelines and practices of sector wor. in other

sectors (transport, industry, public utilities, education, torism,

population, nutrition and health) will also bereviewed in ccopratim

with CPS, and a program developed as necessary to expand or modify them over

a reasonable future time period.

I. 'Review of Project Design Criteria

The Action Proqram will include a review, sector by sector, of

the existing Bank criteria for project design, riot only in the physical

sense, but also in terms of project content, scope, institutional an

and technology utilized to see how projects in urban areas might have an

enhanced impact on the productivity and welfare of the urban poor. This

task will be tarried out in close collaboration with the CPS sector depart-

iments and DPS.
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5. Review of Possible New Project Types

The Action Program will include a review of the possib.ilities for

fnew types of projects. This examination will include public works project.s,

projects for the general construction and housing industries, land bclniincn

and special projects in human resources to mention a few. A program will

be drawn up to follow up on any new types of projects that appear especil ly

promising.

6. Review of Polcy nstruments

The Action Program will include a review of the need for new or

updated policy papers to gear the Bank up for the greater cmnrs a or;

a -ttacking urban poverty. Spei fic policy papers, together with t i't

for their production will be included in the Action Program. Arc,-,c d

seem at this point to reauire attention include: Land Use han n

Land Policy, Urban i inance, Simaii-Scale Industrial Developmxvnl'r C!Vd1

Technical Assist-)nce for the informal Sector.

7. Review of Research Requirements

The Action Program will include a review of the r.search pr

of the Bank, and in addition to the research identified as requ red o

'4trenothen the broad analytical framework, will identify prior ty

which requi re research and recommend whether porticular resc h

Would better be carried out inside or outside the Bank. The i' l&I

a seem to be like1y candidates: low' cost, ba; i c service t

syst cims; employment and productivity in the inforimal soct or; tLe

betwecn access to bas ic. services and productivity; and the costs c I

employment--various types, various locations.

8. Monitorinq of Performance

The Task Group wili exnmine- alternative ways of mon torirq p 1i

In the achievement of the Bank's gL.l and sector objectives with !,,spct

to an attack on urban poverty, and recommend a particular procedure. Ev ry

attempt will be made to build upon existing information and conLrol syste

9. Review of Bank Organization and Internal Procedures

One of the major requirements arising from the forthcoming 
Gcvernors'

Speech and recent policy papers (Housing, Urban Transport) is the coora nftion

of Bank lending in the urban areas-coordination in terms of programlrj

and getting the needed leverage for major policy 
reforms ih spec-ific .ities

or countries and coordination in terms of achieving consistent impaC fm

individual projects (power, water supply, etc.) in the total packacjr oV

investments in particular locations. The Task Group wilI or ganize and

oversee a study of this problem. The study would look into how the CPS/OPS
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assignmnt of "functional guidance" should be perrormed and what procedures

can be followed that will avoid "bureaucratic sprawl" 
or the placi of a

small group of reviewers on the critical path of a major part of totail

B~ank lending. This is a particularly difficult task; one 
of the promibing

ideas that may be part of the answer is the introduction in the proposed

new 'project briefs" and in appraisal reports of a statement as to expactod

urban and income distribution impacts with srctor-slmcciriC gUielines ofl

what to look for and how to avoid or enhance certain effects. Apart frm

coming to grips with this coordination 
problem, the Action Program will

also include examination of (among other things) thc internal oroani2.atic'f

of CPS, the organization and functions of the Transportation and Urban

Projects Department, and how the urban research and policy function is

best organized and carried out. The Organization Planning Departm nt

would have a major role in this study.

10. Examinat ion of Ma ower Staffing and Budget Imp1 tat ens

The Task Group will examine the manpower and budget implicationn

of implementing the Act on Program, including the (!023ds that will be

placed on Regional/CPS/DPS manpower, ,n h edfrcnutn

to implement the Action Program per se and any long-run budget ing conso viS

for the recommended mode of attack on urban pove rty Gbidelines (as the TS

as possible) as to budgetary constraints should be obtained by the ic.k

rip at the outs t of i-s work, so that the Act ion Program wi h 
b M

in as real is t ic a scope and pace ais poss i ble. The inanpow or veuiccnn

for carrying out thc Action Program will be est mated in the Octoncr

paper.

STAFFING OF TASK GROUP

The following staffing and organization is proposed.

Taqk Croup

E. Jaycox Chairman
S. Chernick DPS
A. Churchill CPS
H. Dunkerley CPS

H. Fuchs CPS

R. Gulhati DPS

D. Gustafson - DFC

D. Keare DPS

P. Kuczynski - IFC

E. Lerdau LAC.

S. Please EA

Y. Rovani CPS

V. Rajagopalan - SA
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SUMMARY TiMET?'PLE

The Task Group will del iver by October 1 for senior management
review the draft Action Program which will be presented to you for appruval
on October 15, 1975. This Action Program will contain:

.(a) a determination of the target population;

(b) a set of global and sector objectives for the
attack on urban poverty;

(c) a "working estimate" of the resources required to
achieve these objectives;

(d) arising from (a)I (b), and (c) above, an overall pre]nuiny
statement of the Bank's strategy and goals over
-a r.ir.'-;nAb. pez uod of t it;

(e) a detailed description of the other tasks to be
performed as-part of the Action Proqram, including
timetables, who would be responsible, and the
rnpower costs involved for the various units of
the Bank.

Theseproposals have becn discussed with Mr. Chenery and hI-f
in the orrangerents and approach outlined above.

cc: Mr. Knapp

EVKJayc@


